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PREFACE.

In the following pages two Persian works

of considerable rarity are now, for the first

time, clothed in a European dress, and

offered to the Oriental Translation Com-

mittee, which has on all occasions evinced

such zeal in promoting and diffusing the

study of Eastern literature. For the use of

these Tracts (illustrating Asiatic Geography)

I am indebted to Sir William Ouseley, in

whose valuable and extensive Collection of

Manuscripts they are preserved. To him

also I must acknowledge further obligations

:

together with the two Manuscripts, he com-

municated to me some passages of a trans-

lation which he had himself begun to make
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from them several years ago, but which he

discontinued on undertaking the publication

of his " Travels in various Countries of the

East." These passages I have gladly incor-

porated with my own part of the translation,

availing myself, at the same time, of a few

hints for short notes, which he obligingly

added to his communication ; and I shall

here transcribe an extract from his answer to

my Letter requesting some literary and bio-

graphical anecdotes of Sadik Isfahdni, and

an account of the two works which, at Sir

William's suggestion, I had undertaken to

translate :
—

*

" Of the two Persian Manuscripts which I

have much pleasure in consigning to you,

each is a complete and distinct composition.

* See the " Catalogue of several hundred Manuscript

Works in various Oriental Languages, collected by Sir William

Ouseley, LL.D., &c." In this Catalogue (which was printed

last year, 1831, and intended for private circulation,) the

Geographical Tracts of Sddik Isfahdni are noticed (p. 11)

under the titles of " Tahkik al Irab," (two copies. No. 380,

in quarto, and No. 381, in folio,) and '* Takwim al Buld^n,"

No. 383, a folio MS.
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although, as both treat on the same subject,

they are bound together in one volume.

The first work, entitled ' 'J ahkik al Irab,'

{^\jcf\ j>:iJ) gives, in alphabetical order, the

names of countries, cities, rivers, and other

objects geographically interesting, with short

descriptions. 'J'he second MS. is entitled

' Takwim al Buldan,' (^l^JJi ^^) and like-

wise exhibits, in alphabetical order, the

names of various places, with descriptions,

(shorter than those given in the former

work,) also the degrees of longitude and

latitude. From what points these are com-

puted the author does not state ; but it is

evident that he follows those eastern geo-

graphers who, like Nasir ad\liii Tiisi, Ham-

dallah Kazvini, and Uliigh Beig, calculate

their longitude (c^]jJL^^l^rs.jl) 'from the For-

tunate Islands,' and their latitude (iyL.1 kr-jl)

' from the Equinoctial Line.'

" Respecting Saclik Isfahani (as our in-

genious author is commonly styled) I have

been able to obtain but little information.

His principal work, the ' Subhh Sadik,'

(jjLo g^ a General History of Asia,) occupies
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four large folio volumes : one of these, com-

prising the ancient part, is in my Collection.

He composed also on different subjects,

chiefly historical, many tracts, (some of which

I possess,) constituting a Miscellany deno-

minated ' Shahid Sadik' (jl>Lo ^It) : to this

belonged the two tracts now in your hands,

and I believe that it did not contain any

other work on the subject of geography.

" In one of his historical compositions he

is entitled at full length Mirzd Muhammed
Sddik ben Mirzd Muhammed Sdleh Zobeiri

Tsfahdni, Azaddni,^ A note made above

thirty years ago by an accomplished friend,

who brought those historical manuscripts to

Europe, states that Sddik Isfahdiii had vi-

sited many parts of India, where he died

about one hundred and fifty years before ; t

* ^'^1 ^^j ^U Js,=r* Ij^^ ^J jJLo .V^ \jy^

J)t)^1 We may reasonably suppose ih^t Muhammed Sdleh

derived the surname Azadani from the village of Azadan, v\^hich

Sddik describes as a place belonging to Isfahan. (See the

" Tahkik al Irab," p. 2.)

t I have lately found a date which proves that Sddik

Isfahdni was employed on his great work, the *' Subhh
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and various passages scattered throughout

his Geographical Tracts show that he was

much better acquainted with that country

than most Persian writers.

" He has not quoted any authority for the

geographical positions in his second work,

the ' Takwim al Buldan ;

' but that he con-

sulted the Tables composed by Nasir acTdin

Tiisi, Abu' r Feda, and Ulugh Beig, and the

admirable Nuzahat al Kulub of Hamdallah

Kazvini, we can scarcely doubt, although it

will be found on examination that he differs

from them in numerous instances respecting

either the longitude of certain places or the

latitude, or sometimes both. He has sup-

plied a multiplicity of names omitted by

them, and to many which they give he has

added short descriptions : of his Tables also,

the order, being alphabetical, seems to me a

far more convenient mode of arrangement

than that which was adopted by the older

Sadik " above mentioned, in the year 1045 of the Muham-

medan era, or of Christ 1635. This date occurs in his account

of Noah's Deluge.
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geographers above mentioned, whose system

causes some difficulty in finding the name

of any particular place without a previous

knowledge of the climate, kingdom, or pro-

vince to which it belongs.

« The Tables of Abu' V Fecid, Ulugh Beig,

and Nasir ad'din Tusi, were printed (with

Latin translations) above an hundred years

ago, at Oxford, in Hudson's ' Collection of

Minor Geographers.' * As this valuable and

useful work (which has latterly become ex-

tremely scarce) does not appear in the list of

your books, I send the third volume con-

taining those Tables, so that you may form

a just opinion respecting the comparative

merits of Sadik Isfahdni and his prede-

cessors.

" In my translation from some articles of

the ' Tahkik al Irab' you will perceive that I

have not inserted the W, a minute, and pro-

lix enumeration of all the letters which com-

* *' Geographiae Veteris Scriptores Graeci Minores : acce-

dunt Geographica Arabica," &c. Oxoniae, 1G97—1722, etc.

Four volumes, octavo.
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pose a name, and of the vowel accents which

influence each syllable of that name. How-

ever necessary in eastern writings, where the

accents and diacritical points are often am-

biguously expressed or altogether omitted,

this k>«i becomes superfluous when the name

of a place is accurately printed, not only in

Arabic or Persian characters, but at the

same time in letters of our alphabet, which

can express all vowel accents with conside-

rable precision. The learned Greaves, who

translated Abu' /' Fedd's ' Chorasmia,' was

induced by these considerations to omit the

Lj^ : his Preface, to which I refer you, suffi-

ciently explains this omission.*

* ** Restat ut Lectorem moneam, me in Tabulis, tarn Ara-

bicis quam Latinis, columnam omisisse quarn Ahulfeda iav^aJJ

* Nominum JixionV dk^\^i\dii
',

ubi consonas et vocales onines,

qua? formationi vocum cuj usque civitatis inserviunt, disertis

verbis enumerat. Quam insulsum esset et delicatis auribus

ingratum, si tanquam puero abcedario singulas literas et apices

Lectori indicassem ! At quod nostris ridiculum videtur, Ara-

bibus, Persis, Turcis, quin et Hebraeis et Syris, plane neces-

sarium est; qui non, sicuti Gra;ci et Latini, vocales in eadem

linea cum consonis connectunt, sed extra lineam vel supra vel

infra locant, aut omnino festinandi studio abjiciunt. Inde
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" It would be difficult to ascertain how, in

a work professedly treating of Geography

alone, some articles totally unconnected with

that subject first crept into the alphabetical

arrangement of local descriptions, confound-

ing persons and places in the series of names.

Thus the account of a tribe entitled Ak Kiiin-

lah (jduu^* jl), or Bdiandur (^Abb) ; of the Sel-

jiikian prince called Tatish (;j^); of the

fireworshipper Mazhdak (lDj>), who founded

an heretical sect; and two or three other

short passages, which we may suspect were,

through the copyist's inattention or mistake,

transcribed from some historical work lying

maxima in legendis eorum libris difficultas, major in intelli-

gendis labor, et insuperabilis, praecipue in hominum locorum-

que nominibus, errandi necessitas.— Columnam illam jox^j

sine lectoris dispendio penitus ^ Tabulis removimus ; quam,

si tanti sit, poterit ex Latinis Propriis Nominibus^ in quibus

vocales inseruntur, restituere ;—in Latina interpretatione illud

literarum iax^ omissum, roperiri tamen e regione in pagina

Arabica," &c.— Chorasmice et Mawaralnahrce (hoc est re-

gionum extra fliivium Oxum) Description ex Tabulis Abul-

fedcB, Sfc. Praef. p. 16. Printed in the Third Volume

of Hudson's *' Geographiae Veteris Scriptores Minores," Oxon.

1712. oct.
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before him. I have marked them with a

pencil ; and in your translation of this Geo-

graphical Tract (the ' Tahkik al Irab ') they

certainly would seem misplaced : of each,

however, some mention might be made in

the form of a note. But every name of a

person from whom any country or city has

received its denomination belongs legiti-

mately to the subject of geography ; as Tdlish,

Khazar, &c.

"I beg leave to repeat my offer of assist-

ance in conducting this work through the

press : with such a task, long experience has

rendered me familiar ; but to you, on account

of your distance from London, it would prove

both tedious and inconvenient.

" I am, dear Sir, yours, &c.

"William Ouseley."

Offering this extract as a Preface to the

following publication, I shall here observe,

that attention has been paid to Sir William's

advice respecting those passages which are

not strictly geographical ; the contents of

each being briefly mentioned in a note, as
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the reader will perceive in pp. 2, IS, 16, 23,

&c. I shall also observe that, according to

Sir William Jones's System of Orthography,

(published in the Asiatic Researches, vol. i.,

and recommended by the Oriental Trans-

lation Committee,) the letter a (having an

accent above) is used in expressing Arabic

or Persian names, to represent the broad or

long sound of our a in fall, call, and as Amid,

Shirdz, The letter i, accented in the same

manner, expresses the sound of our ee in

peer, feel, and as in Shirdz above mentioned:

and ti, likewise accented, denotes the sound

of our 00 in boot, moon, &c. ; thus in Kufah.

Without accents those letters (a, i, and u,)

have their short sounds : a, as in man, battle ;

thus Kazvin, Tabriz, Marv, &c, : i in imp,

as Isfahan, Mirbdt : u, as in bull, full, &c.

;

thus Suhrvard, Ddbul; but in Persian words

the u is never pronounced like our u in pun,

mutter, &c. Although the short a may be the

proper symbol, the short e, as Sir William

Jones remarks in his work above quoted,

may " be often very conveniently used " to

express the first vocal sound; and in the

word America (with which he exemplifies his
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remark) we find both the short a and e :

thus he writes chashm (j^)^ raft (l::^;), ber

(y), perveresh (,^;^;^.)> &c. But on this subject it

seems unnecessary to dwell ; and I shall only

add, that in the first work, the " Tahkik al

Irab," all the names of places are printed (at

least where they first occur) in the Arabic or

Persian characters ; and of the " Takwim al

Buldan," the whole text is printed, as, in fact,

the short descriptions contain little besides

the names of places, with the degrees of lon-

gitude and latitude. Of these, a few have

been omitted by the Persian transcriber

:

and as the reader will find noticed in two

or three places, some words, or letters, have

been partly effaced by accidental injury,

but not so much as to affect the sense in any

material degree.

J. C.
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An Essay entitled TAHKIK AL IRAB, ascertaining the

true pronunciation of the names of places, countries, cities,

villages, rivers, and mountains ; vt^ith short descriptions,

THE LETTER I.

Atil,^ a river of the Dasht-i-Kibchak f * it rises

among the mountains of Bulghar,^ and flows into

the Sea of Gilan.*

^ JiT ; the river Wolga. — " ^^ c:^ J — ^^Ub

* ^Jii^ US' ^v?
'^

» ^^ Caspian.

* An extensive region lying northward of the Caspian Sea,

and inhabited by a tribe of Eastern Turks or Tatars, who, ac-

cording to D'Herbelot, obtained the name of Cabgiakf Cap-

tchak, or Kiptchak, from their Prince Og/iuz KMn, on the fol-

lowing occasion :—A woman far advanced in pregnancy, to

avoid the horrors of a battle, in which her husband was killed,

A
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Achin/ (a name equivalent in rhyme or metre

to '* Mdchin/) is a well-known island in the Chi-

nese Sea/ near to the equinoctial line.*

AzADAN/'t" a village belonging to Isfahdn.^

Aksu,^ a city of MoghulistdnJ J

^j]t)):T ^^jl^i ^ ^* I. This name in

the Turkish language signifies "white water."

concealed herself in a hollow tree, and there produced a son,

whom Oghiiz Khan named Cabgiak ; which, says D'Herbelot,

signifies in the Turkish language, *' the bark of a tree." This

boy was adopted by the prince, and in process of time his

descendants spread themselves over the great desert or plain

that bears his name. (See the ** Bibliotheque Orientale" in

Cabgiak.)

* Mr. Hamilton, in his " East India Gazetteer," describes

Acheen as a petty state or principality, with a town of the

same name, situated in the north-western extremity of the

island of Sumatra.

t From Sir Wm. Ouseley's letter, quoted in the Preface, it

appears that this village (Azdddn) gave a surname to the father

of Mirzd Muhammed Sddik the author.

X Here is inserted (in the original manuscript), between

**Aksu" and " Abkhaz,'* the name ''Ak Kuinlah "

(^db J> ;l ) which, without mention of any particular p/ace, is

described as the denomination bestowed on a Turkoman tribe,

one of whose ancestors had two sons, and divided between
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Abkhaz/ a city on the confines of Gurjistan,^

5and the whole territory is called by the name of

Abkhdz.

Abardah,^ a villag^e in the district of Tus. *

The Shaikh Behd acldin Omar^ derives the sur-

name of Abardahi from this place.

Addakan/ a village in the province of Khura-

san/ which gave a surname to Najem acCdin Mu-
hammed Addakdni.^

Arran,^ a tract of country situated between

the provinces of Azerbaijan/^ Shirvan/^ and Arme-

niah/^ To Arran belong the cities of Ganjah/^

jlsr?' ^jl!w=-^ or Georgia. ^^<^j^J

them his white and black sheep. From him who obtained the

white sheep descended the race of Ak Kuinlah, from the other

son the tribe called Kara Kuinlah (adJu J» ] j), for in the

Turki (or Tatar) language, Jk ( ••]) signifies " white/* Kard

(U) " black," and Kuinlah (AX}y) "sheep." The tribe of

Jk Kuinlah are also denominated Bdiandur \ jJub). This is

one of the passages remarked by Sir Wm. Ouseley, in the

Preface, as being not strictly geographical.
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Berdc\, ' Bilkdn, ^ Kardbagh, ' Maughdn, * and

others.

Artuk/ a city between Otrar^ and Samar-

kand :
^ it is called by the Moghuls *' Katligh

Ballgh ;
" ^ a name of the same signification as

Shahr muharek ^ in the Persian language, imply-

ing *'the blessed, or fortunate, city."

Arhik,^^ a considerable river in the Dasht-i-

Kibchak.

Arkhang,^^ a region situated eastward of Ben-

gal : this province is likewise denominated Rak-

hang. ^^ *

Ardekan,^^ a village in the territory of Shiraz ;

^*

also the name of a place belonging-to Yezd.^^

Arden,^^ a territory of Syria : the chief town of

Arden is Tabriah/''

^ Jy^l ^^lyl '' ^j^ ^ JAJU ^

''^^J^ ^»

* Arracan, or Hekh AING, as we learn from Mr. Hamil-

ton, in his " East India Gazetteer," is a maritime province of

India beyond the Ganges, acquired by conquest from the Bir-

man empire.
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Urdubad/ a town in the province of Azerbai-

jan.

Aras,- a considerable river in the province of

Shirvan : it rises in the mountains of Armenia, and

is a fortunate or blessed stream, for, of the animals

that happen to fall into it, most are saved.*

Urus,^ a country bordering on the province of

* Sir William Ouseley describes his passage across this

noble river, the Araxes, and notices many classical allusions to

the ancient bridges which its impetuous current had destroyed.

The words of Virgil, *' pontem indignatus Araxes," (JEneid.

lib. viii. V. 728.) will immediately occur to the reader. Sir

William observed the remains of some bridges over this river,

which, where he crossed it, (a few miles beyond Gargar,) di-

vides Media from Armenia; but, adds he, '* I shall not here

attempt to inquire, whether on or near the site of these modern

structures stood the ancient bridges which * indignant Araxes

'

was * compelled ' to bear, by Xerxes, Alexander, and Augus-

tus." And he illustrates this passage by the following note :

—

" Quem pontibus nixus est Xerxes conscendere ; vel cui Alex-

ander Magnus pontem fecit ; quem fluminis incrementa rupe-

runt ; quem postea Augustus firmiore ponte ligavit." Seethe

Commentary of Servius on the line above cited of Virgil ; to

which Statins alludes, (in his Silv. lib. iv. v. 79.) ** Patiens

Latii jam pontis Araxes;" and Claudian, (lib. i.) " Pon-

temque pati cogitur Araxes." See Sir W. Ouseley's Travels,

Vol. iii. p. 432.
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Shlrvdn and the Dasht-i-Kibchdk ; it is generally

thought, and indeed can scarcely be doubted, that

this is the same country as Rus.^

Aresh,^ a place in the province of Shirvan.

Arghandab,' a river between the provinces of

Irak * and Azerbaijan : from this river Khwajeh

All ^ derives the surname of Arghenddbi.

Armaniah,^ Armen,'' and Arminiah,^ a cele-

brated and well-known country, which is divided

into two portions ; the Greater Armenia, and the

Lesser. The Greater Armenia is considered as

belonging to Inin ^ or Persia, and in length ex-

tends from Arzenar'rum ^^ to Selmas, " and in

breadth from Van ^^ to the borders of Akhlat : in

this division of Armenia are situated Akhlat,^*

Alehtak,^^ Melazjerd,^^ Van, Vustan,^^ Arjls,^^ Tak-

rit,^^ and other places. The Lesser Armenia lies

on the southward of Rum, having on its west the

sea of Rum, and southward the country of Sham,^^

and in this division is comprehended the Jezireh-

i-Kubrus.'^

^^^j or Russia. ^j\ ^ ^-jjjjii:.'

16 n 17 ,
\

18 >..

19 J^ Sjria. — ~

\J^j^ V>r^ ^^ *^® island of Cyprus.
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Asta/ a fortress in the province of Rustem-

dar.^

IsTAj/ a town or city of Rum, from which

Adimdk * Kizlbdsh ^ * has received his surname of

Istdjlu,^

Istanbul/ the city of Kostantlniah.^ The word

Istanbul in the Turkish language signifies, " you

will find (there) whatever you wish." ^ f

'^bJ/ '^0..] 'J^l
<uA]aiia/jJ> or Constantinople. ^b ^^^ ^j!^

* A Turkish compound, signifying " Red Head," (or " Red

Cap,") the title by which certain soldiers in the Persian service

were distinguished.

t A more satisfactory derivation of the name " Istanbul

"

is offered in the following note, extracted from Sir Wm. Ouse-

ley's Travels, (Vol. iii. p. 573.) ** Isnicmid is formed of the

Greek name Nt<co/zeS<a, and the preposition eis : thus Sarene

from €is ApT)vrjv. (Cell's Itinerary of the Morea, p. 40.) We
also find Isnic (ecs Nticaiav) ; and the venerable Athens meta-

morphosed into Setines (eis Adrjvas). Many other names formed

by the same process might be added ; but I shall only notice

Istambul or Istanbul (J^jJuUwJ), as Constantinople is now

generally called ; although on gold and silver coins (of 1808)

it still retains most of its Greek denomination, in the word

Kostantiniah (joudaJdawJ). We may trace Istanbfil with cer_

tainty (for some vague conjectures have been offered respect-

ing this name) to Stenpolin of the modern Greeks, a corrup-
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Aghmat/ a city in Maghreb/ on the borders

of Manikesh.'

Iklil/ a village of Syria.

Ulughh Tak/ a place in the Dasht-i-Kibchak.

Alenjek/ a fortress in the province of Azer-

baijan.*

Alehtak/ a town of Armenia, in the territory of

Miafarekin.«

Alijah,^ a city of the first climate situated

towards the east : at this place are mines of eme-

rald.

CLjL^l ^f^ or Western Africa.

^
\J^^X^ ^^ Marocco. *

Jj^*^ J'il? j^

tion from the words eis ten polin (ets Tr}v ttoXip), signifying ** to

the city ;
" an answer commonly given to strangers inquiring the

road towards Constantinople, styled, like most great capitals,

"the town," or "the city," /car' e^oxv^. But some zealous

Muhammedans have, by a puerile alteration, changed Istanbul

into Islambul, affecting thereby to describe the city as "chief

seat of their religion." We find Islambul on gold coins of

Ahmed III. (A. H. 1115.) and others.

* The celebrated Persian geographer, Hamdallah Mastowfi

Kazvini, enumerates Alenjek among the strong castles (with

Surmari, Mughan, and others,) belonging to the territory of

Nakhchuvan in Armenia.
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Andamankuh/ a fortress in the territory of

Herat : it is also called Askilcheh."

Andakhud, ^ a territory in the province of

Khurasan, on the borders of Balkh * and Shubur-

ghan/

Andulus,^ a considerable region in the west,

called after Andulus, the son of Ham, the son of

Noah, or, as some relate, after Andulus the son of

Japhet,

Ujan,'^ (equivalent to Duran,^ ) a city in the

province of Azerbaijan.*

'
^/ J^s^ ^^^1 ^ j.^^jJl • ' ^i>

^Lc^ ^'jJl ^U^jl ^
Jji'^

* Even when Chardin visited Persia, (above a hundred and

fifty years ago,) Ujan was in ruins. It had once been a conside-

rable city : near to it the celebrated French traveller saw some

circles of stones, an ancient monument ascribed to the Persian

giants, named Caous, &c. ; and another ingenious Frenchman,

Monsieur D'Hancarville, regards these circles as resembling

and probably coeval with the stupendous British monument,

Stonehenge. (See the ** Voyages de Chardin," Tome iii. p. 13.

Rouen, 1723 ; and D'Hancarville's ''Recherches surl'Origine

et les Progres des Arts de la Grece," Supplem.) But Sir

William Ouseley, who examined these stone inclosnres, (now

called Jangu, the ** scene of debate," or " consultation,")

found that whatever had been the original design in their con-

struction, they had latterly been used as cemeteries. (See

Sir W. Ouseley's Travels, Vol. iii. p. 397.)
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Uzkand/ a city of Turkistan.*^

Uman/^ a village of Hamadan.*

Ah 11/ (equivalent in pronunciation to the word

Shahr,^) is the name of a river in Azerbaijan.

Irvan/ a fortress in Armenia.

AiGHUR,^ a tribe of Turks or Turkomans, after

whom a tract of country in the fifth and sixth cli-

mate has been called the Khat Aighuri,^ and Belad

Aighuri:^^ in this region are situated Kaligh al

M-dligW Bish ballgh/^ Khalkh/^ Chikil/^ Farab/^

and other places.

Ilah/^ a town on the sea-shore, at the distance

of twenty farsangs from Misr.^'^

^ yt)] j^ ^jW generally pronounced

** Iravdn." See, in a subsequent page, the note respecting

ChuJchur Sad, and Irav^n or Erivan, as the name is fre-

quently written. j^} ^jy^) ^

^'^
' or Cairo.
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Bab al abuab/ a city in the province of Shir-

van, founded by Nushirvdn^^ on the borders of the

Dasht-i-Kibchak : it is called by the Moghuls
** Demur Kapi,^ which signifies the ** mansion or

residence of Demui\' the man who first con-

structed the castle or fortress of that place.

f

Bakharz/ a territory of Khurasan on the bor-

ders of Khwaf.^

Bashghar/ and Bashgaret/ a country of

the seventh climate between Constantinople and

Bulghar : its inhabitants for the greater number

are Christians.

Baligh :
^ so the Turks call ** a city ;

" but this

name is composed of Bai,^ signifying a wealthy

person, and Ligh,^^ a place of residence; so the

compound word expresses the abode of rich or

opulent persons.
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Bandhu/ a territory of Hindustan,^ on the

south of Alehiibad.^ *

BuHMiD,*! a city of Sham (or Syria), near to

Berut.^

Beravishtan,^ a village of Kum :
"^ from this

place Majd al Mulk ^ derives the surname of Be-

rdvlshtdni Kumi.^

BardsiRj^^ a city in the province of Kirman :
^^ it

is also called Kavashir/"

Bursa/^ a celebrated city in the province of

Rum.

4 , . 5 6 ("... » 7 ..S^. ^^j;^ C^'-^jy f
«
cj^] s^ ' ^ jo^^iy ^v^y

* Under the article ' Band," Mr. Hamilton, in his **East

India Gazetteer," notices two places so called in the province

of Allahabad.

t In the original manuscript, between the names of ** Band-

HU " and " BuHMiD," we find the word ** Baiandur "

(.tXbb) of the same signification as Jk Kuinlah (before noticed

in p. 2.) and applied to the " tribe of the white sheep." The

denomination of Baiandur they derived from Baiandur Khan,

the son of Guzkhdn, the son of Aghuz Khdn ( » ^U- . J^Jub

^L>-:^T ^ fj[s>~ -.S)' But this article does not furnish any

geographical information ; and the tribes of Turkomans wander

even to the most southern part of Persia.
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BiRKAH Ghurian/ a place in Moghulistan.

. BuRTAs/ a country bordering on the Dasht-i-

Khazar.^ From this name the derivative is Bur-

tasi.

BuRxiu/ an island in the east.

Baglanah/ a country situated between Dek-

kan,^ Gujerat/ and Khandis.^

Balasaghun,^ a considerable city ofTurkistan;

called by the Moghuls Kubaligh/^ a name signi-

fying ** the beautiful city."

Balashabad," a city in the Suwad of Irak.^^

Bulutiah/^ a city of Andulus.

Baliankuh/* a place in Irak.

Bam/^ a city of Kirman, v^hich has a strong

castle : this is also entitled the Kalah Haft Vad.^^

Bundukiah/'^ a considerable city of the sixth

climate in Europe : it is also entitled Vandik.^^

u^.jf^ ^/. " ^j^'^y
'

jx^ ci^t) See

the word " Khazar " explained in a subsequent page.

* ^ji (Borneo) ^ ^il<o ^ ^d This name

is sometimes spelt ^,-^l> by Sddik Isfahdni in other parts

of his work. cl>!^s^ ^ ^^j^sils*-

12
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BuzjAN,^ a place in the territory of Jam. '^

Bihar/ (or Behar,) a country of Hindustan^

between Junpur* and Bengalah.^ And there is in

that country a city which also bears the name of

Bihar ; it was founded by Mahdraj : ^ at present

the capital of this region is TattahJ The word

Bihar, in the Hindi language, signifies a school or

college (madrasseh ^) ; and as there were several

schools at this place, the name Bihar was given

to it. There is likewise a city of the same name in

Kamta,^ northward of Bengalah.

Behisht-i-Gong,^° a city of Turkestan, the last

structure towards the east : it was the capital of

Afrasiab, " and it is also called Gongidizh.^^

Bahman Dizh,^^ a castle or fortress at Arde-

bil.^^

Patani,^^ a sea-port in' the east.

Pandwah/^ a place in Bengalah,*

' e;^j^ — ^ (^ — %^— %^^ ' ^^

"j,^— " j^.;— - jto— >s,jj.

* According to Mr. Hamilton's " East India Gazetteer,"

*' Punduah" (so he writes the name) is a station in the pro-

vince of Bengal, and district of Silhet.
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Pushang/ (equivalent in metre to Hushang,^

)

n city in the territory of Herat :
^ it is called after

the Arabic manner Fiishanj.*

Talish,^ the name of a son o^ Japhet, the son of

Noah (on whom be the peace of God !) : from him

the name was given to a tribe in Gilan/ and from

that tribe the country was called TalishistanJ The

Arabs write this name ^^ Talish.*

Taibad,^ a town in the vicinity of Herat.

Tabadekan,^ a town in the territory of Mesh-

hed Mekudds Tus.^«

Tabarek," a castle at Isfahan. The Arabic

manner of writing this name is lLJ^ Tabarek.

Tabrseran/^ a district of Shirvan.t

12 I

u'r^

* Spelt with the letter ]o instead of ^l?.

t The Persian word tabr (^ sometimes written in the

Arabic manner Jts) signifies a battle-axe or hatchet ; and the

compound tabrserdn is the plural of tabrser (jmj^) a person
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Takht-i-Halaku/ ''the throne of Halakii."*

This denomination is given to the tract of country

extending from Derbend " in Bakuieh ^ to Bagh-

dad/ and from Hamadan to the extreme borders

of Rum.

^

Taft,^ (equivalent in metre to Haft, '^) a place

in the territory of Yezd.^

Tafarsh,^ a place between Kazvln ^^ and Ha-

madan : the inhabitants are accused of being an

evil-minded and turbulent race.

Takkah-ili/^ a mountain in the province of

whose head resembles that weapon or instrument. We find in

Persia, as in other countries, many places which derive a cha-

racteristic name from some quality real or imaginary, either in

praise or in ridicule, attributed to their inhabitants.

* Here is in the original manuscript, between "Tabrser-

an" and ''Takht-i-HalIku," an article distinguished by

red ink, like all the names of places, but having no geographi-

cal reference whatever. This article is " Tatish "

which the MS. explains as the name of a king of the Seljukian

dynasty, without any further particulars.
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Rum, from which the name of Taklu ^ has been

given to a Kizilbash - tribe.

TuNKABER,^ a district in Gilan.

Tanktash/ a city in the country of Machin.

Tura/ or, as the name is sometimes amplified,

TuRAPUSHT f a place in the province of Fars ;
"^

from which a learned theological writer of the

Sunni sect has derived the surname of Turdpushti,

TijRAN,^ a great region, so named after Tur ^ the

son of Faridun :
^^ it extends from Mawerel nahr ^^ *

to the extremity of the east, and northward to

the borders of Zulmat,^^ or the regions of dark-

ness.

Tuz,^^ (equivalent to Ruz,^^)a city of Khuzis-

tan :
^^ from this place the stuff used in making

certain garments derives the name of Tuzi.^*^

'^- \^y>' 'y^' *^IKJG-

«
^^l;^- or Scythia. %y '' i:J3^./

13 ••
14 15 I': • i6

J^ J3J U^J^ ^jy

* Mawaren'nahr, " the country beyond the river ;" that is,

the great river Jaihun (^^s^) or Oxus ; the region which we

denominate Transoxiana,

B
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Jajrem/ a city of Khurdsan, between Astera-

bad ^ * and Nishapur.^

Jajnagar/ in India, a city of Oudieh^ in

former times, but'now ruined.

Jabal,^ a name signifying '* a mountain," given

to the country extending between Irak Arab "^ and

Khurasan : the cities considered as the principal

in this country are four, Isfahan, Hamadan, Rai,

and Zinjan.^

Jattah,^ an extensive region of Turan, from

which the Jattahs derive their name. This tribe is

originally Moghul,^^ and their country is also called

Moghulistan.^^ These people were at first hostile

j^J>-[»- " d\j]JxJ\ .^litjj Jol=vL=w

'^/,] 'J^ 'vy jl^ "cM;
9 y: 10 \ 11 |.. , .

* ^*^ ^a/*j»«^

* jljlJu.1 The Persian Farhang or Dictionary entitled

" Burhan-i-Kat^ " informs us that " Istdrhdd {thefirst syllable

being accented with Kesr) is the name of a city in Tabristdn,

generally called Asterdbdd/ c:^^^ .b* J^l yjsi jb^ll^l
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to Emir Taimur Gurkdn ^ and his family, so that

he found it necessary to bring his army six dif-

ferent times from Samarkand^ to fight against

them in great battles, of which he won some and

lost others ; but finally remained victorious. Their

king had an army of from fifty thousand to a hun-

dred thousand horsemen.*

Jarendab,^ a district of Tabriz.* f

Jair,^ a castle in Syria, named after the Emir

Jair.

Jemmaail,^ a city in the country of the FranksJ

JuNABAD,^ also JuNABED ;
^ the Arabic manner

of writing the Persian name of Gunabad,^^ a city

in the province of Khurasan.

'i^^'
—

'j-tf^
— '<J^C^— ' <^/ ^^

* The celebrated conqueror Taimur, on account of some per-

sonal infirmity or defect, was often called Taimur lang, the lame

or deformed Taimur: from his name with this epithet was derived

the strange title of Tamerlane, given to him by many Euro-

pean writers. His name also is frequently written Timour,

Timoor, &c. He died in the year of Christ 1405 ; of the

Muhammedan era, 807.

f The second MS. copy of Sddik Isfahdms work adds, " and

from that place is named the Rud-i-Jarenddb,''^ or river of

Jarenddb. t_jljJ^ J^^ Ll^^wjjyJu) (j^ j
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Juzpan/ a district of Bastam^ in Khurasan. The

Arabic mode of writing this name is Juzfan.^

JuNAH Gadh,* (spelt with the Indian D,) a

fortress of Gujerat ^ in India ; it is also called

Karnal :
^ the name Junah Gadeh signifies ** an

ancient castle."

Jiselmir/* a city of India between Ajmir ^ and

Sind.5

Chukhur Saad/^ a place on the borders of

Azerbaijan. The word Chukhur in the Turki lan-

guage has the same signification as
*f

in Persian ;

and Saadh the name of a man after whom this

place is called .f

' ^^J^
' ^Ik^ — ' eJ^j^ * "^^ ^^

* " Jesselraere (Jesalmer), a large division of Rajpootana,

situated between the twenty-sixth and twenty-eighth degrees of

north latitude."—Hamilton's " East India Gazetteer."

f Notwithstanding this explanation, some ambiguity still

exists in the Persian word X; and it does not appear that

jtisr^ is noticed in the best Turkish dictionaries. Our author,

Sddik Isfahdni, describes *' Iravan" as a castle or fortress; and
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Charkez/ also written Charkes/ is the last

region of the sixth climate on the borders of Rum.

Chipal,^ a city called after the name of 2i Rajah*

of the Panjab/ in Hindustan, who lived in the time

of Sultan Mahmud Ghaznevi,^

Chichaktu/ a tract of country in Khurasan,

near Maimend ;
^ it is one of the territories belong-

ing to Balkh.9

' ^\c^> '
^y^j^ ^^^ ^ly^ 'y%^

Sir W. Ouseley did not know, when he visited this place, that

the gold and silver coins struck there exhibited the words

** Chukhur Saad." A rial, or piece of silver money which

afterwards fell into his hands at Amasiah, mentions in the in-

scription that it had been coined at the " Chukhur Saad, Ira-

vdn," in the year (of the Muhammedan era) 1225, (correspond-

ing- to 1810 of Christ). irre J\^^] Sx^ ^yk^ c-J^

'* I learned," says Sir William, *' that in the Turki language

Chukhur signified a place of abode, (perhaps also of sepulture,)

and that Saad was the name of some distinguished personage.'*

('* Travels," Vol. iii. p. 442.) A quotation however, which Sir

William adds from the MS. Chronicle Aalum Arai, seems to

indicate some distinction between Iravan and Chukhur Saad

:

he thinks it possible that Iravan was a name originally and

peculiarly applied to the fortress, and Chukhur Saad to the

adjoining territory.
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Chin/ a celebrated country of the East, named

after Chin the son of Japhet, son of Noahy on whom
be the blessing of God ! The Moghiils ^ call the

capital of that region Mahri/

r
Khabur,* a river in the province of Jezireh/

rising in the mountains of Rasalain,^ and falling

into the FratJ On the banks of the river Khabur

is a city bearing the same name, founded by Kobdd^

the father of NushirvdnJ^

Khandis/^ a country in Hind," situated between

Malwah ^^ and Dekkan : the name signifies *' the

Khan's territory ;" and it was so called after Nasr

Khan Fdritki,^^ the lord of that country ; in which

are comprised Burhanptir,^* Tehaliz,^^ Aslr,^^ La-

lang,^'^ and other towns.*

2 1. 3 4 ( . i)

^^^ Jy^ ^jY^ ^yl^ ^^,j^

j^^Astll ^jjij
'^

iJL^ji or Euphrates. liUi*

13 .. ). I. . 14 .

1

15 M .. 16 r

* Candeish, according to Major Rennell, is a small soubah,

or province, adjoining Malwa on the south, and containing the

fine city of Burhanpour. (*' Memoir of a Map of Hindoostan,"

p. exxvi.)
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Khaveran/ a district of Khurasan, between

Sarakhs ^ and Abivard :
^ the chief town of it is

called Mahnah.*

Kharshenah/ a city of Rum.

Kharrakan,^ a territory of Jam.

Khurrem/ a place in the province of Fars
;

from which came Bdbek Khurrem Din.^

Khazar,^ the name of a son of Noah, on whom

be the peace of God! and this name has been

given to the Dasht-i-Khazar/° a region of the sixth

climate on the north of the sea of Khazar, that is,

the sea of Gilan (or the Caspian) ; and this region

is also called Khazaran^^ and Dasht-i-Kibchak,

and it comprises Serai/^ Balenjer/^ Burtas/* and

other towns.*

i^jyjj] * 3X^

Q
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Khatta/ a village in an island of the Bahr-i-

Fars,^ near to Yemameh : ' from this place the

spears called Nizeh Khatti'* derive their name.

Khita, ^ (the Arabs spell this name with t )o

and the Persians v^ith t j) a great region in the

East, the capital of which at present is Kluinba-

ligh.^ The last place of this country in the direc-

tion of Mawerelnahr is Sakaval ; and from Sa-

markand to Sakaval ^ is a distance of one hundred

and one manzils (or days' stages), in the following

order : from Samarkand to Kashghar^ twenty-five

stages ; from Kashghar to Khoten ^ fifteen ; from

Khoten to Karakhuajeh^^ thirty-five ; and from

Karakhuajeh to Sakaval, thirty-one.

Khuzistan,^^ a celebrated region, between the

provinces of Fars and Irak Arab : its capital in

ancient times was Ahwaz ;
^^ but at present Shush-

ter^^ is the chief city. To this province belong

Askermokrem, ^* Ramhormuz,^^ Arjan,^^ Jondi-

shapur,^^ Havizeh,^^ Dizh-e-ful,^^ and other towns

;

)o^ — " ^/^;'-9 j^ the sea of Fdrs, or Persian Gulf.

^[Ljj^ or Susiana. ^ j^^^

^jLlJs,^ ^ —
y^fc-^j

— ^\:^}
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and originally the name of this province was

Khuazistan/ (the letter a coming in immediately-

after w,) for in the old Persian dialect called

** Deri " ^ (or the Court language) Khuazeh ^ sig-

nified a bower, arch, or dome, which was con-

structed in honour of brides and bridegrooms ; and

as the inhabitants were very expensive in the cele-

bration of nuptials, the province derived its name

from the Khuazeh above mentioned.*

Dar el Marz,* a region of Iran (or Persia),

comprehending the provinces of Jurjan^ Mazinde-

ran,^ Gilan, Dllman,^ Rustemdar, ^ and places ad-

joining.

Daghistan : ^ this name signifies ** a mountain-

ous country ;
" for the word Dagh in the Turk!

(or Turkish) dialect, as spoken in Iran or Persia,

J'uS^y-— '^;^— ^;U— '^;^i ;
^ J^T^ ul'^j^ ^c;U^.'^ ^;^*V^

* According to the Dictionary ** Burhan-i-Kata," (in i;:1»i-)

this bower, arch, or dome, was constructed of flowers and

fragrant herbs, (j,j-L» ^*j>^-> j 5 l)^ }) ^^ rather, as may be

supposed, decorated and perfumed with them.
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is used to express **a mountain ;
" whilst in the

Turki of Turan (which is the proper and original

dialect of the I'uranians, as the Farsi is of the Ira-

nians or Persians,) the word tak ^ signifies " a

mountain ;
" so that in the name Daghistan, t is

changed into d, and k into gh. This region borders

on the province of Shirvan."

Dijlah/ a celebrated river, the source of which

is among the mountains of ArzenarVum and Nisi-

bin;* it falls into the sea of Fars (the Persian

Gulf) near Abadan :
^ in the Parsi ^ (or pure Per-

sian dialect) this river is called Arvend RudJ

Dejil,^ a stream (or canal), one of the memorials

of Arclashir Babekdn,^ * in the territory of Bagh-

dad and Ahwaz : it is called Dejll because the

water which supplies it flows from the Dijleh (or

Tigris).

DargaziNj^^ a town in the territory of Kazvin.

jjii" Jj)/^^ As^ii the river Tigris.

Jjys-J J^.^. ;^^} C^y^*^

* The celebrated founder of the Sassanian dynasty of Per-

sian sovereigns : he overthrew the Arsacidan or Parthian race

in the beginning of the third century ; and is called Artaxares

and Artaxerxes by the Greek and Latin historians.
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Dasht (or Desht)/ a district in the territory of

Kain :
- it is also called Dasht-i-Biaz ^ (the white

plain or desert).

Damavand,* a mountain eastward of Rai : the

original name of this mountain was Dunia avand, ^

signifying ** the vase or bottle of the world." It

is said to be in height four farsangs, and the highest

mountain in the world : on the summit is a level

piece of ground, from which emanates a shining

light ; by the brightness of this at night a person

is enabled to see the country to a considerable

extent ; and in the day-time smoke issues from this

spot. It is related that King Solomon (on whom
be the blessing of God !) imprisoned there the Jin

or Demon Sakhreh.^ This mountain comprises

several inhabited places, constituting what is

called Damavand; the chief town among these

being Dimeh.''^

DuRBEST,^ a village in the territory of Rai : it is

at present called Duresht ^ and Turesht.^^

Ij^ t> Duriest, as written, or ci^nmjJ^^ ti Durhest, ac-

cording to the orthographical explanation. c^^t>

10 . ...
\
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RusTEMDAR,^ a tract of country extending be-

tween the province of Gilan and Mazinderan, and

comprising Nur," Kajur/ and other towns.*

Ranash/ a village in the territory of Dizh-e-

fiil.

Rus/ the name of a son of Japhet the son of

Noah, on whom be the peace of God ! After Rus,

the country of Rus (or Russia) has been so called.

This is an extensive region of the sixth and seventh

climates, and gives name to the sea of Rus : it

contains the cities of Kupa^ and Saksin^ and

Masku ;
^ but its capital is Hashterkhan.^ In

former times most of the inhabitants were pagans,

and a few Muselmans ; but at present they are

chiefly Christians. They are more powerful than

5 6
( ( 7 .. 8 ,

fj[s>-yJ^ (generally called Astrakhan)

* Rusteradar, according to Hamdallah Kazvini, (in his

celebrated MS. Geography, c. xviii.) comprises nearly three

hundred villages, and is for the greater part watered by the

river Shahrud ( ji.ytli.). He considers it as belonging to the pro-

vince of Mazinderan.
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any of the European tribes, and always at war

with the Muselman inhabitants of Rum.

Rishahr/ a place in the province of Khtizis-

tan.*

Zidend/ a city of Kirman.

Zirehgaran/ and Tabrseran/ two places of

the sixth climate, near Babelabuab.

Samerah,^ a name sometimes given to Sur-

menrai.^

* Here our author, Sddik Isfahdniy has brought down Khuz-

istan (or Susiana) too much towards the south, confounding it

with the adjoining province of Pars (or Persis). Sir W. Ouse-

ley quotes this passage in the First Volume of his Travels

(p. 206), and seems inclined to suppose that the error origi-

nated with some transcriber of the author's MS. He also

describes Rishahr as a place totally ruined ; but which in

former ages had been extensive, well-peopled, and considered

as the bander (.cJou) or principal sea-port in the province of

Pars. To this rank has succeeded Abu Shahr (^J^ ^])> a

town situated within three or four miles.
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Sejavend/ (the Arabic manner of writing the

Persian name Seg^vend,^) a village in the territory

of Ghaznin ;
^ also a place in Khaf.*

Sakha/ a city in the Said^ of Egypt ; which

gives a surname to the author of a book entitled

" Zil l^liddul," ^ a work on universal history, or

'' Chronicle of the world " (Tarikh e Aalum«).

SuNARGANW ;
^ this name signifies '* the village

of the Goldsmiths ;" a town in Bengal.*

* Soonergong, or Sunnergaum, is now dwindled to a

village ; but was, before the building of Dacca, the provincial

capital of the eastern division of Bengal, as we learn from

Major Rennell in his " Memoir of a Map of Hindoostan,"

p. 57. He adds, that it is situated on a branch of the river

Burrampooter, about thirteen miles south-east from Dacca;

and was famous for a manufactory of fine cotton cloths, (ibid.)

That " Soonergong " was originally called " Suvarna grama,**

or " the golden village," Mr. Hamilton informs us in his

*' East India Gazetteer," and that it has some pretensions to

this name or title appears from the quantity of gold produced

in its immediate vicinity. The writer of this note has lately

seen a very handsome watch-chain, made by native artists of

Tellicherry from pure gold found at Soonergong, in the pre-

sence of Thomas Hervey Baber, Esq., about four years ago;

and the watch-chain is now in Mr. Baber's possession.
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Sinjan/ a place in the territory of Khuaf."

Sahand/ a mountain in the vicinity of Tabriz*

and Maraghah ;
^ the circumference of it is said to

be twenty-five farsangs.

Saihun/ a river of Turkestan ; it is called also

Ab-i-Khojend, '^ and Ab-i-Fenaket, ^ and Ab-i-

Shahrukhiah.9

Sirvan/^ a tract of country in the province of

Irak,* and its chief town is Masbendan. ^^

Sis/" a city of Sham (or Syria), between Anta-

kiah ^^ (Antioch) and Tartus/*

Sailan/^ an island in the Indian Ocean.

SivESTAN,^^ a country of Sind :
^'^

it is also called

Sihevat ;
^^ and the name of Sivestan signifies the

court (or dwelling-place) of Siv,^^ a personage

'' .uTiyi '' ^^Jb '' ^K. (or Ceylon)

16 t" 17 .. 18 » 19

* Here " Sirvan " (^Lju^) is unequivocally placed in

alphabetical order among the names beginning with >S^ ^— yet

we shall hereafter find " Masl^endan/' described as a town oif

'* Shirvan " (spelt with the letter ^ Sh),
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whom the Indians worship, and also call Ma-

hddiv ;
^ and the word '* estehan " ^ signifies the

** royal court or place of residence." ^

A

Shash,* (so in Arabic writings the name of

Chach^ is expressed,) a country in Turkestan, of

which the chief city is called Tingit.^

Shebankareh,''^ a territory in the province of

Fars ; its chief city is Darabjerd.^ This territory

derived its name from Shebani,^ a '' shepherd,"

as pastoral occupations prevailed there in former

times.*

Shebishter,^^ or, according to the Arabic ortho-

graphy, Jebister,^^ a village belonging to Tabriz.

Shab Bavvan,^^ a place in the territory of Shi-

raz.^^ It is said that there are four places which

^U>jj ————^^ jX^u,\ui jX^mJ^^-

* The Dictionary " Burhan-i-Kat^ " (in voce) mentions

another place bearing the name of " ShebankA-REH,"—"a
village belonging to the territory of Tus."

(^^ i*^^.^^ j^ d^^*^) ^_5^*^ f»^ 3
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may be reckoned the paradises of this world
;

Sh^b Bavvan, the Ghut6h-i-Demeshk ' (or Da-

mascus), the Soghd^ of Samarkand, and the Nahr

(the river or canal) of Ubullah :
^ and the Shdb

Bavvan extends twenty-six farsangs, from Arjan *

to Nubendjan.^

Shamkur,^ a city of the fifth climate, in the

province of Arran,^ and it gives name to the plain

or desert called Sahra Shamkiiri.^

Shush,9 (equivalent in rhyme to Gush,^°) a city

in the province of Khuzistan : it is called Sus ^^ by

the Arabs.

Shul,^^ (equivalent in metre to Ghul,^^) is a tribe

of the people of Iran, after whom the territory of

Shulistan^* has been so named.

Shahrnaw,^^ a name signifying " the city of

the ship or boat :" this is a place in Chin.^^

2

9 A .'.
10 A ( 11 12 1 ,,

{j*'^^ i^y {^y** Uy**

" Jji "o^^ "i^A^ '^^
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U^

Saklab/ the son o^Japhet the son of Noah, on

whom be the peace of God ! After Sakldb is

named the most northern region of the seven cli-

mates ; and in that region such is the coldness of

the air, that the people construct their dwelling-

places under ground.

SuvADiK,^ a city of the seventh climate, be-

tween the country of the Franks (or Europeans)

and Saklab. The inhabitants are Christians.

Tabristan,^ a province of Iran or Persia : it is

also called Mazinderan.* The chief city of it is

Amol ;
^ and it comprises besides, Sari,^ Farraha-

bad,'^ and other towns; and, according to one

account, Tabristan and Dar-al-marz are of the

same signification, implying the provinces of Gi-

lan, Mazinderan, Dilman, Rustamdar, and Jurjan.

^tsLc Sclavonia, Siberia, and other northern coun-

tries. — "
Jft)^^ — ^ ty^^ Bordering on the ancient

Hyrcania, of which some writers regard it as forming a part.
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ToKHARESTAN,^ * a province situated on the

banks of the river Jaihun/ and extending from

Balkh^ to Kabul/ and from the Kuhistan^ (or

mountainous region) of Badakhshan^ to Ghar-

jestanJ

TuRTus/ a city of the fourth climate, in Syria,

near to Masisah.^

^jIawj^Ics^ i^^s^ or river Oxus. ^

* Or " the residence of the Tokhdr tribe ;
" once a conside-

rable nation, according to Ptolemy, (Geogr. lib. vi. cap. 7.)

Ttto be Tovs ZapmoTTras, TOXAPOI, fxeya eOvos, That most

excellent geographer. Major Rennell, seems inclined to think

that Ptolemy has placed this tribe too low, and that the Jax-

artes may have been its original seat. *'It is worthy of re-

** mark," adds he, " that two tribes of the names of Taochari

** and Pasiani are now seated near the Araxes in Armenia ; the

" first answering to the Taochi of Xenophon, the other pro-

" bably giving its name to the Araxes; as Xenophon calls it

** Phasis ; so that they seem to have penetrated southward on

" both sides of the Caspian."—See his observations on the

Eastern Scythians, or Massagetje, in the " Geography of Hero-

dotus," p. 227. (Quarto Edition.) But this remark, however

ingenious, could scarcely induce an etymologist conversant in

Eastern languages to regard the tribe of Tokhdr (.[s'^ Ptole-

my's Toxapot above mentioned) as the same with Xenophon's

Taochi (Tao^ot, Anabas. lib. iv.).
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Turtushah/ a city of the fifth climate, in An-

dulus, adjoining the territory of the Franks ; and

this is the last place of Islam, or the country in-

habited by the Muselmdns.

Taraf,^ a territory of Bengalah.

Tarfan,^ a country of Khatai.*

Tavalish/ a territory between the provinces of

Gilan and Mughan :
^ it comprises a district in-

habited by the people of TalishJ

Omman, (or Umman,^) a country of the first cli-

mate : from this the Bahr-i-Omman (the Sea of

Omman, or the Persian Gulf) derives its name
;

and the chief tovs^n of this country is called Sahh-

ar.^

Amuriah,^^ a city of the fifth climate, in Rum.

AvASiM,^^ a country of Sham (or Syria) : its

chief place is Antakiah. The celebrated histo-

rian Ibn Jarir Tabri ^^ relates that Hdrun Ar'ra-

'^^> ' J^ ^^li^o *^(k^

^^]> '^^^ ^^IL «^U
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shid,^* in the year 170, brought families separately

from the province of Jezireh and from Kaniserin/

and so peopled this place, and called it Avasim.

Ghijdavan,^ a place near Bokhara : from this

place the Sheikh Ahd al Khdlek,^ distinguished for

his skill in painting, derives the surname of

Ghijddvdni?

Ghalatifun,^ an ocean in the extreme borders

of the north ; and the islands of it are called Zul-

mat,'^ or '* Darkness."!

^ '^}^ ^^)^ cr^:;

c^bJ^

* This was the great KhaUfah {i^s^^) so distinguished ia

Arabian and Persian history. The year 170 of the Muhamme-

dan era corresponds to 780 of Christ.

t In the article *' Turan," our author has already men-

tioned the region of Zulrnat, the hyperborean country of

Cimmerian darkness.
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Fareh/ a place in the territory of Tiis.

Fashan/ (according to the Arabic method of

writing Pashan/ ) a village belonging to the terri-

tory of Herat.

Faiju/ the Arabic manner of writing (or pro-

nouncing) Paigu/ a maritime country of Chin.

FiLisTiN,^ a region of Sham (or Syria), Demeshk

(or Damascus), and Misr (or Egypt), comprising

Ramlah,'^ Askalan,^ Beit alMukuddes^ (Jerusalem),

Kanaan,^^ Bilka,^^ Masisah,^- and other cities ; and

from this province is denominated the " Biaban-i-

Filistin " ^^ (or Desert of Palestine), which is also

called the '' Tiah Beni-Israil." ^*

J

Kavan,^^ a village of Gilan, so written according

to the Arabic manner for Kavan spelt with the

letter K y^.'^

13

16 , xj
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Kahhkar/ a village belonging to Basrah.^

Kurafah/ is a certain place.*

Karaman/ a country so called after a man

named Kardmdn : it is bounded by Armenia the

Lesser and the shores of the Sea of Rum ; and it

comprises Kunieh/ Larendeh,^ Akserai/ and other

towns ; and from this country a tribe of Turko-

mans derive the name of Kardmdnlu.^

KiRKiz,^ a region of the seventh climate, in

Turkestan ; the chief city is situated on the sum-

mit of a mountain : the original name was Kerch

Kiz/^f words signifying " the forty damsels " (or

daughters); for at first forty damsels resided at

that place, and the name was accordingly given to

it. It has also been said that Kirkiz is a country

of which the royal capital is Karakrim.^^

J

9 •• •• 10 .. .. 11 ..» ..

* In both manuscripts this article seems imperfect : they

merely state that *^ Kurdfah, with the vowel accent damma on

the letter kaf, is a certain place ^j^ ^^^r^ <—'^ i^ ^^)^

t The two MSS. agree in this derivation of the name ; yet

it seems to be composed simply of the two Turkish words r^

kirk, signifying *' forty," and ji kiz, *' a girl or damsel.''
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Kilmak/ a tribe of Turks (or Tatars), whose

country is adjacent to Khita^ and Khoten.^

KuMALiGH,* a city of Turin : it is also called

Belasaghun.*

KuMis/ a territory of Khurasan : in it are situ-

ated Semnan/ Bastam,^ and Faravah.^

KuHisTAN ;
^° so in the Arabic manner is written

the Persian word Kuhistan/^ signifying generally

a mountainous country. In the Kuhistan of Khur-

asan are situated Kaln/^ Berjend/^ Desht-i-Biaz/*

Tabs Masina/^ besides other towns and places.

Kashghur/^ a city of the sixth climate, in the

territory of Aighur ^"^ in Turkestan ; and it is the

chief place of that country.

Kamta,^^ a territory on the north of Bengal : its

chief town is Bihar or Behar.

Kamrup,^^ a territory adjoining Kamta : these

two constitute the country called Kuch Behar.^^

^jU/^' (jIa/^ (or ^jl!wt>y) ^" ^^U'

^^^^— C/'^ ci^i) the " white plain, or desert."

UU*w.^
lJ^•^*' y«wJb .Jo! "

' lx«o

''^>A "-%^^^
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Kebud Jameh/ a town in the province of Jur-

yknr *

Kach-har/ a country situated on the extreme

borders of Bengal and Kuhistan.

Kurdistan/ a province of which the limits

adjoin Irak, Khuzistan, Diarbekr/ and Azerbaijan :

it comprises Dinvar/ Shahrzur/ Kirman Shahan/

Behar/ Sultanabad/^ Chapchimal/^ and other

towns.

Kirman/^ a well-known province of Iran (or

Persia), on the west.

Karharud,^^ a city of trak Ajem,^* called after

the Arabian manner Karahh :
^^ it is among the

memorials of Abu Delef Ajeli.^^

^^

^*J^J the ancient Carmania. ^^/^j^

VoV \/ ">=-^^yl

* Jurjan, according to Hamdallah Kazvini, (in his MS.

Treatise on Persian Geography, c. xviii.) is one of the seven

Tumans or districts (^Lo%'i) comprised in the great province of

Mazinderan ; but even in his time (almost five hundred years

ago) the town of Kebud Jameh, like Jurjan, was ruined. The

name, Kebud Jameh, signifies " blue dresses," or '^ garments."
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Kuch/ a country lying northward of Bengal,

and comprising the towns of Kamrup and Kamta.

Gurch/ a considerable tract of country on the

borders of Shlrviin ; its capital city is Teflis.^

GiRDKUH,* a fortress in the province Irak Ajem.

Gulkhendan/ a castle or fortress in Mazinde-

rdn.^

Ganjah/ a city of Arran, * and the capital of

that province. The soldiers and inhabitants of

Ganjah are Turks or Turkomans, descended from

' .JjOa" '
..,!, JJ;U '^

* Hamdallah Mastowfi, ( Jyu*^ ^Ia,^) author of the

celebrated geographical work entitled " Nuzhat al Kulub,"

(t-jJiil c:^^ J) quotes a tetrastich, which enumerates Gan-

jah among the four most delightful cities of Iran or Persia

;

the other three being Isfahan (^1^1), Marv {^^), and T6s

(^u.^). The name of Ganjah is often subject to a play

on the word ganj (jj) signifying "a treasure;" and in the

verses above mentioned we find this city described as "Gan-

jah pur ganj " (^^ ^ ^) or ** Ganjah full of treasures."—

See the MS. " Nuzhat al Kulub," c. iv. (of Maughan jjli:^.)
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Kardchdr,^ grandson of KdcMli Berlds,^ grand-

father in the eighth degree of the emperor Taimur

Gurkdn ; and those Turkomans, during the insur-

rection of the descendants of Chaghtdi Khdn,^

settled in this country, and they are at present

styled Kdchdr,^

GoNG-i-DizH,^ a town of the second climate, in

Turan : it is the first inhabited place in the east-

ern direction.*

^M/ — ^
u^^y J;rr^ — ' ^^ ^^— %^^

* This name has also been given to Jerusalem, the " Beit al

mukuddes"( js«Jl ci^oo) or * Holy house;'* which, says

the Dictionary '* Burhan-i-Kaet^," is called in the Syriac lan-

guage " Ilia." (^^jJuly^ Ub! ^^j*^ j) Here we find the

Hierosolyma Capitolina, erected on the ruins of old Jerusalem

by Hadrian JElius, and named after that emperor, JElia. The

Gong-i-Diz
(p lL)u^) and Gong-i-Behisht (ei-mi* ^.'^^^

was also an edifice constructed at Babylon, by the ancient

king Jemshid; afterwards ruined, then repaired by Alexander

;

but since reduced to a mere heap or pile, still visible near

the town of Hilleh (<xL=v), as the Dictionary **Jehangiri"

and other manuscripts inform us. It was a name likewise

for one of the imaginary paradises or seats of beatitude, as

the learned Hyde has remarked in his " Historia Religionis

Veterum Persarum,"(c. 10.) "Ex imaginariis locis Beatitu-

dinis est Ghang-dlz^'^ &c.
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Gilan/ a celebrated province of Irdn (or Per-

sia), extending in length from Sefidrud '^ to Mti-

ghan.^

Laknahuti/ a city of Bengal,* founded by

Muhammed Bakhtydr Khilji,^ who was one of the

learned men and nobles under the old Khilji

Sultans ; and the whole territory was in former

times called Laknahuti ; but the city is now ruined,

and in its place is a jangle or forest, at the dis-

tance of four leagues from Pandwah.^

^ ^j^^ j^^ ^^^ ^
b'^i

* " Lucknouti," says Major Rennell, "a city also called

• Gour,' the ancient capital of Bengal, and supposed to be

the Gangia Regia of Ptolemy, stood on the left bank of the

Ganges about twenty-five miles below Rajemal. It was the

capital of Bengal 730 years before Christ. No part of the

ancient Gour is nearer to the present bank of the Ganges than

four miles and a half ; and some parts which were originally

washed by that river are now twelve miles from it. Gour must

have extended fifteen miles in length, and from two to three in

breadth."—" Memoir of a Map of Hindoostan," 2nd edition,

p. 55.
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r

r

Mareb/ a city of Yemen : it is also called

Saba/ and is mentioned in the Koran, chapter of

SaM.

Machin,^ a considerable region near Chin : it

derives its name from Machine the son of Japhet,

the son of Noah, on whom be peace ! The chief

city of Machin is called Tanktash ;
* and this

country is situated in the first and second cli-

mates : and in the work entitled *' Jamia Ra-

shidi " ^ * it is affirmed that the name Machin was

~ Uwj 'jiClOi-

* In a very curious MS. belonging to Sir W. Ouseley's

Collection, and numbered in his printed Catalogue 676, (being

an original list of the most rare and excellent chronicles

Arabic and Persian,) the Jami^ Rashidi is described as a

genealogical and historical account of Changiz Khan and his

descendants, with anecdotes of the Moghul nobles

—

*]-«]
J

J t>iijl_5 4jU- ytf^ f3f^^3 l->LJ1 — <^'^j t^^

This must not be confounded with another chronicle mentioned

in the same Persian Catalogue, the Tarikh Rashidi, composed
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originally Maha-Chln ;
^ in which the Indian word

"maha" signifies ''great," and "Chin" is the

same as Khita ^ (the country so called and already

mentioned in its place).

Mazinderan,^ a province of Iran, on the shore

of the Sea of Gilan (or the Caspian) : this country

is also called Tabristan.

Masbendan,* a town of Shirvan in the third

climate.

Mahanesar,^ a castle or fortress in the province

of Mazinderan.

Madain,^ a celebrated city in Irak Arab, one of

the works of King Tahmuras -J here is the Aivan-i-

kesri.^ This place was called Madain, because it

was the most considerable of the seven Madain,

or *' cities " of Irak Arab ; and in the time of the

Akasreh ^ these cities were Madain (above men-

tioned), and the other six, Kadesiah,^^ Rumiah,"

Heirah,^^ Babel,^^ Halwan,^* and Nahrvan.^^

by Mirzd Haider Dughldt Gurkdn, on the history of the

Khans or Sovereigns of Kashghur

—
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Medinah ar'rasul/ (the city of the prophet,)

in Arabia ; there are seven other towns which

claim the title of Meden or Medin" (cities); these

are Isfahan, Marvshahjan,^ Nishaptir, Kazvin,*

Bokhara,^ Samarkand, and Nasaf,^ which is gene-

rally called NakhshebJ

Marhat,^ (the final letter being the Indian t

with four dots or points above,) a territory in the

Dekkan of India : it gives name to the race of

people called Marhatah,^ and comprises Ahmed-

nagar,^^ Dowletabad^^ and Aurungabad.^^ In former

times this territory was called Gihrgi," '* the gate

or door, opening into the Dekkan." *

^ 1 n v*i . t 2 . ...
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Masku/ a city of Rus, or Russia : it is also

called Maskaw.^

MusHKANAT,^ a territory of Shebankareh, in the

province of Fars.

Mallakh/ or Malakhah/ an island of Zirbad.^

Malibar/ a region of the first and second cli-

mate on the sea-shore.

Manaver/ a city of Chin.

MiJSH,^ was the name of a city in the province

of Jezireh : after this city the plain or desert was

called Sahrai Mush.^«

Mausel/^ a city of the fourth climate, situated

on the banks of the river Dijleh (or Tigris); and

from this place the Kizilbash tribe of Mausellti ^^

derives its name.*

to some accounts, with three thousand, of his followers. This

happened in the sixth century of the Christian era.

* Mausel, according to Zakaria Kazvini in his rare MS.

work entitled " Seir al belad," (J iUll j^ dim. iv.) is situated

upon the western bank of the river Dijleh (or Tigris) : and on

the eastern side is a certain bridge called the Pul-i-Tubah, or

** Bridge of Repentance ;
" for on it were assembled the people

of Jonas, (on whom be the blessing ofGod !) when having wit-
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Maibud/ a place in the territory of Yezd.^^

Nadut/ a territory of Gujerat in India.

Nasirah/ a village of Akka,^ or, as it is said,

in the territory of Arden.^ The birth of Jesus (on

whom be peace !) happened at Nasirah ; and the

first tribes that adopted the religious doctrine of

this holy personage were the inhabitants of this

village ; therefore they were called Nasari ^ (Naza-

1.2'

ffiessed the indications of punishment (foretold by him), they

repented, and renounced infidelity.

The work of 2kikariaj here quoted, was composed between five

and six hundred years ago : he writes as if the local tradition

existed in his time.—(For Jonas, see the Koran, ch. 10—37,

&c.)

* Yazd or Yezd, in the province of Fars, latterly the chief

residence of the Gabrs (^) or descendants of the ancient fire-

worshippers, the disciples of Zardtusht (or Zoroaster).

D
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renes) ; and by degrees this name has been given

to all who profess the religion of Jesus.

Nibtish/ the name of a sea or ocean, also

called the Bahr-i-Trabzun^ (or sea of Trebizond).

Najirem/ a village in the territory of Basrah
."^

Nadiah,^ a city of Bengal ; and before the

time of Islam (or the introduction of the Muham-

medan religion) it was regarded as the capital of

that region.

NiSA,^ a territory of Khurasan : its chief town

isTaktazanJ*

Nasaf :
^ in this manner is written the Persian

name of Nakhsheb,^ a city in Mawer-el-nahr.

This city is also called Karshi^^ by the Turks ; and

in the Moghul language Karshi signifies ** a pa-

lace ;
" for Kapak Khdn^^ lord of Mawer-el-nahr,

^^y')^ f^ c^ v^

* Although the two copies of Sddik Isfahdni's work agree in

writing this name with k ( •) in the first syllable, yet it ap-

pears more properly spelt with f (i«J) in the MS. Geography

of Hamdallah Kazvini. who writes '* Taftazan," ItXaS'

(See Chap. xvii. of the '* Nuzahat-al-Kulub.") But as the

vowel accents are not marked, the first syllable may have a, «,

or u short.
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constructed a great palace at this place, which

derived its name of Karshi from that building.

Nasret-abad-Nirtu/ a castle or fortress in the

territory of Herat : it is also commonly called

Nirtu.^

Nilab/ the name of a river between Lahtir*

(Lahore) and Pishavur :
^ it is likewise called

Ab-i-Sind/ or the ** river of Sind." Midway on

this stream is a small mountain celebrated under

the name of Kuh Jelali, and opposite to it ano-

ther small mountain : between these two a boat

cannot pass without extreme danger, from the

impetuosity of the current and a deep whirlpool

which it forms.* The mountain derived its name

of Kuh Jelali from the following circumstance,

which is related in various historical works:

—

When Sultan Jeldl ad'din, "^ son of the illustrious

Sultan Muhammed Khuarezm Shdh^ after a hardly-

* ** Neelab, (' blue water,') a town in Afghanistan, situated

on the western bank of the Indus, which is here deep and rapid,

and its bed so contracted as to be only a stone's-throw across."

—

Hamilton's " East India Gazetteer." The name Nilab (" blue

water ") is by some attributed to the quantity of indigo pro-

duced on the banks of this river.
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contested battle on the banks of this river against

the army of Changiz Khdn,^ found himself no

longer able to resist the overwhelming host of

Moghiils or Tatars, and on the point of being

taken prisoner, he boldly leaped, on horseback,

with his sword in his hand, from a rocky preci-

pice fifty feet high, plunged into the whirlpool,

and reached in safety the mountain which still

bears his name. *

NiMRuz,'^ a well-known province of Iran (or

* This eyent occurred in the year 618 (of the Muharamedan

era, or of Christ 1221) : the particulars are detailed by D'Her-

belot (Biblioth. Orient, in Gelaleddin) and by Petis de la

Croix (in his History of Gengizcan). The barbarian con-

queror, who ran to the shore, was astonished on beholding

Jeldlad'din struggling with the waves, and still more when this

hero stopped from time to time and insulted his enemy by

discharging arrows against him and the oflScers of his retinue.

It is related by most historians that Changiz Khdjiy mortified

at the escape of Jeldlad^din, caused all his male children to be

immediately killed. Of those soldiers who endeavoured to

follow their prince, considerable numbers were drowned, and

multitudes perished by the Moghul arrows. Seven however

joined him, and with the assistance of these faithful warriors

Jeldlad'din soon raised a powerful army, made various con-

quests in India, and finally returned to Persia, where he was

received with extraordinary acclamations and flourished many

years.
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Persia): it is also called ZabuP and Sejestan.^

There is a tradition which says that in the time of

King Solomon, (on whom be peace !) Nimruz was

a lake (or covered with water) : that holy per-

sonage commanded the Dives, or Demons, to fill

it up with sand, and render it a country fit for the

habitations of men. As the Demons performed the

duty assigned to them in the middle of the day,

(or at the time called Nimruz, or noon,) this

name was given to the country.

NiNEvi,^ a city in the province of Jezireh, near

Mausel, on the eastern side of the river Dijleh

(or Tigris). To the people of this place was sent

the prophet Jonas, on whom be the blessing of

God!

Van,* (equivalent in rhyme to Jan,) a fortress in

the province of Jezireh, near to Vustan ;
^ but

some regard Van as belonging to Armenia.

Vustan, a city in the province of Jezireh, near

Vdn.

^ J^lj ^ 4jlL.cs^ ^ ei"^ *
c/'J

5
.,lkw,
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Hamaveran :
^ this name is synonymous with

Yemen ^ (or Arabia Felix).*

Hajar,^ the chief city of Bahrein ;
* and that

whole country has also been called Hajar.

Hazarjerib/ a territory in the province of

Azerbaijan.

Hulandiah/ a country of Europe : the inha-

bitants of that country are called Alandiz."^

'^ 'a^^
<xj jolyt ^

j^."^

* We learn from the Dictionary " Burhan-i-Kate^ " (in

voce) that " Hamaveran is a name given to the region of

Yemen; and according to some it implies Sham (or Syria),

whilst others affirm that it signifies a country, the king of

which was father of Suddvah the wife of (the Persian mo-

narch) Kai Kdus ; but it is not said of which country that

personage {Suddvah's father) was king"

—
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Haithal/ the name of a son oi Aildm,^ the son

of Sam ^ (Sheni), the son of NoahJ^ on whom be the

peace of God ! According to the Arabic manner,

the name of this personage is written Haitdl;^

and after him is named the country of Haiateleh ;
^

which denomination comprises Balkh, Tokha-

restan, Bamian/ Baklan/ Badakhshan,^ Andek-

htid/^ and Shuberghan.^^ *

^ J1jUj&
" Axe -»L —.y

^ JllaJJt)

10 ^ . ..» 11 (. ^ i.

* This ancient Scythian race of Haiateleh was known to

the Greeks of the lower empire, under the name of Euthalites,

which the ingenious D'Anville derives from " Ew0a\ijs, bene

florens; quasi formosus." — (Geogr. i\nc. in Sogdiana.)

The Haiateleh are frequently mentioned by the oldest Persian

writers, Tabri, Firdausi, and others, who notice their wars

with the Sassanian monarchs, and relate some curious anec-

dotes of their kings. The Dictionary " Burhdn-i-Kate-^ "

informs us that Haiateleh (^Uib spelt with the Arabic letter

]s) was the name of a city, and that " the word Haitdl, in the

dialect of Bokhara, signifies a man of great personal strength

;

and it is also a name given to the territory of Khatlan, in the

kingdom of Badakshan ; and the kings of that country are called

Haiateleh, a plural formed after the Arabic manner from
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Yazkant/ also written Yazkand,'^ a city of

Turkestan, on the borders of Kashghur.^

Yangi Tiraz/ a city of Turkestan.

Yangi Dunia/ a region which may be consi-

dered as a fourth portion of the world. Several

European navigators have gone to that country, of

which the air and water are most pure and salu-

brious ; but there was neither civilization nor cul-

tivation ; nor did any person know of such a region,

from the first creation of the heavens and earth

until the time when it was discovered, about three

hundred years ago : after which, Europeans went

in their ships, examined all the particulars of the

^ Ui J ^, The '* New World," or " America."

Haitdl, as the word Afghan is rendered in the plural Afa-

gheneh : "

—

O^ilj
_j

cX^b lily
_5
JX^ ^^y j,i^j^ l^Ls? ci^sAb JlluSi

ysy^ ci^wjl xcUl ^f. *^ Lyl_M fr^ c^.^ J *^^ ^^ <3di'U5>
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country, and wrote various books describing it.

Since that period, all the nations of Europe have,

according to their respective abilities, contributed

to the population and improvement of that coun-

try ; and it has become another, or, as the name

Yangi Dunia signifies, '* a new world."

»
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TAKWiM AL BULDAN.*

THE LETTER I.

Names. Long. Lat.

Abisgun, (spelt with the Per-

sian letter Gaf,) an island of the

sea of Gilan (the Caspian) . . 88 30 . 37 20

Abah, in the province of Irak

Ajem . . . . . 85 34 30

Akserai . . . . 68 30 40

Alan, a territory bordering on

Shirvan and Giwjestan (or Georgia) 83 44 30

Amul, in the province of Ma-

zindenin 87 20 36 40

Ayah, a harbour on the coast

of the Chinese Sea . . . 135 55

* It appears from a letter of Sir William Ouseley (quo-

ted in the Preface) that Sddik Isfahdni, like most of the

older Persian geographers, reckoned the degrees of longitude

(ci^lt^lU^ ^.'rr" j^^ "from the Fortunate Islands," and of

latitude (\yu] k=^ :1)
" from the equinoctial line."
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* The original manuscript does not give any description of

Akserai, but Nasir Tusi places it in long. 68-0, lat. 38-0.

(See Hudson's " Geogr. Script. Minores," vol. iii. p. 94.) The

name, in Turkish, signifies the " white palace, or mansion."

Sddik Isfahdni has already mentioned it as a town of Ka-

raman.—(" Tahklk al Irab," p. 39.)
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Names. Long. Lat.

Ubullah, a river or canal

within four farsangs of Basrah,

on the borders of which were

populous towns . . . 86 30 15

Abivard, in Khurasan, be-

tween Nesci and Sarakhs .
'

. 98 40 37 35

Atheniah, the city of philo-

sophers

UcHAH, a place in Sind

Ahmedabad, a place of Guje-

nit in India ....
Akhlat, in Armenia

Erbel, a city near the borders

of Mausel ....
Arjis, in Armenia .

Ardestan, a district of Irak

Ajem : the people of this place

are, it is said, prone to excessive

anger and violence . . . 87 38

Arzenalrum, (Arzer'rum,) a

territory of Armenia, on the bor-

ders of Rum . . . . 77 39 40

Urmieh, in the province of

Azerbaijan . . . . 79 37

65 40
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Names- Long. Lat.

Abulistan, a territory near

Malatlah, on the borders of Rum
and Syria (Sham) . . . 71 38 30

AsHAM, a territory on the north

of Bengal . . . . . 132 35

AcRAH, (spelt with the Persian

letter Gaf,) a place in India . 105 8 34

Amid (equivalent in rhyme to

Hamid) is a place of Diar'rabiah 73 40 38

Ani (equivalent in rhyme to

Fani) is a city of Armenia . . 79 41

Aberkuh * . . . . 88 31 30

Otrar, in Turkestan : it is also

called Fariab . . . . 99 30 41 30

* Not described in the original MS. The name is some-

times written after the Arabic manner J$J> j|. The celebrated

geographer Hamdallah Mastowji, ( in his " Nuzahat-al-

Kulub,") and Zakaria Kazvini, (in his " Seir al Belad,") place

this city in Fars ; but more modern writers assign it to the

adjoining province of Irak Ajem : thus Emin Rdzi (in his

" Haft aklim ") informs us that " Aberkuh formerly was

reckoned as a town of Fars, but now belongs to Irak :
"

i^)<^ j^fo jijo jUl
J

^Jy ^^Jj Jivlj j^L—jyyl

and the '* Burhan-i-Katea " describes it as a town of Irak

Ajem. We learn from different accounts that the original

city had been constructed on the summit of a hill, and there-

fore called " Aber-Kuh," (or ** Ber Kuh,") a name ex-
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pressing its situation, and this name is still retained, and

applied to the modern town, which, the old one having been

ruined, was built on a plain not far from the hill. Aberkuh

appears in ancient romances as the scene qf many remarkable

and interesting events. Not long ago was shown, (and pro-

bably still exists,) near this place, a considerable mound or

heap, which, according to local tradition, consists of ashes, and

indicates the spot where young prince Sidvesh, in consequence of

a false accusation made by the queen, his enamoured and dis-

appointed stepmother, was obliged to pass through a blazing

pile of wood, and proved his innocence by undergoing the fiery

ordeal without injury. This circumstance is a favourite sub-

ject with the painters, who illuminate fine manuscript copies

of Firdausfs great heroic poem, the '* Shah Nameh,"

E
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Names. Long. Lat.

Ajmir, in India
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Names. Long. Lat.

AsFERAiiN : SO, according to the

Arabic manner, is pronounced

Asperaiin. The people of this

place, for the greater number,

used shields in battle ; and on

this account acquired the name

(from ** siper," a shield) . . 92 36

AsFijAB (Isfijab), a place of

Turkestan, on the borders of

Seknak . . , . . 99 88 40

AsuAN, in the Said of Egypt . 62 32

IsTAKHR, in the province of

Fars 88 30 30

Isfahan, in the province of

Irak Ajem . . . . 86 40 32 35

Almaligh, a place of the Ai-

ghur (or Oighur) country in Tur-

kestan * 109 44

Alahabad, in India . . 106 30 36

Amlak, a country of Turan . 101 15 48 40

Andejan, in Farghanah, a pro-

vince of Tiiran . . . 102 48

Antakiah, in Sham (or Syria),

but according to some in Rum . 71 36 35 30

* Respecting the situation of Almaligh, our author, Sddik

Isfahdnif differs considerably from the more ancient geogra-
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Names. Long. Lat.

OuDEH, in India . . .106 45 47 15

OusH, a place of Farghaneh in

Turkestan . . . . 102 20 48 30

icH, (equivalent in rhyme to

Zich,) a town four farsangs from

Shfraz 88 30 37 30

AsTERABAD,* a city which is the

capital of Jurjan . . .89 30 37 30

OsRusHNEH, a place of Fargha-

neh in Turkestan . . . 105 40

IsFEZAR, a place between Herat

andFerah . . . . 95 45 34

IsKANDERiAH (Alexandria) . 61 54 30 58

AsiuT, a place of the Said in

Egypt 62 34

IsTAHBONAT, a placc of Shc-

bankareh in Fars . . . 89 37 44

Akbernagar, in Bengal; called

also Rajmahl . . . . 121 35

Ala MUX, a fortress in the ter-

ritory of Kazvin : according to

some it is situated in Irak, and

several reckon it as belonging to

the province of Dilman . . 85 37 36 21

* Or Istarbad. Respecting the pronunciation of this name,

see the note on " Jajreni," in our author's preceding work,
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the " Tahkik al Irab "
(p. 18).
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Names. Long. Lat.

Amasiah, a city of Rum . 78 44

An BAR, on the eastern side of

the river Euphrates, at the dis-

tance of ten farsangs from Baghdad 79 40 38

Anderab, a place in Tokhares-

tan, i. e. Badakshan . . 108 45 36

Anguriah, a place in Rum,

called after the Arabic manner

Ankurla 69 30 41

Urkanj, the capital of Khua-

rezm 98 30 42

Ahwaz* . . . . 85 31

IliCH PUR, the chief place of Be-

rar (in India) . . . . 106 30 20 15

Bab al abuab, in Shlrvan . 84 30 48

Babel, in Irak . . . 79 40 31 40

Bajervan, a territory on the

borders of Azerbaijan and Shir-

van ; the capital of it is Mahmud-

abad 88 38 30

* The manuscript does not furnish any account of Ahwaz,
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which is in the province of Khuzistan (or Susiana).
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Names. Long. Lat.

Badghis, a territory of Khura-

san 94 30 35 20

Bamian, in Tokhdrestan, be-

tween Ghaznah and Balkh . 102 34 30

Bahrein, an island . . 87 30 35 15

Badakhshan, a territory of

the region of Haiateleh . . 107 30 37 20

Baruj, a place of Gujerat in

India 109 30 29

BuRHANPUR, a place of Khan-

dls, in Dekkan, in India . . 104 21

Bastam, a place in Khurasan 89 30 36 10

BusRi, a place in Sham (or

Syria) 69 30 31 30

Balbek, in Sham . . 70 45 38 15

BikuiEH, in the province of

Shirvan 85 40 15

Benares, a place in India . 107 20 36

Bokhara, in Maweral'nahr (or

Transoxiana) . . . . 97 30 39 50

Berda, in the province ofArran 88 40 30

Barudah, a place of Gujerat

in India 109 20

BosT, in the province of Zabul 100 38
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Names. Long. Lat.

Basrah, in the province of

Irak Arab . . . . 84 30

Betaiehh, the name given to

several villages between Waset

and Basrah ....
Baghdad, in Irak Arab

Baklan, a country between

Ghaznin and Balkh .

BALASAGHUN, in Turkcstan

Bulghar, a country on the

farthest borders of the Dasht-i-

Kibckak 90 30 49 30

Bam, a place in Kirman, enti-

tled also " Kal^ e Haftvad" *
. 94 38 30

Benkesh, a territory in the

Kuhistan (or mountainous region)

of Kabul . . . . 105 32

Behar, on the north of Bengal

82
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Names. Long. Lat.

Beit al Mukuddes, a place of

Palestine in Syria; *'the Holy-

House " (or Jerusalem) . . 66 30 32

Baklah, a country of Bengal 125 32 30

Balkh, in Khurasan, at the

distance of twelve farsangs from

the river Jaihun . . . 101 36 40

Balenjer, a city of the Desht-

i-Khazar, (near the Caspian,) and

it was formerly the capital of that

country . . . . . 85 20 46 30

Benaket, in Ferghaneh, dis-

tinguished also by the title of

Shahrukhlah .

Behbehan, a castle in Fars

Bahlwah

BiANAH, a place in India

BijAPUR, a place of Dekkan in

India 117 30 36

BiJANAGAR, a country in the

southern part of India, in the

Dekkan 120 42

BiR, a place of the Dekkan, in

India 105 30 18 30

100
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Names. Long. Lat.

BiREH, a castle on the banks

of the river Euphrates, near Su-

misat 78 45 35 15

Baihak, a territory of Sabzvar 91 40 35 20

BiDER, a place of Dekkan in

India 109 47

BiRUT, a place on the sea-coast

of Sham (or Syria) . . . 67 15 32

BiLKAN, a place in the province

of Arran 83 30 39 50

Baineh, the chief place of the

province of Behar in India .109 34 30

PisHAVUR, in India . . 106 15 38 15

PiPALY, a harbour (of India) . 121 21

Paigu, a city on the coast of

the Chinese Sea . . . 134 21

Pushang, a place in Afghanis-

tan 102 45 31 30

PisHBALiGH, in the country of

Oighur 108 35 50
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Names. Long. Lat.

Tashkand, a place of Fargha-

neh in Turkistan . . . 100 48

Talishtstan* . . . 84 39

Tahert Ulia, (or the UpperTa-

hert,) a place in Maghreb, or

Western Africa . . . . 35 48

Tahert Sufli, (or Lower Ta-

hert,) a place also in Maghreb . 36 39

TiBBET, a region of the fourth

and fifth climate . . .105 30 39

Tabriz, the capital of the pro-

vince of Azerbaijan . . 82 38

Tebuk, on the extreme border

of Sham (or Syria) . . . 58 40

Tadmor, a place in Sham

(Syria) 72 38

Turbet, a territory ofKhurasan 78 31 30

Turshiz, a place in Khurasan 92 30 35

Termez, (equivalent in rhyme to

Hergez,) a place of Maweralnahr 93 30 34 30

* Of Talishistan (as of some other articles in this work) the

descriptions have been omitted, probably by the transcriber of
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the author's original manuscript. Talishistan, however, is al-

ready mentioned in the ** Tahkik al Irab," p. 15.
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Names. Long. Lat.

Turret, a country on the bor-

ders of Bengal in India . . 120 35 30

TosTER, a place in the province

ofKhuzistan . . . .100 50 37 20

Teftazan, a village of Nesa in

the province of Khurasan . . 94 36 45

Teflis, the capital of Gurjestan

(or Georgia) . . . . 84 30 31 30

Tekrit, a place in Diarbekr . 78 30 35 30

Tekinabad, (or Tekniabad,*)

a town of Kandahar . . . 108 48

TiNKiT, a place in Turan, called

by the Moghuls Kashln . . 101 48

Tan is, between Africa and

Kulzum 101 30 38 20

ToKAT, a place in Rum . 70 48

Tun, (equivalent in rhyme to

Khun,) a city of Khurasan in the

vicinity of Tabs . . .92 30 34 15

Jajerm, a place of Khurasan,

between Asterabad and Nishapur 90 30 36 15

* By a transposition of letters, this name appears '* Tekni-

abad" (jblxlG) in the printed tables of Nasir ad"dm Tusi and
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Names. Long. Lat.

Jal^jr, a place of Gujerat in

India 110 38

Jam, a territory belonging to

Gujerat ; its chief town is called

Nuvanagar . . . . 107 38

Jam, a place in the province of

Khurasan . . . . 94 34 40

JiDDEH, a sea-port of Arabia . 76 2140

Jerpadkan, in Irak Ajem, be-

tween Isfahan and Hamadan

:

this is the same place as Gulpai-

gan 85 30 34

JuRJANiEH, in the province of

Khuarezm . . . . 94 30 42

Jaser, a territory of Bengal . 128 32 30

Jammu, a territory in the Kuhis-

tan (or mountainous region) of

Suvalek . . . ., . 110 36

JAND, a place in Turan . 98 42 30

JoNDiSHAPUR, in the province

of Khuzistan (or Susiana) . 84 10 3150

JuNiR, a place of X)ekkan in

India 104 47
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Names. Long. Lat.

JuDEHPUR, a place of Rajputa-

neh in India . . . . J 10 30 36 15

JuzjANAN, a territory in the

province of Khurasan . . 98 35 30

JuNPUR, a place near Benares

in India 107 36 15

Jehangirnagar, in Bengal . 124 34

Jahrum, (equivalent in rhyme

to Mardum,) a place in Fars . 89 45 38 15

JiROFT, in Kirman . . 98 30 38 30

Chatgam, a tov^n of the farth-

est borders of Bengal on the con-

fines of Rakhang . . . 127 32 30

Chapchemal, a place in Kur-

distan near the mountains of Bi-

sutun 82 30 34 30

Cheghanian, a country of

Mav^^erelnahr (or Transoxiana) . 101 10 38

Chikil, (in Turkestan,) . . 98 30 45 30

Chandiry, a place of Malw^ah

in India 105 40 38

Chivel,* a sea-port of Dekkan 88 36

* An accidental blot has nearly effaced the last letter of this

name in the original manuscript j it probably refers to the sea-
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Names. Long. Lat.

Hejr, between Medlnah Taibeh

and Sham (Syria) . . . 72 38

HuDiBiAH, a place between

Mekkah (the Great) and Medinah 76 30 38 30

Haditheh, a place in the ter-

ritory of Mausul . . .77 10 34 15

Harran, a place in Jezireh (or

Mesopotamia) . . . . 78 36 40

Harmi, in Habsheh (or Abys-

sinia) . . . . . 65 10

HisiRisHADMAN, a placc in Ma-

weralnahr (Transoxiana) . . 102 30 38 30

Hisnkeifa, in the province of

Jezireh . . . . . 74 30 37

Haleb, (Aleppo,) in Syria

(Sham) 72 10 32 50

Ha lwan, between Baghdad and

Isfahan ; it is one of the seven

cities of Irak . . . . 102 15 34

HiLLEH, on the western side of

the river Dijleh (or Tigris), be-

tween Baghdad and Kufah . 79 40 32

Hamah, a place in Sham (or

Syria) 71 30 34
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Names. Long. Lat.

Hems, in Sham (or Syria), be-

tween Haleb (Aleppo) and De-

meshk (Damascus) . . . 70 40 34

HuwizEH, a place in Khuzis-

tan (or Susiana) . . . 88 30 30 30

Heiderabad, a place of Teleng

in the Dekkan (in India) . . 121 10

HiRAHjOne of the seven cities of

Irak, at the distance of two far-

sangs from Kiifah ; and the cele-

brated palace called Kasri Khav-

ernak was at Hfrah . . . 79 30 31 30

t

Khalik, a place in Makran . 80 39

Khanbaligh, a name signify-

ing the city of the Khan (or

Prince), is a place in Khata, one

oi t\ie wov\i^ oi Kibld Kadn .124 48

Khanekein, two cities of Irak

Arab, connected one with the

other 80 40 38 49

Khebushan, a place of Khura-

san in the territory of Nishapur . 98 36 30

Khebis, in Kirman ; the desert

called Lut-i-Khebis is well known 94 31
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Names. Long. Lat.

Khatlan, a territory in the

country of Haiateleh, bordering

on Balkh 102 10 37

Khoten, a country of Turkis-

tan 107 30 42

Khojend, a place in Ferghaneh,

situated on the banks of the river

Jaihun, which on that account is

called the Abi Khojend, or river

of Khojend . . . . 100 30 41 15

KHURMABAD,a placc in the pro-

vince of Luristan . . . 88 38

Khafr, in the province of Fars 88 45 39

Khalkhal, a place in the pro-

vince of Azerbaijan . ' . . 88 37 30

Khuar, between Rai and Sem-

nan 87 10 35 30

Khuaf, a territory of Khurasan;

to it belong Sinjan and Zuzen . 98 35 20

Khuansar, aplace in Irak Ajem,

on the borders of Isfahan . . 86 30 31 30

Khui, in Azerbaijan, on the

borders of Selmas . . . 79 40 57 40

Khaiar, a district near Medi-

nah Taibah, of which the fortress

was taken by Murteza Alt . . 74 30 34 30
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Names. Long. Lat,

Khailik, a place of Khuarezm 96 15 40 30

Dabul, a sea-port of Dekkan 85 45 30

Darabjerd, a city of Sh^ban-

kareh, in the province of Fars . 88 30 37 45

Damghan, in the province of

Kumish, between Rai and Nisha-

pur 88 50 36 20

DizHFUL, a place in Khuzistan

(or Susiana) > . . . . 84 31 50

DisAR, a place in Yemen (or

Arabia Felix) . . . . 76 30 18 30

Damavand, in the province of

Irak Ajem . . . . 87 20 36 45

Demeshk., the capital of Sham

(or Syria) . . . . . 70 38 15

Damkileh, (Dongola,) in Nu-

bia, on the eastern side of the river 53 40 17 30

Daman, a sea-port of Dekkan

in India . . . . .80 15 18

Damiat, (equivalent in metre

to the word Farhad,) is a place in

Egypt 68 30 31 20

Dowletabad, a place of Dek-

kan in India . . . . 104 30 18 30
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Names. Long. Lat.

Dahistan, a territory of Khur-

asan, near Jurjan . . . 91 15 37 15

Dehli, in India : at most

times this city has been the capi-

tal or chief residence of the In-

dian sovereigns . . . 88 35 39

DiB, a sea-port of Gujerat in

India . . . . . 104 21

DiBEL, (or, according to the

Arabian mode of pronunciation,

DiwEL,) a place in Sind . . 102 30 35

Deirakul . . . . 80 35 32 50

DiLMAN, a territory so named

after Dilem, a celebrated hero

among the ancient Persians : it is

situated between Kazvin and Gi-

lan. Almut and Talekan belong

toDilman . . . . 86 37

DinAVAR, a place in Kurdistan,

between Baghdad and Hamadan 88 35

J

Rajmanueri, between Oudieh

and Golkondah : the meaning of

that name is equivalent to Kakh-i-

Rajah in Persian, ** the palace, or

villa, of the prince

"

. . 121 18
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Names. Long. Lat.

Ras el Aien, a
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Names. Long. Lat.

Zaranj, in the province of Sis-

tan (or Sejistan) . . . 97 32 30

ZiNJAN, a city of Irak Ajem . 88 40 36 45

* ZuzEN, a place in Khurasan . 94 35 20

Satgam, a sea-port of Bengal

in India 120 38

Sarangpur, a place of Malwah

in India . . . . . 104 15

Sari, a city in Mazinderan . 84 45

Saveh, a place in Irak Ajem . 85

Saba, (also called Mareb,) a

place in Yemen (or Arabia Felix) 78

Sabzvar, in Khurasan . 91 30

SiJAS, in the province of Azer-

baijan near Suhervard . . 88 18 36

SiJiLMASEH, aplace in Maghreb

(or Africa) . . . . 39 32 30

Serandib, an island in the In-

dian Ocean, (Ceylon) . . 130 1110

Serai, the capital of the Dasht-

i-Kibchak ; the distance of it from

Bab al abuab (or Derbend) is four

merhilleh (or days' journies) . 105 20 48 30

38 15
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Names. Long. Lat.

Sarakhs, a place in Khurasan 94 30 37

SuRMENRAi, in the province of

Irak Arab . . . . 79 34

SuRuj, (equivalent in metre to

the word Khuriij,) is a place in

Sham (or Syria) . . . 72 45 36 15

Sarvistan, a town in the pro-

vince of Fars . . . . .87 30 39

Sirunej, a place of Malwah in

India 105 38 15

SuKiLiAH, (Sicily,) an island

in the sea of Sham (or Syria) . 60 37 10

Saruhi, a place in Rajputaneh

in India 100 32 30

SuLTANABAD, in Kurdistan . 102 35

Serhind, in India . . 102 30

SALMAS, a city in Azerbaijan . 79 15 37 30

Saksin, a place in Rus (or

Russia) 107 30 48 30

Salenka, a place on the east-

ern borders, near the land of Kar-

kiz 98 30 47 40

SiLHET, on the borders of Ben-

gal in India . . . .126 34 30
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Names. Long. Lat.

Samarkand, in Mawer el nahr

(or Transoxiana), and the capital

of that country . . . .99 16 39 37

SuMisAT, in Sham (or Syria),

on the banks of the river Frat (or

Euphrates) ; but, according to

some, this place is in Rum . 72 35 37 40

Semenjan, in the province of

Tokharestan, near the river Jai-

hun 102 36

Semirem, a place between Is-

fahan and Shiraz . . . 86 32 15

SiNjAR, in the province of Je-

zireh 76 36

Sanbehel, in India, on the

banks of the river Gong (or

Ganges) . • . . . 108 30 32

SuRAT, a sea-port of Gujerat . 100 19

Sus Aksi, a place in Maghreb

(or Western Africa) . . . 55 30 32

SuMENAT, on the coast of the

Indian Ocean . . . . 107 40 32

SuHRVARD, in Irak Ajem . 88 20 37

SiRAF, a place in Fars . . 88 39 o

Sjrjan, in the Kirman . . 91 39 30
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Names. Long. Lat.

SivAS, a place in Rum . . 71 40 39 30

Saknak, is a place in Turkistan

(or Scythia) . . , . 99 30 48 15

SuLTANiEH, in Irak Ajem . 84 36 30

SalamiAH, in Sham (or Syria) 710 34 30

Samnan, a place in Irak Ajem,

but at present regarded as belong-

ing to the province of Khurasan . 88 30 36

Shabran, in the territories of

Bab al abudb (or Derbend). It is

said that the Chah-e-Bizhen, " Bi-

^^e;2'5pit,orwell,"wasatthisplace* 84 42

Shuburghan, a territory of

Balkh 100 ,0 37 15

Shiki, a district near Shlrvan 810 48

* Bizhen (^j^jo), Btjen (^^>)» ^^ Bizen (^jijo), for so the

name has been written, (according to the Dictionary ** Burhan-

i-Katea,") was the son of Giv (»j^) a celebrated hero, by the

sister (or, as some affirm, by the daughter) of Rmtam (JLi.).

The young Bizhen having become enamoured of the princess

Manizheh (^juu) o"^ Manijeh (j;^x<) was imprisoned in a
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Names. Long. Lat.

Shamakhi, the chief place of

Shlrvan 84 30 40 50

Shulistan (see the " Tahkik

al Irab," p. 33) ... 86 31 30

Shahrzur, in Kurdistan, be-

tween Erbel and Hamadan . 81 30 34 30

Shahrfiruzan, in Irak Ajem^

on the banks of the river Zendeh-

rud 87 20 32 35

Shiraz, the capital of the pro-

vince of Pars . . . . 88 39 36

Shaizer, a place in Sham (Sy-

ria) . . . . . . 70 34 30

Suhar, a place in Omman . 84 14 20

Sarhad, in Misr (Egypt) . 66 30 30

Saaid Misr, a district in

Egypt to the south of Fostat . 61 30 34 30

Sakchi, on the borders of

Charkez (Circassia) ; and from

this place to Costantinieh (Con-

stantinople) the distance is a

journey of twenty days . . 64 49 30
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Names. Long. Lat.

Sanaa, in Yemen (Arabia Fe-

lix) 77 14 30

SuR, on the sea-coast of Sham

(Syria) 68 30 32

Seida, in Sham (Syria) . . 69 38

Tarum, in Irak Ajem, in the ter-

ritory of Sultanieh . . . 84 36 45

Talekan, (of Kazvin,) in the

province of Dilman . . . 85 45 36 55

Talekan, (of Badakshan,) in

Tokhcirestan, between Ghaznin

and Balkh . . . . 102 50 37 39

Taief, a country of Hejaz, (in

Arabia,) at the distance of twelve

farsangsfrom Mekkah (the Great) 77 40 21 20

Tabarieh, in Sham (or Syria) 68 32

TabAS Gilek, in Khurasan :

the first letter (of the second word)

being a Persian Gaf . . . 92 30 38

Tabas Masina, in the province

of Khurasan , . . . 94 15 38 15
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Names. Long. Lat.

Trabulus Sharek, (or the

Eastern,) a place in Sham (Sy-

ria), on the coast of the sea ofRum 69 40 34

Trabulus Gharb, (or the

Western,) in Sham . . . 52 32

TiRAZ, in Turkistan, near Chi-

kil 99 50 44 31

Tarsus, on the sea-coast of

Sham (Syria) . . . . 72 36

Tus, in the province of Khora-

san 92 30 36

t

Aaneh, one of the towns of Je-

zireh (or Mesopotamia) . . 76 30 34

ABADAN, in the province of Irdk

Arab . . . . .84 30 39 20

Aden, in Yemen, on the coast

of the Sea (of Arabia) . . 76 41

AskALAN, a place of Palestine

in Sham, on the coast of the Sy-

rian Sea^ 66 30 32 45

AsKER MuKREM, in Ahwaz (or

Susiana) . . . . . 84 30 31 15

Akka, a place of Ardel in Sham,

on the coast of the Syrian Sea . 68 38 30
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Names. Long. Lat.

Anezeh, a place in Yemen . 74 10 17 40

Aaiun as' Shams, in Egypt, to

the southward of Fostdt . . 61 39

t

Gharjistan, a country west-

ward of Ghur, and eastward of

Herat : its inhabitants are stupid

and ignorant . . . . 99 37

Ghurreh, in Sham . . 66 10 32 15

Ghaznah, in Zabulistan . 102 50 38 30

Ghur, a country of Tokhares-

tan, abounding with lofty moun-

tains and thick forests . . 99 34

Ghuteh Demeshk, in Syria . 70

Fariab, a district of Khurasan

belonging to the territory of Juz-

janan : in Fariab are situated Jiktu

and Meimand . . . . 99 37

Fas, a place ofTanjeh (Tan-

giers) . . , . . 39 32 30
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Names. Long. Lat.

FuRAVAH, in the province of

Khuarezm . . . . 91 30

Farah, a place in Sistan . 97
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Names. Long. Lat, ,

Kars, a castle or fortress of

(near to) Nakhjewan. The name,

according to the Arabic mode of

writing, is spelt with the letter

j^ at the end . . . . 81 40

Kalikela, a place in the pro-

vince of Rum, or, as it is said by

some, in Diarbekr . . . 78 30 39 30

Kahirah, the chief city of

Egypt 68 20

Kain, a place in the Kuhestan

(or mountainous region) of Khura-

san 98 30 38 40

KoBADiAN, a country of Mawer-

al-nahr . . . . . 102 37 30

KuBRus, an island of the Lesser

Armenia, in the sea of Sham (or

Syria) . . . . . 66 15 35

KuDDEs Khalil, in Palestine,

between Ramleh and Beit el mu-

kuddes (Jerusalem) . . . 66 50 32

Karabagh, in the province of

Arran . . . . . 82 15 39 15

Karashahr, in the province

of Rum . . . . . 70 40

Karakurm, a place in Turan . 110 47
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Names. Long. Lat.

KoRTOBAH, the capital of An-

dalus : from this city to Mekkah

(the Great) the distance is one

thousand two hundred farsangs . 38 36 38

KiRKisA, in the province of Je-

zlreh 74 40 34 20

KiRMEsiN. So the Arabs write

Kirman Shahan, the name of a

place in Kurdistan between Ra-

madan and Halwan .

Kazvin, a city in Irak Ajem

KOSTANTINIAH . .

KisDAR, between Makran, Kan-

dahar, and Slstan

Kasr-i-Shirin, between Bagh-

dad and Hamadan .

Katif, a place in Bahrein

KuLzuM, between Yemen (Ara-

bia Felix) and Misr (Egypt), on

the sea-shore . . . . 64 39

KuM, a city of Irak Ajem . 86 34 45

KuMisHEH, between Isfahan

andFars . . . . .87 15 3140

88
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Names. Long. Lat.

KuNDUz, in the province ofBa-

dakshiin, on the banks of the

river Amtiieh . . . . 88

Kandahar, in Zabulistan, or,

as some say, in Sind . . . 100 50

KiNNisERiN, a place in Sham

(or Syria) . . . . 72

Kanuj, in India . . . 105 50

KuNiEH, in the province ofRum 66 30

Kirwan, the capital of Africa :

the distance of this place from

Mekkah is eight hundred and

fifty farsangs ....
Keis, an island belonging to

the province of Fars .

KisARiEH, in Sham (or Syria),

on the sea-coast

Kaiserieh, a place in Rum .

Kaium, in Egypt .

37
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Names. Long. Lat.

Kazerun, a city in Fars . 87 39 20

Kashan, in the province of Irak

Ajem . . . . . 86 20 34

Kashghar, the chief place of

the Oighur (or Aightir) country in

Turkistan . . . . 106 44

Kalpi, in India, near the banks

of the river Jumneh . . . 116 35 30

Kalenjer, in India, near Kalpi 116 30 35

Katur, (or "Siah Pushan,"

the country of persons who wear

black clothes,) situated on the

confines of Kabul . . . 106 37

KACHUD, in the province of

Rustemdar . . . . 86 50 36 30

Kachah, a country between

Gujerat and Tattah . . .105 30 36

Kach-had, a district on the

borders of Bengal . . .127 36

Karbela, in the province of

Irak Ajem . . . . 73 50 31 30

Karaj, between Isfahan and

Hamadan . . . . 84 45 34

Kat, a place in Khuarezm . 95 15 41 36
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Names. Long. Lat.

Kash, in Maweralnahr, the

birth-place of the illustrious Emir

Taimur Gurkdn . . . . 99 30 39

KisHTWAR, a mountainous re-

gion of Kashmir . . . 109 26

Kashmir, a country on the

south of which is the Panjab ; on

the north, part of Khurasan and

Badakhshan ; and on the west,

the mountainous region ofAfghan-

istan : the capital of Kashmir is

called Srinagar . . . . 108 38

Kaluran, a place in Turkistan 107 30 47 15

Kambaiet, a sea-port of Guje-

rat (Cambay) . . . . 108 30 20

KamRAN, an island belonging

to Yemen (or Arabia Felix) . 71 15 15 30

Kavashir, in Kirman, and the

capital of that province . . 98 39 15

Kupa, a place in Russia . . 107 48 30

KuFAH, in the province of Irak

Arab . . . . . 79 30 31 30

KuKEN, a country of Dekkan

on the sea-shore . • . 102 17
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Names. Long. Lat.

KuH KiLuiEH, a territory in

the province of Fars . . .8615 30

KicH, in Makran . . . 99 38

KiMAK, a country between Rus

(Russia) and Bulghar . . 108 47

<J

Gasgar, a territory in the pro-

vince of Gllan . . . . 84 30 38 30

GusHTASFi, a territory in the

province of Shirvan, on the shore

of the sea of Gllan (the Caspian) 85 30 41 30

Ganjah, the capital of the pro-

vince of Arran . . . . 88 41 15

GwALiAR, in India, at the dis-

tance of three days' journey from

Akberabad . . . . 114 40 36

GuwAH (Goa), a sea-port of

Dekkan in India ... 36

Gureh Gat, (GAureh GAat,)

in Bengal :
* the name signifies

** a pass for a horse." As the soil

of Bengal is full of

* Of this description three or four words have been ren-

dered illegible in the manuscript, probably by wet, as the
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Names, Long. Lat.

water, there is not any place ex-

cept this spot of land where a

horse can . . . . : it has there-

fore derived its name from this

circumstance . . . . 122 36

Ladikiah, on the sea-shore of

Syria 71 35 30

Lar, between Shiraz and Hor-

muz 91 37 30

Lahjan, in the province of

Gilan . . . . . 85 20 37 30

Lahur (Lahore), in India ; of

which it has at most times been,

as it now is, the capital . . 109 30 32

Lahsa, in Bahrein . . 88 30 37 30

r

Mardin, a fortress in the pro-

vince of Jezireh, situated on the

summit of a mountain . . 74 37 15

Makeduniah, in Greece . 60 410
Majhli Pa tan, a place in

Dekkan 128 48
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Names. Long. Lat.

MoKHA, a sea-port in Yemen

(or Arabia Felix), in the territory

ofZabid 72 18

Madain, in the province of Irak

Arab 80 15 38 20

Medin, a place in Syria . 65 20 39

Medinah Taibeh . . . 75 20 35 20

Maraghah, in the province of

Azerbaijan . . • . 82 36 30

Marakesh, in Africa . . 49 37 30

MiRBAT, inthe province ofHadr-

mut, in Yemen, on the sea-shore 72 12

Marand, (equivalent in metre

to the word Parand,) a place in

Azerbaijan . . . . 81 15 37 50

Marv SHAHjAN,acity of Khur-

asan, which in the time of the

Seljukian dynasty was the capi-

tal of that province . . . 97 37 40

Marv Rud, a city of Khurasan,

at the distance of forty farsangs

from Marvshahjan . . . 97 36 30

Mazdekan, a place in Irak

Ajem 84 10 36
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Names. Long. Lat.

Mazinan, in the province of

Khurasan 90 30 36

Mashkat, a harbour on the

coast of the sea of Omman . 88 18

Mash-hed Mukuddes Tus, in

the province of Khurasan . . 92 45 36

Mash-hed-i-Sar, a place in

Tabristan, on the shore of the sea

of Gllan, distant from the city of

Amol eight farsangs* . . 87 40 37

Masisah, a place in Syria . 69 40 36 45

Maaret al Naaman, in Syria,

belonging to the territory of Ava-

sim 71 45 35

Makran, a province adjoining

Kirman . . . - . . 98 37 35

MekkahMaazmeh (the great

or highly-honoured city) . . 77 10 35

* This statement sufficiently agrees with the distances men-

tioned by Sir W. Ouseley, who informs us that his Persian

companions assigned '' seh farsang-i-sabk" (i^^Aw. J-LJuUi ^),

*' three light farsangs," (or not quite three,) to the space be-

tween Masbhed-i-Sar and Barfurush ; and from Barfurush to

Amul he found to be a journey of five farsangs, or about eigh-

teen miles. Respecting the name " Mashhed-i-Sar," he

learned that it was derived from the tomb of a certain saint or
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^ y J c^ • . . (jU/^j^—u^>*

^ iid <u tc . . . . . ^]^

Im^m Zadeh(jsjl. ^U)j "as mashhed or meshhed is used to

express a spot rendered sacred by the martyrdom or the inter-

ment of personages held in religious veneration by the Muhani-

medans."—Travels, vol. iii. pp. 290, 293, 295. Thus the city

of Tus, noticed in the article immediately preceding, has

been entitled " the holy tomb," Mash-hed Mukuddes, from

the adjoining burial-place of Imam Riza.
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Names. Long. Lat.

Malazjerd, a place in Arme-

nia 77 38 45

MuLTAN, between Kandahar

and Lahore . . . . 107 30 39 40

MelitIah, on the borders of

the province of Rum, near ibul-

istan 71 37

Manij, in Syria

Mandu, a place in Malwah

Mansurah, in Sind ; so called

after Mansur for in his

time .... *

Mausel, on the banks of the

river Dejleh (or Tigris) : it is so

called on account of its interme-

diate situation between the pro-

vinces of Jezireh and Irak . . 77 34 30

MuGHAN, a territory adjoining

Armenia, Azerbaijan, and the sea

of Khazar (or the Caspian) . 88 30 38 40

Mahdiah, in Africa . . 44 34 30

Mahri, in China ; the chief

place of that country . . 140 32

* In this article three or four words liave been effaced

72 15
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J jj i:i ^ ;*lx ^ ^j>.,y^ tj'-jyo Lii^wji i^Awl^j iXi JsJu^

4jls^.b; Jl_5 ^^^b c:^J ^,il^

—

^\ty,

by wet.
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Names. Long. Lat.

MiAFAREKiN, a placc of Diar-

bekr, in the province of Jezlreh . 75 20 38

MiRETEH, in India, at the dis-

tance of six farsangs from Dehli,

between the river Ganges and

the Jamen (or River Jumna) .101 35 30

MiRTEH, a place of Rajputa-

neh in India . • . .

Meimand, in the province of

Zabulistan . . . . 81 15 38 20

Nabulus, a place of Palestine

in Syria 68 18 32 30

Nakur, in India . . . 110 34

Naiin, (equivalent in rhyme to

Aiin,) belonging to the territories

of Isfahan . . . . 88 32 30

Najran, in Yemen (or Arabia

Felix) 76 20

Nejef Ashref, in the province

of Irak Arab . . . . 79 30 31 30

Nakhjuvan, in Azerbdijan : the

Christian church called Uch Kali-

siai is situated there . . . 81 39 30
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8 Jj « ^*
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Names. Long. Lat.

Nakhsheb, in Mawerelnahr

;

and it is called by the Turks

Karshi 98 39

NisiBiN, in the province of Je-

zireh 75 30 36

Natanz, in Irak Ajem . . 81 50 32 50

NuBENDJAN, in the province of

Fars . . . . . . 87 15 32 10

Nuhavand, a place of Jebal, in

the territories of Hamadan . 88 15 38 20

Nahrwaleh, a place of Guje-

rat in India ; and it is now called

PiranPatan . . . . 109 32

Nahrwan, in the province of

Irak Arab, on the east of the

river Dejleh (or Tigris), between

Baghdad and Waset . . . 80 38

NisHAPUR, a city of Khurasan 92 30 36 21

Wadi-el-Kari : this name is

given to some places in the Desert

near to Medineh Taibeh . . 70 35

Waset, between Basrah and

Kufah. Waset is at present con-

cealed under water . . .8130 32 20
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J^} 1/ J>} J
^l^^lo jl—L-

« y ^ r Joul.

y J

..t^
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<Xc .
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^ ^ « g . . ^ ^J^ JjAs^ ^"^S^-t

V^L^ J li . . . . <)cliJ ^^L^ L->T
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Names. Long. Lat.

Van, belonging to the province

of Jezireh, or, as some say, of Ar-

menia 73 37

Veramin, a place in the terri-

tory of Rai .... 86 40 35 30

Urujerd . . . . 88 15 37

Haju, a place in Kuch .

HiCHLI ....
Herat, in Khurasan ; the capi-

tal of that province

Hirkelah, in Rum

HoRMuz, an island in the sea

of Persia (the Persian Gulf)

Hezarasp, in the province of

Khuarezm ....
Hamadan, a city of Irak Ajem 88

Handieh, a place of Malwah

in India, where is situated the

tomb of Muld Du Pidzah . .115 15 32

Hit, in the province of Irak

Arab, on the banks of the river

Frat (or Euphrates) . . . 78 15 34

128
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Names. Long. Lat.

Yajuj-u-Majuj . . .139 30 48

Yazd, (or Yezd,) in the pro-

vince of Irak Ajem . . . 89 32 30

Yezdekhuast, a place between

the provinces of Fars and Irak

Ajem . . . . .87 40 31 30

Yakuba, a village belonging to

Baghdad : it was founded by a

woman named Kubd . . . 88 30 38 15

Yemamah, a place of Hejaz (in

Arabia) 82 30 38

Yangi Shahr, a place in the

province of Rum . . . 69 30 39
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ADDITIONAL NOTES,

&c.

P. 16. The name of Haldku is sometimes written Huldku

and (but improperly) Holagu, or Holagou. This great Moghul

emperor and conqueror was the grandson of Changiz Khan, and

died about the year (of our era) 1264, or 1265.

P. 25. Dar el Marz, In ancient times the warlike chiefs

of Mazinderan and other Hyrcanian provinces were styled

Marzeban, or " lords of the marches," and bravely defended

their country against the Persian invaders. Some of those

chiefs, pre-eminent in fierceness and strength, were called by

their enemies ** Demons," or '* Giants " (Dii?) : such as the

Dlv-i-Sefid (joca^ y j), the ''White Giant:" Div-i-Surkh

^^^ yt))> ^he "Red Demon," &c. This we learn from Sir

W. Ouseley's Travels, vol. iii. p. 238 ; and in the same

work (p. 570.) is the following note :
—" Marzeban (^jbr-o),

' a lord of the marches :
' this, with many other Persian words,

may be found in the Talmud (cap. i. Megillee), thus expressed

in Hebrew letters, »:nnD (Marzbeni), signifying, says the

learned Reland, (Dissert, ix.) * praefectum provinciae vel

regioni in finibus imperii sitae.' (See also Castelli Lexic. col.

3557.) The Persian terra is compounded of marz ( • ^), the

* boundary, or border of a country;' and ban (^jb), a

* keeper or gutirdian, ' which we see added an the same sense
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to form biigh'bun (^[jib), a * gardener,' &c. Marz is also

written Marj (-^-«), resembling both in sense and sound our

English word marches,—the borders, limits, or confines of a

country. With this signification, Dr. Johnson does not allow

the singular march: yet I find it thus used in Holinshed's

old chronicle (Hist, of Scotland, p. 255. edit, of 1577) : * In

the middest of Stanemore there shall be a crosse set up, with

the King of England's image on the one side, and the King of

Scotland's on the other, to signifie that the one is marche to

England, and the other to Scotland.' " To this quotation from

Sir W. Ouseley's work may be added, on his authority, that

Gibbon does not hesitate to use march in the singular ; for he

says (speaking of Charlemagne) :
" In his absence he Instituted

the Spanish march, which extended from the Pyrenees to the

river Ebro ;" and in a note on this passage, " The governors

or counts of the Spanish march,'^ &c. (Rom. Emp. ch. xlix.

note 108.)

P. 29. In this page should have appeared (as the first

name beginning with ) SatidemA and the annexed descrip-

tion. This article having been copied from the MS. by the

translator, (who wished to consult a friend respecting some ob-

scurity in the last line,) and accidentally mislaid, the omission

was not discovered in time for the insertion of " Satidema " in

its proper place. The whole passage is here laid before the

reader :

—

" Satidema is a mountain contiguous to the sea of Rum.
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The battle between Nushirvdn and the Kaisar of R6m hap-

pened at this place, where also were fought most of the battles of

Persian kings with the Rumians ; and therefore (on account of

the great slaughter) this place is called * Satidem^ ; ' that is to

say, (being interpreted in Persian,) * Zud bash, keh khun

biarem.'" One MS. for fiasA reads j^b hashed ; but whatever

may be the allusion to blood, it is evident that the Arabic name

has not been literally explained in the Persian sentence.

P. 43. To the note on Gong-i-Dizh j-j CJui^ i9^ Gony-

i-Diz o L^JJk^) we may add that the name appears strangely

disguised, as Cancadora (^.sJijS) in the printed Tables of Nastr

ad'din Tusi, who places it in long. 180. (See Hudson's

Minor Geographers, vol. iii. p. 115.)

P. 50. Nibtish. This extraordinary name for the Euxine

was probably formed through mistakes of successive copyists,

and a transposition of the two first letters, from
, >Jaju Bontus,

as the Arabs, who do not use the letter P, would write Pon-

tus.

P. 116. Gharjistdn (^ll^^y:), perhaps more correctly

Gharchistan (^LL»^y:), for in that admirable work, the

'' Nuzahat al Kulub" (ch. xvii.) we find Gharcheh thus de-

scribed by Hamdallah Kazvini among the places belonging to

Khurasan :

—

^ loo cijijJU- xi^y^j^ u^^ ^^^^ (vW ^Vj^
—^f

J I ^j j$^b bis^e v-^^' ^^^ ^}^ f
^^ ^y^^ ^;^ u^j^3
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** Gharcheh is a territory of the fourth climate, its longi-

tude from the Fortunate Islands being 99 0, and its latitude

from the Equinoctial Line 36 40. Among the dependencies of

this territory are about fifty villages, and in climate and inha-

bitants it resembles the country of Ghfir."

P. 116. Ghaznah (^x). The name of this city is also

written Ghaznav (Jj£), Ghazni ( Jx)» and Ghaznin ( jo^),

as we learn from the Dictionary '* Burhdn-i-Kate^," which

informs us that it once contained a thousand colleges or

schools {i(^jS^ jysi).

THE END.

^f-
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INTRODUCTION.

The Persian work, of which a translation

is here offered, was, with other Eastern

manuscripts, brought from India many years

ago by an English gentleman, and presented

to Sir William Ouseley, through whose

kindness it has been communicated to me.

Having lately availed myself of Sir William's

permission to publish an extract from his

letter as a Preface to the Translation of

Sadik Isfahani's " Geographical Works,"

I shall here, by the same authority, quote

his words, containing a short account of the

manuscript which has afforded materials for

this publication :

—

" The little work which I have now much
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" pleasure in transmitting to you, was brought

" from Calcutta almost forty years ago, by

" my ingenious and worthy friend the late

" Dr. Jonathan Scott, who gave it to me a

" short time before his death as a very

" curious and useful tract, probably unique

" even in India. He understood that the

" author, a learned Bengdli, had composed it

" for the use of his son, or some pupil, whose

" taste in historical researches he wished to

" direct, by indicating the Tdrikhs or Chro-

" nicies most worthy of his perusal.

" Notwithstanding the recommendation of

" Dr. Scott, (than whom there could not be a

" more competent judge,) this manuscript

" lay, during some years, neglected, upon
" my shelf; for, being described on the out-

" side cover as 'A list of Arabic and Persian

" books chiefly on Indian history,' I did not

" expect that it would furnish much matter

" very interesting to one who already pos-

" sessed, and had attentively examined, nearly

" fifty Catalogues of Oriental Manuscripts

" preserved in public and private libraries.

" But having resolved last year to compile

" an account of my own collection, I found
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" it necessary to seek in this little tract some
" information respecting certain books and
" authors not particularly noticed, or not

" mentioned, in any of those other cata-

" logues, even the most extensive.

" I am now induced, by the successful

" result of my search, to recommend this

" little Essay, as one which in a peculiar

" manner seems adapted to the objects of

" our Oriental Translation Committee ; and
" if any circumstances had prevented you

" from undertaking such a task, I should,

" myself, have immediately translated the

" manuscript.

" Of the author it is not in my power to

" give you a more full account than that al-

" ready stated : his name does not appear, nor

" has he decorated his little work with any

" pompous or flowery title, (like so many of

" those which he enumerates,) but simply

" concludes by informing us that his tract or

" essay (dated in 1748) is finished (^L^l Ov>)'

" Although some European libraries con-

" tain several of the manuscripts mentioned

" in this tract, yet the printed Catalogues in

" general afford little more than the title of

b
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" a book, sometimes adding the author's

" name, but seldom any satisfactory notice

" of the contents, or any remark concerning

" the reputation, the style, the excellence, or

" defects of a work. On many occasions the

" inquisitive reader is much disappointed,

" even by Haji Khalifah himself, the

" great Turkish bibliographer, whose notices

" are sometimes extremely short and meagre

;

" and the same charge may be brought

" against D'Herbelot, who has inserted in

" his ' Bibliotheque Orientale' a considerable

"portion of Haji Khalifah's ' Kashf al

" Zuniin.*

* On the subject of this most valuable work (containing no-

tices of many thousand Arabic, Persian, and Turkish books)

I shall here quote a passage from Baron lenisch's ** Commen-

tatio de Fatis Linguarum Orientalium," p. Ixxxiii., which thus

mentions Haji Khalifah, or, as his fellow-countrymen, the

Turks, generally call him, Katib Chelebi ( Aj^ L^^)—
" qui in opere suo ^^] ^ l-jJX]1 ^_^L] ^z ^y^l ui/i^^

Detectio cognitionum de nominibus librorum et scientiarum

inscripto, quemadmodum in adjecta auctoris hujus vita ad ta-

bulas suas chronologicas Constantinopoli typis datas Ibrahim

Efendi memorat, libros omnes quotquot praefato auctori Katib

inspicere licuit, ex tpvcentis et amplius scientiis in ordinem

alphabeticum redactos recensuit." We learn from Mr. Mitchell,
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" It must however be allowed, that if many
" Catalogues are deficient in information on
" the subject of certain manuscripts, some
" few may be found that, with respect to the

" works which they describe, exhibit much
" accuracy in dates, and afford very useful

" statements of the principal contents, and,

" in some instances, curious or entertaining

" extracts—as the Catalogues composed by

" Pococke, Casiri, Assemani, Stewart, Ha-
" maker, and two or three others, will suffi-

" ciently prove.

in the preface to his excellent translation of Haji KhalIfah's
" History of the Maritime Wars of the Turks," (lately pub-

lished by the Oriental Translation Fund,) that the Turkish

author's name was, at length, ^(}uls>- -s^U- <!dJ] A\c ^ iia%a«

Mustafa Ben Abdullah Haji Khalifah, and that he

died at Constantinople in the year of the hejrah 1068 (of the

Christian era 1657). It will gratify the Orientalists of Europe

to know, that a translation of his bibliographical work (the

** Kashf al ZunCin" above mentioned) has been undertaken

for the Oriental Translation Committee, as the following notice

in a printed list will show :
—** Haji Khalifah's Bibliographical

" Dictionary ; translated by Monsieur Gustavo Flugel. This

" valuable Arabic work, which formed the groundwork of

*' D'Herbelot's ' Bibliotheque Orientale,' contains accounts

" of upwards of thirteen thousand Arabic, Persian, and Turk-

** ish works, arranged alphabetically."
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" Of this Persian work, which I now con-

" sign to you, the chief merit consists in two

'' circumstances— it directs our notice to

" historical manuscripts but little known,

" perhaps not existing, in Europe ; of some,

" indeed, the author himself informs us that

" he had never been able to procure a copy.

" The other circumstance which particu-

" larly recommends this tract is, that it offers

" remarks on the style of different writers ;

" and, as a descriptive Catalogue, may be

" considered almost singular in not only

" praising excellencies, but censuring defects.

" I therefore should not hesitate to am-

" plify the title superscribed on its cover by

" Dr. Scott, as above mentioned, and to style

" it ' A Critical Essay on various Manuscript

" Works, Arabic and Persian, illustrating

" the History of Arabia, Persia, Turkomania
" and India, Syria, Egypt, Mauritania, and
" Spain ;

' for such is its extensive range,

" comprehending, in fact, all those regions

" which are or have been subject to Muselman

" sovereigns.

" Your continued residence at a most in-

" convenient distance from London induces
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" me to renew my offer of assistance (as on a

" former occasion) in conducting this Essay

" through the press ; and

" I am, my dear Sir, yours, &q.

"William Ouseley.*'

** London, February 10th, 1032,

In addition to the obliging offer of assist-

ance contained in his letter above quoted,

Sir William has kindly undertaken to annex

a few notes, as the pages of this work pass,

under his correction, through the press ; and

I have adopted the title recommended by

him, since it expresses the author's object

better than any that could be suggested by

myself

In representing by means of our letters

the Arabic and Persian names which occur

throughout the following pages, I have ob-

served the system adopted in the Geographical

Work of Sadik Isfahani : this is the system

suggested by Sir William Jones,^ and recom-

mended by the Oriental Translation Com-

1 In his •* Dissertation on the Orthography of Asiatic

Words in Roman Letters,"—Asiatic Researches, vol. i.
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mittee, according to which " the letter h

(having an accent above) is used to express

the broad or long sound of our a in /a//, ca//,

and as Amul^ Shlrdz. The letter z, accented in

the same manner, represents the sound of our

ee in peer, feel, and as in Shir/iz above men-

tioned : and u, likewise accented, denotes the

sound of our oo in boot, mooti, &c. ; thus in

KixfafL Without accents those letters (a, i,

and u,) have their short sounds : a, as in man,

battle ; thus Kazvin, Tabt'i, Marv, &c. : i in

imp, as Isfahan, Mirbcit : n, as in bull, full, &c.

;

thus Suhrvard, Ddbul; but in Persian words

the u is never pronounced like our u in pun,

mutter, &c. Although the short a may be the

proper symbol, the short e, as Sir William

Jones remarks in his work above quoted,

may " be often very conveniently used " to

express the first vocal sound; and in the

word America (with which he exemplifies his

remark) we find both the short a and e :

thus he writes chashm (-^), raft (e^^), ber

(y), perveresh (j^j^j^), &c.'

.
1 See the Preface to Sadik Isfahani's *' Geographical

Works," p. xii. It may be here remarked, that for the letter
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The names of authors and titles of Ma-

nuscripts will be found, wherever they first

occur, printed in their proper Arabic or

Persian characters ; and as those names and

titles are crowded together in the text, with-

out any respect for alphabetical arrange-

ment, an Index seemed necessary. One is

therefore subjoined, which comprehends the

names and titles of kings or eminent persons

with those of authors ; another is an Index

of books ; and one has likewise been added,

showing the names of countries, cities, and

rivers, mentioned in the course of this work,

and of the notes with which it is illustrated.

Each Index I have endeavoured to compile

with accuracy, and hope that all may prove

useful.

J. C.

c used in some cases by Sir William Jones, the Oriental

Translation Committee has recommended the substitution of

k:—thus, keh for ceh (^), &c.
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ON

VARIOUS MANUSCRIPT WORKS,

ARABIC AND PERSIAN, &c.

In the name of God, the clement, the merciful I

After all due praises to God, and benedictions

on his holy Prophet, be it known to those who

delight in historical researches, and therefore seek

information respecting the most useful and excel-

lent chronicles, that they must not expect to find

any single work comprising such ample and de-

tailed accounts of all the successive dynasties of

kings and princes, who have reigned in different

countries, as would render unnecessary the in-

spection of other records ; because, if any inge-

nious writer who undertook a general compilation

of that extensive nature had accomplished his
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design, the work would have amounted to a hun-

dred volumes of considerable size, or even to a

greater number.

Thus the author of that celebrated chronicle

entitled the " Habib al Siyar,"^ whose object was

^ juJl L-^ooj>. Of this work the author was KhondemIr

(or, more literally, Khavend emIr j^l jJ.Li-) the son of

MiRKHOND, respecting whose name some remarks shall be

offered in another note. It has been usual among European

writers to express the title of this work by Habib al Seir, as

D'Herbelot styles it in his Bibliotheque Orientale, translating

those Arabic words " I'Ami du Voyage ;" and he adds, " c'est

ce que nous appellons dans I'usage du vulgaire un Vejii mecum:^^

some English Orientalists also have entitled it Habib al Sir^ or

the " Friend of Travellers.'' But, on the authority of two

learned Orientalists, Mr. Von Hammer and the Baron de

Sacy, as well as of native Asiatics, it may be here observed

that Siyar represents more properly the word JU), than Seir or

Sir in this title, for Siyar appears to be the plural of jjj^
** a particular life, or biography," and rhymes with the word

bashar *j according to an affectation frequent among Eastern

authors. This is confirmed by the full title

—

Habib al Siyar,

Ft akhbdr efrdd al bashar—
signifying, ** The Friend of Biographies, comprising the his-

tory of persons distinguished among men." In this title there

is also a play on the first word, alluding to a great personage
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a comprehensive and general compilation, has

treated but superficially, and in the manner of an

abridgment, concerning many royal dynasties

;

and of some kings, more particularly those who

reigned in Maghreb ^ (or the north-western parts of

Africa) and in Hind,^ or India, he has not made

named HabIb Allah, at whose request Khondemir com-

posed his work in the year of the kejrah (or Muhammedan era)

927 (of Christ, 1521). — See the " Notice de I'Histoire

Universelle de Mirkhond," by M. Am. Jourdain, in the ninth

volume of ** Extraits et Notices des Manuscrits de la Bibliot.

Imperial, &c. Paris, 1812, p. 163.

^ u-> JU) The West, in a general sense, but here implying

more particularly the countries which form what we call

Barbary and Mauritania, occupied by Muselmans. A very

curious Map, illustrating that rare and ancient Work, the

** Sur al buldan," ( ^ | jJJ] ^ described in the Catalogue of

Sir William Ouseley's Oriental MSS., No. 709,) divides

Africa into the Beldd al Maghreb
^ (l—> J^l dh) the North-

western (or Muhammedan) territories above mentioned, and

the Belad alSuddn^ (^jli^yJl dti) or '* Country of the Blacks,"

lying towards the Soiuth. We learn from D'Herbelot, that,

among the Arabs, this word {Maghreb) is used to express not

only all that space of country which they conquered in this

part of the world, that is, Africa, from the western borders of

Egypt to the Atlantic Ocean, but even Spain, with those

Islands of the Mediterranean that are situated between Candia

and the Strait of Gibraltar.

3
jjijt) or Hindustan ( Lu.«Aa2&) as the author in some

places denominates India.
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any mention. Notwithstanding this omission, his

work (the '* Habib al Siyar") fills three very bulky

volumes.

Neither has the excellent author of the " Rau-

zet al Safa,"* however extensive and voluminous

* UxaJI ho^j The ** Garden of Purity," by Mirkhond, (as we

generally abridge Mir Khavend jJ.U^Ju) ^ V^^^ of this cele-

brated author's full name, which was Muhammed ben Khavend

Shdk ben Mahmoud rt^^^sr^ ^ li. tXJ.U- ^ iV=^)* ^^

sometimes find it written Muhammed Mir Khavend Shah

(j$Li» Jo.li- jX^ ^K^^^) ^^ Emir Khdvend Shah (j$Li. tjJ.U^ j^)'

The Rauzet al Safa or, " Garden of Purity," which Casiri,

in his Catalogue of the Escurial MSS. (vol. ii. p. 68) styles

** The Garden of Delights, " (Hortus Deliciarum,) consists

of seven jild (jsL=>-) or portions, each forming a volume, be-

sides the Khdtemdh (jc^U^) or Appendix. Sir W. Ouseley,

in the Catalogue of his Oriental MSS., thus notices the

Rauzet al Safa—" a celebrated work of Emir Khavend

^

generally called Mirkhond. The seven parts and the geo-

graphical appendix (so seldom found) are comprised in seven

volumes folio (the fourth and ififth parts being bound together),

all in the original magnificent and uniform binding. The

value of this work is well known to Orientalists ; odd volumes

of it are preserved in many collections, but few possess the

complete series of seven parts with the appendix." It may be

here added that Mirkhond died in the month Dhul Kaadah

of the (Muhammedan) year 903, (corresponding to June, 1498,

of the Christian era) aged sixty-six years. This appears from

a passage in the Habib al Siyar of hh^on^Khondemir quoted
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this chronicle, perfectly executed the design of

such a general compilation, as would afford satis-

faction by minute details of all the dynasties ; for

in his accounts of some he is diffuse and prolix,

while of others he furnishes a mere compendium

or summary.

Thus, of the Beni Ommiah ^ he treats very

by M. Am. Jourdain (*' Notices et Extraits des MSS." &c.

tome ix. p. 6).

* <)x«l Ju The sons or descendants of Ommiah, a consi-

derable personage among the Arabs : he was the son of

Abd al Shams j»*,.^]j^. The Ommiah family possessed

the supreme government or Khalifat during ninety-one, or,

according to some historians, a hundred years; that is, from

the year 32 to 132 of the Muselman era (or of the Christian

era from 652 to 749). D'Herbelot enumerates the fourteen

Khalifahs or sovereigns of the family, which would have been

totally exterminated by the Beni Abbas or Abbasides, had

not Abdar'rahman ben MoavIah preserved it in Spain,

where he began to reign in the year 139 of the hejrah (or

of our era 756) and the Ommiah dynasty continued in that

country until the year 424 (or of Christ 1032). See the " Biblio-

theque Orientale " of D'Herbelot (in the article Ommiah), and

a detailed account of this dynasty in Major Price's most

excellent work, the " Retrospect of Mohammedan History."

The Tdrikh or Chronicle of the Khalifahs (laLs^j r:.li)

composed in Arabic by AssiUTi ( Js*juJI ) gives a history

of the Ommiah who reigned in Spain.
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fully, and to some eminent personages of the

Beni Abbas '^ family he devotes a considerable

portion of his chronicle, while others he notices

but slightly.

The great sovereigns of Iran and Turan'^ (Per-

^ i^br Ju We learn from D'Herbelot, that of this

dynasty (which he denominates the Abbassides) thirty-seven

KhalIfahs reigned during a space of 523 years, from the year

of the hejirah 132 until the year 656 (or from 749 of the

Christian era to 1258). The Abbassides proved so prolific,

that under the Khalifat of MAmun (A.H. 200, of Christ 815)

the number of males and females of this family amounted to

thirty-three thousand persons. D'Herbelot gives a list of the

thirty-seven Abbasside Sovereigns; see the " Bibliotheque

Orientale," in Abbassides, and Major Price's ** Retrospect of

Mohammedan History," quoted in the preceding note.

''

^^1. J . ^^y Under this name {Iran), says the learned

De Sacy, Eastern writers comprehend all that extent of coun-

try which is included within the River Euphrates and the

Persian Gulf, the River Jaihun (or Oxus) and the River

Indus, whilst they express by the name of Turdn all that

part of Asia which lies beyond the River Jaihun. (See the

<* Memoires sur diverses Antiquites de la Perse," &c. p. 52.)

Thus the word Turdn implied Scythia, Transoxiana, Turko-

mania, the country of Tatars (or, as we call it, Tartary), &c. It

appears from various Pahlavi inscriptions deciphered by M.

de Sacy, (see the work above quoted,) and by Sir W. Ouseley,

in his " Observations on Medals and Gems bearing Pahlavi In-

scriptions " that during two or three centuries the reigning Sas-

sanian monarch of Persia styled himself '* King of the Kings of
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sia and Turkomania) chiefly occupy his pages

;

but the Arabian, Egyptian, and Syrian^ monarchs

have been wholly rejected by his pen ; even the

petty or minor kings of Persia he has omitted.^

In the same respect, other compilations of gene-

ral history are liable to the charge of deficiency

or omission, which must be supplied or corrected

from the examination of different works relating

distinctly to particular dynasties.

Originally the learned men of Maghreb^^ and

Andalus " (Africa and Spain) employed great skill

Iran and Anirdn'^—names equivalent in signification to the

modern Iran and Turdn. We learn from the dictionary

" Burhan Kate^" (in voce) that ** Turan is the name of a

region lying on the farther side of the Ab i Amiii^ or the River

Amu (the Jaihun or Oxus), that is, the country of Mdwer al

nahr (Transoxiana) ; and as Ferid^N (one of the most ancient

monarchs) had bestovt^ed the supreme government of this country

on his eldest son TuR, it was after him named Turan—

i J^^ hy^ u5^' ^ '
<—3^1 ^ ci^v^l ySi

_5
>lj Jij^

8 The kings of Arab (l-j^) Arabia ; Misr ( -,a«) JEgypt

;

and Sham ( . (^), Syria.

10 See the second note in page 3.

J > J
^* iiJjol But this name is accented in the MS. thus , Jjol

Undulus. So likewise in the Burhan Kated. This dictionary,

»
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in historical compositions, and have written a

** Tarikh " (g^Q or Chronicle on the affairs, not

only of every kingdom or province, but of every

district and city.

Next to them, the ingenious historians of Egypt

and Syria have most ably exerted their talents in

this line of literature.

Then may be placed those of Hejdz^^ and Ye-

men,^^ and after them the Iranian or Persian au-

however, informs us that the two first syllables are sometimes

accented with fat-hhah, justifying the pronunciation oi Andalus

((•JJol) '» and as this accords better with the Spanish Andalusia,

it is adopted throughout the following pages,

12 .(^ We learn from some remarks prefixed by the editor to

'' Burckhardt's Travels in Arabia," that certain Eastern wri-

ters divide Arabia into two parts, Yemen and Hejdz ; others

into five great provinces, Yemen, Hejdz, Nejed, Tehama, and

Yemama ; but the three last mentioned, however extensive,

are often regarded as portions of Hejdz, which comprises those

territories considered by Muselmans as sacred, the cities of

Mekkah and Medinah, &c. But this name {Hejdz) is not

used by the Arabian Bedouins in the usual acceptation of the

word ; they call Hejdz exclusively the mountainous country

comprehending many fertile valleys south of Tayf, &c. (See

" Burckhardt's Travels in Arabia," Pref., pp. viii, ix, x.) By

some writers Hejdz is identified with Arabia Petrzea or the

Stony ; by others confounded with Arabia Deserta.

13 ^K Arabia Felix, or the Happy. " laman, ou Yemen,'^

says M. D'Herbelot, *' province do I'Arabie, qui fait la troi-
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thors.^* But the writers of Mdwtra al nahr^^

(although before the time of Changiz Khan^^

some of them undertook historical subjects) have

not, since the bright dawn of the Moghul ^^ govern-

ment, produced any works (with which I, at least,

am acquainted) besides the *' Tarikh-Rashidi," ^^

composed by Mirza Haider Dughlat Gurkan,^^

on the history of the Khans, or sovereigns, of

Kdshghar ;"^ and the chronicle entitled " Sehifeh

Shahi," ^^ written by Mulla Tanish Bokhari,^^

sieme, et la plus grande partie de ce vaste pays ; nous I'appel-

lons I'Arabie Heureuse, a cause des drogues precieuses qu'elle

produit." See the " Bibliotheque Orientale " in laman.

^^ See the note on Iran, p. 6.

^^ jjJJl ^KjU or *' that which is beyond the river'' (the

Jaihun,
, <sr^—Amii ^] or Oxus), Transoxiana. See the

note on Iran, p. 7.

^^ ^Us. iaXJl>- This renowned conqueror was born in the year

(of the hejirah) 549 (of the Christian era 1 154).

^° Jit^ iO^^ r^*^ )^ I'^o,shghary according to Sadik Is-

FAHANi (" Geographical Works," p. 127), the chief place of the

Oighur (or Atghur) country. It is described in the dictionary

** Burhan Kate^ " as a place in Turkistdn (^IjL-iy') remark-

able for the beauty of its inhabitants

—

ir'^ ^ ij^.i^- *-t^*'*2jU,
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recording events which occurred in the time of

Abdallah Khan, the Usbek, ruler of Turan,^^

But no historical work proceeding from any

writer of Mdwera al nahr (or Transoxiana) has ever

fallen under my inspection.

Neither have the inhabitants of India any useful

or interesting chronicle^* composed before this

extensive country became subject to the upright

government and liberal institutions of the Gurka-

nian monarchs.'^^ Indeed, the Tarikhs, or histo-

^^
k:})^^ ci'br^^/-' *—^;^^ c/^ ^^^ *^H-^

'^**®

" Sehifeh Shahi " must be (although under a different

title) the work described by Major Stewart in his excellent

Catalogue of Tippoo SultAn's Oriental Library, No. xxvii,

as the " Abdallah Nameh" (^(j ^| j^^)—a History of the

Usbeg Tatars who, in 1494, invaded Transoxiana, and

** having driven out the descendants of Timour, have ever

since retained possession of that country. The prince, whose

memoirs are the chief subject of this work, was Abdallah

KhIn, contemporary of the renowned Akber, Emperor of

Hindmtdn, with whom he kept up a constant correspondence

and interchange of embassies, and died A. D, 1595. The author

was Mohammed ben Tunish al Bokhary."

24 Our author here does not allude to works originally writ-

ten in the Sanskrit language, or any other ancient dialect of

India, his object being merely to notice Arabic and Persian

histories of the Muselm^n dynasties.

"^ ^Si^jS ^T e:^! tXc ^^U=^ So called after the title

GurkIn i^^j^), which is frequently subjoined to the name

of Taimur or TImur. See the notes immediately following.
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rical works that we possess, are generally re-

stricted in their subjects to a few important trans-

actions, and are written with little attention to

chronological accuracy respecting the dates of

years or months in which those transactions oc-

curred.

But after the bright sun of prosperity, that never

sets, had risen in India under the domination of

the imperial descendants of his Majesty the Sa-

hib Keran,"^ the conqueror of the world. Emir

Taimur Gurkan,^'' many very excellent books

have been written on historical subjects.

*^
^Jl i (•«^N>.Lo " The Lord of the grand conjunction of

the planets," in which, says D'Herbelot, " the astronomers

pretend that the foundations of the chief empires have been

formed." This title may also imply ** Lord of the extreme

quarters of the world," the word kern here signifying a

horn or extremity ; thus Alexander the Great was surnamed

Dhul^karnein—" Lord of the two horns" of the world, the

East and West. See the " Bibliotheque Orientale," in Saheb

Keran,

^"^

J^j:f jy^ j^^ ^^ l/^ ^/ <w-s-U3 cLyos^

The death of this great conqueror happened in the year 807 of

the Muselman era (or of Christ 1405). To his name Timour,

TiMUR, or Taimur, was often added the epithet lang ^^Jj^

signifying " lame" or *' deformed," and alluding to some per-

sonal defect or infirmity : hence the strange title of Tanier^

lane, which many European writers have bestowed on him.

(Seethe " Geogr. Works of S^dik Isfah^ai," p. 19. note.>->
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In the time of his Majesty the Emperor Jelal

addIn Muhammed Akber Padshah,*" whose re-

sidence is now in Paradise, the events which

happened during the reigns of those illustrious

princes (the descendants of Emir Taimur) were

circumstantially and minutely recorded ; and the

'*Akber Nameh,"^^ the *' Jehanglr Nameh," ^^

and the ** Padshah Nameh," ^^ were compiled

from the journals and commentaries of those de-

parted monarchs.

Since that time until the present day, an in-

terval of nearly one hundred years, the want of

curiosity in the sovereigns and nobles of this

country and their indifference respecting history

Taimi6r, at the time of his death, was sixty years old ; and

the surname of lang was given to him, ** parcequ'en efFet

ce prince etoit estropie de la main et du pied droit. Clavijo,

auteur Espagnol, qui a vu ce conquerant, nous assure qu'il

n'avoit que les deux petits doigts de moins." See the Life of

TiMOUR prefixed to M. Langles's '* Instituts Politiqueset Mi-

litaires de Tamerlan, proprement appelle Timour," p. 34.

A portrait, extremely curious, and said to be original, is in the

collection of the Right Hon. Sir Gore Ouseley.

^^ iUli ^Li.t)b This Chronicle, with the " Akber Nameh,"

and the '* Jehangir Nameh," shall be more particularly

noticed in subsequent passages.

- SI

30
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liave been such that no new work of any merit

has appeared, and the notices of transactions are

confined to the pages of official records.

Now the titles of some extensive historical

works of a general nature shall be offered to the

reader; among them I must first mention com-

positions in the Arabic language. One is the

*' Tarlkh Keblr," '^ or '' Great Chronicle " of Ma-

HOMMED IfiN Jarir Tabri/^ Comprising the his-

tory of most regions in which Islam LU or the

Muselman religion) is professed, down to the year

^^
joS r: [i This work, from the author's different names,

below mentioned, is sometimes quoted by Eastern writers as

the " Tarlkh Jaaferi " (^^jU:>- g^li), or the '« Tarikh Ebn

Jarir (^^ ^}] g^li).

^^
j\:> jjS*- . j1 tJsrS-* Of this eminent historian we have

the following account in a note annexed to Pococke's ** Spe-

cimen Historiae Arabum " (p. 383, Oxon. 1650). " Al

Tabarita—Abu Jaafar Mohammed Ebn Jarir al Tabari
"

iSj}^\ ;^. ^ uy^ '^^^^^ 7^^^ ^^ ^^^^ toties in Historia Sara-

cenica laudatus. Natus anno H. 224, in ditione ^jlj^Jo

Tabarastan, mortuus anno 310. Historiae suae seriem perduxit

ad annum 302—L^l
^ f.)^^^ ^ ^^ ^ ^ ^ '^ ^^

Fidus fuit in allegationihus suisy estque historia ipsius his^

toriarum verissima et certissima, inquit Ebn Challecan.
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of the Hejrah 300.'* But this admirable work,

ill the original Arabic, is so extremely rare that

the humble author of this tract has never, to the

present hour, seen more than two volumes of it;

and if a reasonable judgment may be formed

from the contents of these two portions, it is

evident that the whole work must have occupied

at least twenty volumes. ^^

3* Corresponding to the year of the Christian era 912 ; but

we have seen in the note above quoted from Pococke, that

Tabri brought his history down to a period later by two

years.

35 It has long been supposed, on the authority of eminent

writers hereafter quoted, that the original Arabic text of

Tabri's Chronicle exists only in fragments; but the Editor

has lately felt much satisfaction on learning from a highly

accomplished Orientalist, Dr. Rosen, that he had himself

examined in the Royal Library at Berlin a great portion of

the Arabic Work, comprised in five volumes. Yet that the

whole should not exceed yoMr, would appear from a note of the

learned Erpenius, quoted in Sir William Ouseley's account of

a rare and valuable MS., preserved in the British Museum

(Cottonian Library, Vitell. A. iv). This account is given in

the " Oriental Collections," vol. ii. p. 185, as follows :
—

" An ancient Arabic volume, in quarto, containing the second

** of the four parts which compose the * Tarikh Kabir, or Great

" Chronicle,' of the celebrated historian Abi Jaafer Mo-

** HAMMED ebn JarIr ( jy>. j Js,^^^ Ij^ J), surnamed

" from Tabaristdn, in Persia, the place of his birth, Al Tahart.

** This volume contains the history of the Prophets from
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In the next place I shall mention a celebrated

** Shaieb (^^..^^Jk«>i) until the time of Mohammed. Tabari,

** the venerable author, was born in the year of Christ 838 :

** his work contains the ancient traditions of the Jews, Per-

** sians, and Arabians—the history of the Patriarchs, Pro-

** phets, and Kings ; and as it is supposed that the original in

** Arabic complete does not exist, this fragment may be con-

** sidered a literary treasure. The learned Ockley, in his

" * History of the Saracens,^ styles Tabari the Livy of the

** Arabians, the very parent of their history, and congratulates

" himself on having found a folio fragment of his Chronicle

** among Archbishop Laud's MSS. Fortunately, however,

** this work is preserved in the Persian and Turkish transla-

** tions: the former, made within a few years after the author's

** death, is enriched with many curious additions by the learned

** translator, particularly on the subject of Persian history and

*' antiquities. From the latter part of Tabari's Chronicle

** ElmakIn compiled his * History of the Saracens,' pub-

" lished by Erpenius ; and it would appear that this volume

" once belonged to that celebrated Orientalist, from the fol-

** lowing note written at the beginning of the MS.—* Continet

** hoc volumen historiam propheticam a Sjuabio, (qui vixit

" tempore Jacobi,) Patriarchae ipsoque Jacobo ad tempora

** usque Muhammedis Abulcasimi pseudoprophetae Arabum,

*' estque tomus secundus celeberrimi apud Orientales historici

** Muhammedis Abujoafaris, qui floruit circa annum Christi

** 800, et in Oriente Arabice existimatur periisse, et Persic^

** atque Turcica tantum extat : hie tamen liber Arabicus est,

** et de quatuor tomis secundus.*

—

Erpenius. There are also

** some marginal notes in Latin." " I am as yet," says

Ockley in his ** History of the Saracens," vol. ii. Intr. &c.
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Arabic chronicle entitled '' Tarikh Kamel,^^ com-

xxxiii.) ** destitute of Turkish, which I should not be so much

concerned at, were it not for five volumes in that language in

our Public Library (Cambridge), which I behold with delight

and concern at the same time—with delight, because they are

ours, and so not to be despaired of; with concern, because I do

not understand them. They are a translation of the great

Tabari, who is the Livy of the Arabians, the very parent

of their history ; and, as far as I could find by inquiry, given

over for lost in Arabic. I formerly inquired of my predecessor.

Dr. Luke, concerning him, who said he had never met with

him in the East, and that he was to be despaired of in Arabic.

Monsieur D'Herbelot says the same.*' We learn from Sir W.
Guseley's Preface to Ebn Haukal's " Oriental Geography,"

that the Persian translation of Tabri's great work was made

by a man of considerable learning (vazir to one of the Sama-

nian princes) in the year of the hejira 352, (anno Christi

963,) about forty years only after the death of Tabri ;

and this translator enriched the work with so much additional

matter, from rare books of the astronomers, the Persian Fire-

worshippers, Jews, and Muselmdns, that D'Herbelot prefers

the translation to the original Arabic text,—** de sorte que

cette traduction est beaucoup plus curieuse que le texte Ara-

bique."—(Bibl. Orient, in Thabari.) It was this passage, as

Sir William remarks, that gave occasion to a note in Gibbon's

" Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire " (chap. 51 note 33) :

" Amidst our meagre relations, I must regret that D'Herbelot

has not found and used a Persian translation of Tabari, en-

riched, as he says, with many extracts from the native histo-

rians of the Ghebers, or Magi." It appears also, from the

same Preface to Ebn Haukal, that a fine copy of this Per-
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posed by Ibn Athir/'^ bringing the general his-

sian translation (two folio vols, transcribed in 1446) was styled

a " Phcenix Librorum*' by the learned Professor Tychsen of

Rostock. This inestimable MS. seems (from some lines written

in gold letters) to have once been deposited in a royal library

:

it now belongs to Sir W. Onseley's Collection, and is described

in the Catalogue of his Oriental MSS. No. 269. This Cata-

logue (printed for private circulation) enumerates other precious

copies of the Persian Tabri—especially No. 271, in 3 vols.

4to, a beautiful and perfect MS. transcribed in 1488, and No.

274, in 2 vols. " This," says Sir William, " is particularly

valuable for a Preface, (of which I have never seen another

copy,) containing much curious historical matter ; tables of the

different dynasties, ruled with red lines ; the names and titles of

sovereigns; duration of their reigns; works for which they

were celebrated; their costume and attributes, (which may

have been taken from gems, pictures, or statues). These tables

come down to the time of the ^^ J] or family of Buiah."

From a fine old copy of the Persian ** Tabri," collated with

others in the Bibliotheque du Roi, Monsieur Dubeux, a very

ingenious Orientalist of Paris, is engaged in preparing a trans-

lation.

37 1^] .] The following notice of this author, and of his

work the " Tiirikh Kamel," (taken from Ebn KhalekIn,)

is given by Pococke in a note to his " Specimen Historiae

Arabum," p. 370. Oxon. 1650. Ali Ebnol Athir—

^.jj];c ^.^1 ^j):J\ ^11 ^b '^^j.^^ ^JLouiJ)

Abul Hasan Ali Ebn Abil Carm Mohammed Ebn

B
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tory (of Asia) down to the year six hundred and

twenty-eight of the hejrah/" and comprising re-

cords of most Muhammedan countries, such as

Maghreb (or the north-western parts of Africa),

Andalus (Spain), Misr (Egypt), Sham (Syria),

Arab (Arabia), Iran (Persia), Turan (Turkomania),

and Hindustan (India). The *' Tarikh Kamel" is

a most excellent and useful work, forming ten

volumes, which in this part of the world (India)

are rarely seen.

Another Arabic chronicle is the " Kitab al Be-

daiet wa al Nehaiet,"^^ written by Ibn Kathir

Shami,^*^ which fills two volumes of considerable

Abdil Carim Al Shaibani, notus nomine Ebnol Athir

Al Jazari, cognominatus Ezzoddin, frater Al Mobaraci

Ebnol Athiri, natus in ;v^ ^ ^;^.r?"
^""^ ^' ^^^' ^^"'

Christi H60,)mortuus an. 630,(1232,) historiam Jv<l^ inscrip-

tam, ab origine mundi usque ad finem anni H. 628 perduxit

(Ebnol Chalec). Respecting Ebn al AthIr, the learned

Professor Haraaker, of Leyden, says, " Restat ut de Ibn

Atsiro videamus quod nomen tribus fratribus commune fuit,

notissimo historico auctori libri Al Kamel, Azzedino

xIboul Hassano Alio—defuncto MausulEc a. 630 (Christi

1232-3). See the *' Specimen Catalog! Codicum MSS.

Orientalium Bibl. Academ. Lugduno-Batavae," p. 164.

38 Of the Christian era 1230.
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magnitude : the history descends a little below

the year seven hundred of the hejra.'*^

Another is the '' Muntezm " ^' of Ibj^ Juzi,*^

which he composed on a very extensive plan, ac-

cording to report ; but this work I have never seen.

Next may be mentioned the chronicle entitled

*' Merat al Zaman,"^* of which the author is Sabt

Ibn al Juzi :*^ this comprehends a great extent of

historical matter : only one volume of it has ever

fallen into my hands.

Then follows the '' Tarikh Kebir Zahebi,"^^ a

composition which I have never seen.

And next we may remark the Tarikh or Chro-

41
^^f^ Jdss. . tJ^oAaa J LI: "To the year 700, and some

odd years/' The Muhammedan year 700 corresponds to 1300

of the Christian era.

42 I....

43 .^ i| Casiri mentions in his * Catalogue of the Escurial

Manuscripts' (vol. ii, p. 15) an author entitled Ebn Alathir

Ben AlguIzi (j^j-j^JI ,^ y^ ill ^1) " cujus Historia xiii.

voluminibus est comprehensa."

4*
(^jys^l \*ji} iax*w This author is mentioned by Casiri in his

* Catalogue of the Escurial MS. Library' (vol. ii. p. 27). The
<* Speculum Temporis" {^^j\ i\j^ consists of several vo-

lumes, and was composed at Damascus in the year of the

hejrah 579 (of Christ 1183).
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nicle of Ibn Khaldun,*^ who, although in this

work he mentions all the royal dynasties, yet has

more particularly devoted his pages to the history

of the Muhammedan sovereigns who reigned in

Maghreb (or Mauritania), Syria, and Egypt.

Of the same description we find another work,

which must be here noticed, the Chronicle of

Makrizi, ^ which is entitled *' Al Seluk fi didel

almoluk."^9

And next to that we may place the *' Kitab

Nafahh al Tayib," ^° filling two large volumes.

^"^

t^^^^ ^^} kX' ^ translation of Ibn Khaldun's

*' History of the Berbers" has been undertaken by 'the

learned Professor Lee, of Cambridge.

48 ^^i)JU ^P' The full name of MakrIzi is given as

follows in Pococke's notes to his " Specimen Historiae Ara-

bum," p. 370 (Oxon. 1650). ** Al Makrizius : -

Takioddin Ahmed Ebn AH, vulgo Al Makrizi dictus—natus,

ut ipse in Historia testatur, post annum H. 760. scil. teste

Jalaloddino 769, mortuus 840." These dates correspond to

the years of Christ 1358, 1367, and 1430. In a list of works

now in the hands of different translators for the ** Oriental

Translation Committee," we find MakrIzi's " Khitat, or

" History and Statistics of Egypt, (to be) translated by Abraham

" Salame, Esq. This Arabic work includes accounts of the con-

** quest of Egypt by the Khalifahs A. D. 640, and of the cities,

" rivers, ancient and modern inhabitants of Egypt, &c."
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Then the work entitled '' Tarikh Andalus,"^^ or

the Chronicle of Spain, composed by Abu al

Abbas Makri/^ and containing an account of the

various conquests made in that country by those

who professed the religion of Islam (or Muham-

medanism). This work also describes every city

or town in Andalus (or Spain), with the particulars

or remarkable circumstances of each : it likewise

records the memorable transactions of the sove-

reigns, the vazirs (or ministers), and the nobles
;

furnishing, besides, various anecdotes of the

learned men of that country, from the time when

it was first subjugated by the Muselmans, whilst

Abd al malek Marwan^^ reigned, in the year

of the hejrah ,^^ until

nearly the year one thousand of the same era,^^

when all Spain fell under the government of the

Nasdrdi Frank, or European Christians,^^ and the

^^ (J Jo 1 r: ly Respecting the pronunciation of this

name, see note 11. p. 7.

^3 J. ^i^JdJI J^ Abd al Malek, the son of Mar-

wan, was fifth Khalifah of the Ommiah race.

,
54 The Manuscript does not express the date ; but it is well

known that Abdalmalek began to reign in A. H. 65 (or of

Christ 685), and died twenty-one years after.

55 Or of Christ 1591.

^ CJJi ^\X^ According to Sadik Isfahani ("Geogr.
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true believers no longer retained any possessions

in that land.

To this account I must further add, that the

*' Tarikh Andalus " is enriched with admirable

poetry, and men of erudition regard it altogether

as a most excellent and valuable work.

Now, among the most highly esteemed and ex-

tensive works on general history that have been

composed in the Persian language, the *' Rauzet

al Safa "^^ seems entitled to the first place. This

celebrated chronicle is, in some parts, minute and

prolix ; in others, brief and concise, written after

the manner of an epitome or compendium. It

must, however, be remarked, that the author has

been chiefly copious in such portions of his '* Rau-

zet al Safd " as record the history of those sove-

reigns who reigned over Iran and Taran (or Persia

and Turkomania).

Another Persian work of considerable extent is

the *' Tarikh Alfl," ^^ comprising the annals of

Works," p. 49) " The birth of Jesus (on whom be peace !)

" happened at Naserah (x^U), and the first tribes that adopted

" the religious doctrine of that holy personage were the inha-

" bitants of this village; therefore they were called Nasdrt

*' (Nazarenes) ; and, by degrees, this name has been given to

** all who profess the religion of Jesus."

57 Already noticed in p. 4.

^^ iJl f?..l>
or the " Chronicle of a Thousand Years/'

from the beginning of the Muhammedan era.
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most nations that profess the Muselman faith.

But in this chronicle there are numerous defects
;

for instance, of some most important events no

mention whatever has been made : thus the battle

of Kddesiahy^ which was one of the principal vic-

tories obtained by the true believers, and their

wars with the barbarian or heathen Persians, are

wholly omitted in the *' Tarikh Alfl ;" and it

would almost appear that this work had never

undergone the author's revisal or correction.

Since it has been shown that voluminous chro-

nicles, treating of general history, are in this

manner imperfect and defective, it will be neces-

sary, as the best means of acquiring information

on the subject of each dynasty and of each mon-

arch, to consult various works : thus, if our object

be a full account of events which happened while

the Rashidi Khalifahs^^ reigned, (may they

all partake of the divine blessing!) we should

^^ ^Uwjtili' The victory obtained by the Muselmans at Kd-

desiah: overthrew the Sassanian dynasty of Persian kings;

this battle happened in the year of Christ 636. Kddesiah is

described by Sadik Isfahani (" Geogr. Works," p. 118) as

*' a place in the vicinity of Kiifahr It is distant from this

€ity fifteen parasangs or Persian leagues, in that part of Ara-

bian Iroik which was the ancient Chaldea. This decisive

battle lasted three days.
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examine the Arabic chronicles hereafter men*

tioned.

The great chronicle or *' Tarikh of Tabri," the

" Tarikh Ibn Athlr," the '* Tarikh Ibn Kethlr,"^^

and the ''Tarikh Zahabi;"^' also the " Fatuhh

of Ibn Aasim Kufi,"^^ and the '* Mustekesi,"^—

all these are in the Arabic language.

61 Respecting the three chronicles here mentioned, see

pp. 13—17, 18.

62 Zahabi—This writer, who was born in the year of Christ

1273, and died in 1347, composed a book entitled " The

Meidan," (^J\SJ<^ and another (his principal work) the

"Tarikh al Zahabi" or "Tarikh al Islam" L.)!] ^^^\3

comprised in twelve volumes. (See Hamaker's " Specimen

Catalogi, &c." pp. 18, 19.)

63 ij j^\ »] Si This ancient Muselman writer

(AaSIM of Kufah)j and the Persian translator of his work, are

thus noticed, under the title yi in Haji KhalIfah's Bib*

liography, according to a MS. preserved in the British Mu-

seum—,KV=9'
_5 ^y3 1 ^\j uJ^^l Jj^^ A„=^^^j4cl

JjlL-JI Aysr* ^^ tVyS^ill "Aasim—and this person is Mu-

HAMMED BEN Ali, generally called AaSIM al Kufi—and

the translator (of his Chronicle) was Ahmed ben Muham-
MED Almastowfi." But different copies (in Sir William

Ouseley's Collection) name the author Abu Muhammed
Ahmed ben Aasim al Kufi— Jyjl Jc] s s^ A^sr* ,^1

or simply Ahmed ben Aasim al Kufi— JyCll Ac] ^ Js«^k

The translation from Arabic into Persian appears to have
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Among Persian historians we must consult, re-

specting those monarchs (the Rashidi Khali-

FAHs), the " Rauzet al Ahbab,"^^ the *' Rauzet

al Safa," the '* Tarlkh Alfl," the Tarjumah, or

translation of Ibn AAsim's work the **Fatuhh"

before noticed/^ and the chronicle entitled the

'' Mukessed al Aksi fi Tarjumah al Mustekesi/' ^^

These works, here named, will afford sufficient

information concerning those illustrious Khalifahs.

And if the reigns of the Beni Ommiah and the

Beni Abbas families ^^ be the object of our re-

search, those Arabic works above mentioned will

furnish ample accounts of them, except the ** Ta-

rikh Fatuhh " of Aasim Kufi,^^ and the '* Muste-

kesi," neither of which chronicles furnish any

anecdotes of those dynasties ; but on this subject

been made in the year 596 (or of Christ 1200). Although the

** Book of Victories " (" Kitab Fatuhh ") has been ascribed

by many to Aasim of Kufah himself, Sir W. Ouseley is

convinced that the author was Aasim's son.—See a letter

respecting the tomb of Daniel at Susa, in Persia, published

in the Rev. Mr. Walpole's " Collection of Travels," vol. ii.

p. 428.

^8 Of those illustrious dynasties. See the notes in pp. 5,

6, &c.

^9 Already mentioned in p. 24,
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the Persian '* Tarikh Alfi" may be consulted with

advantage.

Should our object be the history of Iranian or

Persian kings, we must again refer to the ** Rau-

zet al Safa" and the " Tarikh Alfl," more par-

ticularly respecting such dynasties as the Diale-

meh/^ the Selajekah,^^ the Samanian/^ Giiaz-

navian/^ and Khuarezm Shahian'^* monarchs,

"^^
iXj L> i> An Arabic plural, denoting those princes whom the

Persians call Dilemian, or the Dilemites, as some Euro-

pean writers style them. Dtlem (Jj j) is a province bordering

the Caspian Sea on the South.

^^
<)CA2^iL SelIjekah, the Seljukians, or Selgiucides,

as D'Herbelot calls them, were divided, according to that writer,

into three branches—that of Iran, or Persia ; of Kirmdn

;

and of Rum. The two former began to reign about the year

429, (or of Christ J 037,) and ceased in 590 (that is, of the

Christian era, 1193). The Seljukians oi Rum began to reign

in 480, and ceased in 700 (or from the year of Christ 1087 to

1300). See D'Herbelot in Selgiukian.

^^ -jUiULi SamaniIn. The nine princes of this dynasty,

which began in the year 261 of the hejrah (or of Christ 874)

and terminated in 388 (998), possessed, besides Transoxiana,

most of those provinces which now constitute the Persian

empire. They are styled SamANides by many European

writers.

^* ^L)Jx or Ghaznevides, as they are called by D'lier-

belot, (Ghaznaviah in Arabic,) a dynasty comprehending

fourteen princes, who reigned in Persia and Jndia from the year
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of whom the '' Tarikh Kamel " of Ibn Athir,

already quoted, gives copious and detailed ac-

counts.

Those who desire to peruse a circumstantial

history of the Safeviah/^ or last race of the

Persian kings, may derive satisfactory information

from the '' Habib al Siyar," before mentioned, in

which is comprised, with various other records,

an account of Shah IsmAil^^ deduced nearly to

the time of his death.

On the subject also of this sovereign and of his

son Shah Tahmasp,^'^ many anecdotes may be

collected from the work entitled '' Ahassan al

Tuarikh,"^^ composed by Hasan Beig Rumlu."^^

384 or 387 (of Christ 994 or 997) until the year 539 or 542

(of the Christian era 1144 or 1147).

"^^ ^Ai^b[^\}iJ:>- KhuIrezm Shahian. Of this powerful

dynasty, which began A. H. 491, and lasted until G28, (or of

the Christian era 1097 to 1230,) D'Herbelot enumerates nine

sovereigns.

"^^
iSdtSuD The Safevi or Sefevi dynasty, styled Sqfi or

Sophy by some European authors. The kings of this race

governed Persia from the year T500 till about 1736, when they

were overthrown by the usurper Nadir ShAh.

^^ ^ )W1 LV***^^
^ ^^^^ ^"^ valuable work, thus described

by Sir W. Ouseley in the Catalogue of his Oriental MSS. (No.

346) as the work of " Hasan Rumlu, grandson of EmIr
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Likewise from the ** Tarlkh Aalum Ara,^° which

contains, besides the histories of those two

monarchs above named, an account of events that

occurred in Persia after the time of Shah Tah-

MASp,^^ and when the imperial standard of Shah

Abbas,^^ lately deceased, had been exalted, until

the last days of that illustrious sovereign.

But the '* Tarikh Aalum Ara" does not display

much elegance of style ; it is however a curious

and useful chronicle, abounding with excellent

information. I have not seen any other work that

particularly relates to the Sefevi transactions

since the time of Shah Abbas.

And Taher Wahid,^^ author of a chronicle

entitled the ** Tarikh" or History of Shah Abbas

Thani^* (or the Second), has furnished little more

than a specimen of pleasing style, contenting

himself with the mention of only some few im-

SultAn Ri6mlu ; (containing) the History of Shah IsmaIl

and his son ShIh Tahmasp, with notices of the sovereigns of

RuMlEH, the princes of Jaghatai, khans of the Uzbeks^

learned men, vazirs, &c. that flourished in their times, from

A. H. 900 (1494) to 985 (1577). A most curious and useful

work, not only in history but geography, mentioning various

places, rivers, mountains, castles, &c. little known. I have

never seen another copy of this Chronicle."

'^ ^^j lLU ^^j>^
''

\) ^[c g^li- ^' V^l^ ^^
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portant occurrences, and not paying much atten-

tion to chronological dates in noticing the par-

ticular month or year.

If our intention be to make researches concern-

ing the history of those sovereigns who ruled in

Arabia and Africa, we may consult the Arabic

chronicles already mentioned ; also the book en-

titled '' Al akud al 'luliet fi Tarikh ad'dowlet al

resulut;"^' also the '' Beghiet al mustefid fi akh-

bar medinah Zabid :
" ^^ these two works relate to

the history of Yemen (or Arabia Felix).

But the '' Kitab al mukaffi al Makrizi"^^ is a

history of ili/>r (or Egypt). Mustafa Efendi ^

likewise, in his '* Tarikh," which comprises a

general account of different Muselman dynasties,

has included those kings who reigned in Egypt.

And on the subject of those two holy cities,

Mekkah Maazmeh^^ and Medinah Makarremeh,^^

^'^

^pjl^ll ^aijl L-jll$^ See the note on Makrisi in p. 20.

^^ ^^ ik^o* or, perhaps, Mustafa Aktedi (^ jjjil)

the last word being very ambiguously written.

^9 iL^if^ <xCo oi' Mekkah the highly honoured, or the

great.

^^^ <uyU clUUJvxj—the venerable or revered city.
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different writers have composed a multiplicity of

volumes.

Now, respecting the kings of Runiy^^ who de-

parted from this world before the family of 0th-

MAN^^ assumed the government, I have never seen

any particular book containing a detailed account.

The annals, however, of this Othman race have

been written on an extensive plan ; but works

containing records of that family are extremely

scarce in India. Among them may be noticed

the chronicle or " Tarikh " entitled ** Hesht

Behisht,"^^ composed by Mulla Edris Anda-

Lisi.^* This book I have examined ; it contains a

detailed account of eight sovereigns of the Oth-

man dynasty, beginning with Othman Beig

91 By this name is here understood a great portion of

those provinces which now constitute the Turkish empire

westward of Persia ; it has often a signification much more

extensive.

9^ ^AJic This name is frequently pronounced Osman.

^^ Ul^s/isjj ei^^'i^ I" t^® Catalogue of Sir William Ouseley's

Oriental MSS. (No. 666), the " Tarikh Hesht Behisht

"

is described as a most valuable work on Turkish history, by

BedlIsi. The name of this work implies the Eight Para-

dises.

9* ^^ Jo) fj^jt)!] L) or rather Bedlisi. See the note

immediately preceding.
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Ghazi/^ and ending with Ilderim Baiazid Tha-

Ni 9^ (or the Second).

Another work, also, we may consult for infor-

mation respecting the 0thman princes ; I allude

to the ** Tarikh " or history of Mekkah,^^ written

by MuLLA KuTTUB ad' din Hanefi,^^ a chronicle

which brings down the records of that dynasty to

nearly the year one thousand of the hejrah,^^ and

is not by any means of rare occurrence in thi»

country (India).

Likewise Mustafa Efendi,^^^ in his chronicle,

has given a history of the 0thman family until

the year one thousand of the same era,^°^ in the

''
^J^ «^ U^ "" J^ 'V^V.^ fj^}

'' ^ g;^'

98 ^^j^ s jJl L^ ^Wi JU This must be the work quoted by

Burckhardt as ** The History of the Mosque of Mekka, with

which the history of the town is interwoven, called El Aalam

hy aalam beled Allah el haraniy in one volume quarto. The

author was Kottob ed' dyn el Mekky, who held high

offices at Mekka, and brings the history down to the year

990 of the hedjra." See Burckhardt's " Travels in Arabia "

(Author's Introduction, p. xiv).

99 Or of the Christian era 1591 ; but the more exact date,

mentioned by Burckhardt in the note immediately preceding

(A. H. 990), corresponds to the year of Christ 1582.

^0^ See the note in page 29.

101 Or of Christ 1591.
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manner partly of a detailed narrative, and partly

of an abridgment or summary.

Of the MoGHUL sovereigns^ who have reigned

in countries professing the religion of Islam (or the

Muhammedan faith), illustrious princes, as well of

the Changizian as of the Gurkanian or Taimu-

RiAN branches,^ the history of each dynasty is

amply recorded in books that circulate not unfre-

quently among us (in India).

Thus the history of Changiz Khan, and of his

descendants, until the arrival of Hulaku Khan^

in Persia, has been composed by Khuajeh Ella

ad' din otta mulk Juini,^ (the brother of Khua-

jeh Shams ad' din Muhammed,^) in his chro-

nicle entitled the " Tarikh Jehan Kushai."^

Next, as a sort of appendix or supplement to

the " Jehan Kushai," I may here notice the

** Tarikh Wessaf," "^ which copiously details the

^ Js,=s^ c/^.^^ U^ ^^^ c^ti^'-V^ Kj^

7
, j'to zi.[i by Abdullah ShirAzi, as appears from

the full title of the work, written in a beautiful copy which

the editor has examined :—jo^ tjjj^ i^ajuuai* ^-« i jLs. r:.l>

:^ . ^JL^^JlJb c:^aLU _/3^j LSj^j-i-^ '^^
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history of Hulaku Khan, from that monarch's

first entrance into Persia until the time of Sultan

Abu SAid Khan.«

We may also find in the work named '* Jamia

Rashidi,"^ very ample accounts, historical and

genealogical, of Changiz Khan, his descendants,

and the chief Moghul princes and nobles.

Respecting those Khans of the Changizian

family ^^ who reigned in the Dasht i Kibchdk^^ and

in Mdiver al nahr,^"- I have never happened to see

any distinct or particular work : their history,

however, may be collected separately from various

chronicles that record the affairs of several Persian

kings.

The '^Tarikh Rashidi," composed by Mirza

Haider Dughlat Gurkan,^^ furnishes nothing

more than a brief summary or compendious ac-

From this valuable MS. some curious extracts are given in

Sir W. Ouseley's *' Travels," vol. i. p. 170, &c.

^^ LJ i

^ '^' ci^tJ An extensive region northward of the

Caspian Sea, inhabited by a race of Easterns, Turks, or

Tatars. The extraordinary origin of this name is explained in

SAdik Isfahani's " Geographical Works," p. 1.

12 Or Transoxiana. See the note on Irctn and Turdn, p. 6,

^3 This work, and its author, have been already mentioned

in p. 9.

C
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count of the sovereign Khans of Kashghar ;
^* and

the work called ** Sahlfeh Shahi," of which the

author is Mulla Tanish Bokhari/^ is founded

solely on the history of one among the princes

who reigned in Mdwer al nahr ; namely, AbdAl-

lah Khan Uzbek/^

But of those who ruled Iran and Turdn (or

Persia and Turkomania), from the time when

Changiz ceased to exercise imperial sway until

the rising of that resplendent sun of prosperity,

the conqueror of the world, Sahib Keran (Tai-

mur), very ample records may be found in the

chronicle or ** Tarikh" of Hafiz Abru,^^ and in

the *' Matlia As'sadein " (or '' al Sadein") ;
^« also

^* J(^^ c;^"^
^^ Before mentioned, in pp. 9, 10.

^'
.^1 iajU- r: .li' An excellent work, dated, according to

a copy which the editor has examined, in the year of the hejirah

817 (or of Christ 1414). The author, Hafiz Abru, died in

the year 834 (1430) ; and as he had travelled in many parts of

Asia, his geographical statements, which are numerous, seem

well worthy of consideration.

'^ ^Js«>J] Jds^ This valuable work is entitled at full

length in Sir William Ouseley's Catal. (No. 359) -ik^

^.^1 ^^ J
^.isx^Jl—a name signifying the "Rising

of the two fortunate planets (Jupiter and Venus), and the

junction of the two seas," composed by Abd al Rezak,
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in the '' Rauzet al Safa," the '' Habib al Siyar,"

and in the ** Tarikh Alfi."

Concerning the history of Sahib Keran, the

illustrious Taimur, it is completely given in the

book entitled " Zaffer Nameh/'^^ written by Mu>

LANA Sherif ad DIN Ali Yazdi ;
^° and it is fur-

ther illustrated in different works ; such as the

*' Matlia As'sadein " and the ** Rauzet al Safa,"

and the '' Habib al Siyar," above mentioned.

The history also of Tatmur's renowned de-

scendants until the time when Sultan Husein "*

assumed the government of Khurdsan,^^ and placed

himself on the throne of Herdty^ is distinctly

related in the *' Matlia As'sadein," and the

** Rauzet al Safa," both works already noticed.

Likewise the author of the ** Habib al Siyar"

has not only detailed at full length the account

of Sultan Husein, considerably amplifying the

anecdotes given in those chronicles before quoted,

but has traced the history of the descendants

of Samarkand, who flourished about the middle of the fifteenth

century—^jjuj^^^j!^;]] Sss,

*^ Jul) f^ or the ** Book of Victory," very ingeniously

and accurately translated into French by M. Petis de la

Croix.
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of Sultan Said Abu Said MIrza,"* and also

the history of that monarch who now reposes in

Paradise, Baber Padshah/^ until the year nine

hundred and thirty of the Muhammedan era.^^

Besides this, I have seen the work entitled

WakiAt Baberi,^^ in which that royal commen-

tator himself. Sultan Baber,^^ has written a mi-

nute account, relating the transactions of his own

reign.

In the work called ** Tarikh Jauher Aftabchi,"^^

we find commemorated the history of that great

monarch Humaiun Padshah,^^ whose residence

is now in heaven : but of this composition the

26 Corresponding to the year 1523 of the Christian era.

27 ^\>1j LuUi'l. Of this curious work an excellent trans-

lation (into English) has been made by two gentlemen, noticed

in the additions to this Essay.

jb ^QaLj

^^ c?^bli] Jb^ zifi This must be the same as the " Me-

moirs of Humaiun," translated by Major Stewart, from the

Persian of Jauher AftAbchi, and published by the Oriental

Translation Committee. Major Stewart entitles the MS. work

from which he made his translation the Tezkerreh el Vakiat,

or " Relation of Occurrences." Aftdbchi signifies the person

who holds the ewer or water-jug to his master for the purposes

of ablution.
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style is too familiar and undignified. Respecting

however the chief transactions of Humaiun's

reign, we must seek information from the " Akber

Ncimeh," ^^ of the learned Sheikh Abul Fazl,^^

also from the *' Ikbal Nameh,"^^ a work com-

posed by Sherif Muatamed Khan,^* in which

events are recorded at considerable length.

But of that illustrious emperor, the mighty

Akber Padshah/^ whose throne is in Paradise,

the history has been written in various chronicles,

each of them recording particular facts and cir-

cumstances which the others do not relate. Among

the largest and most esteemed of those chro-

nicles that celebrate his glorious career, are the

'* Akber Nameh," of Sheikh Abul Fazl, above

mentioned, who has minutely detailed, each in its

proper place, the events that occurred during the

forty-six years of Akber s government; and of

the remaining four years. Sheikh Enaiet Ul-

lah^^ has given an account in his work entitled

the *'Tekmileh Akber Nameh f^'^ while the

Sherif Muatamed Khan, in the '* Ikbal Na-

'^ ^Uv A^ c-ij*^ 'S'wiob^l '^^lc:^,Uc^
^"^ <uli jS) Aj^ A name signifying the completion or per-

fection of the " Akber Nameh," or, as it may be styled, the

supplement to that work.
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meh " already mentioned, commemorates the

transactions of Akbeu's whole reign, which lasted

fifty years.

The ** Tabkat Akberi " '^ also contains an ac-

count of that monarch's reign as far as the fortieth

year ; so likewise the ''Tarikh " of Mulla Abd al

Kader Bedauni/^

Besides those chronicles, the *' Tarikh Alfi,"

and the *' Tarikh " of Ferishtah,^" and se-

38 ^ j^] L** 'ii'ixU In an original MS. Catalogue, compiled

by an English gentleman in Bengal many years ago, and now

in the Editor's possession, the following account of this work

occurs—" Tabkat Akberi," composed by Nizam ad'din

Ahmed of HerIt ( .. ?& s^ i^^^ /^^) »" two volumes

—the first containing a history of the conquerors of India

from SUBUCTAGI ( XIG^) to MoEZ ad'din ( jjJl jx^)

and of the kings of Dehli from MoEZ ad'dIn to Akbar :

and in the second volume an account of the former Sultans

of countries which had since been subdued by kings of Dehli;

viz. of Dekkan, from the year 648 (of the hejira) to 1002

(or of Christ from 1250 to 1593); of Gujerdt from the year

793 to 980 (or of Christ 1390 to 1572); oi Bengal from 741

to 928(1340 to 1521); of Mdlwah for 158 years; of Ja-

vdnpur for 97 years ; of Sind for 236 years ; of Multdn for

245 years ; and of Kashmir for 80 years.

^^ ^jW ^'^^^'^ ^ ^ £;^"

*^ ^sjJlS 'f.,j[i
An excellent translation of this valuable

work has lately been published by Lieut.- Colonel Briggs, in
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veral other works, furnish anecdotes illustrating

different portions of that victorious emperor's

history.

Now concerning the affairs of his majesty, who

at present resides in heaven, the illustrious sove-

reign Jehangir Padshah,*^ some information, but

not much detailed, may be found in the second

volume of Sherif Muatamed Khan's work be-

fore mentioned, the *' Ikbal Nameh ;" also in the

chronicle entitled ** Masir Jehanglri," *^ which

was composed by Khuajeh Kamkar,*^ generally

surnamed Ghairet Khan,"^^ nephew (by the bro-

ther's side) of Abdallah Khan Firuz Jang,^^

and this chronicle (the " Masir Jehangiri ") re-

sembles the ** Ikbal Nameh " in its paucity of

minute details.

Next may be noticed the '* Jehangfr Nameh," *^

4 vols. 8vo. There is also another English translation of

" Fevishtah," made several years ago by the late Colonel

Dow.

'^^
<JuL> jOoLa- See the " Memoirs of the Emperor Ja-

HANGUEIR, written by himself, and translated from a Persian

Manuscript by Major David Price," Lond. 1829. A most

amusing and interesting work, probably the same as one which

belonged to the late Dr. Jonathan Scott, and styled in a Cata-
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or history of Jehangir, in which this great mo-

narch himself has recorded the events of his reign
;

a work in every respect far preferable to the two

above named (the '' Ikbal Nameh " and '' Masir

Jehangiri") ; but I have never seen a copy of the

emperor's own work, that traces his history be-

yond the eighteenth year of his reign.

On the subject of that renowned and glorious

sovereign the victorious Shah Jehan Padshah/^

a second Sahib Keran, (whose dwelling-place is

now in heaven,) we must consult the chronicle

entitled '' Padshah Nameh/'*' of which the first

and second volumes were composed by Mulla

Abd al Hamid, oi Lahur, (or Lahore,) *^ the third

volume being a compilation made by Muham-

MED Wareth ;
^^ and this work (the *' Padshah

Nameh") is of considerable utility, because it

details every circumstance and particular fact

that any reader can desire to know respecting the

great Shah Jehan, from the time when he first

logueofhisMSS.the " Kar Nameh Jehangiri," ^jkXiL^ <uU;l^

or Journal of the Emperor JehangIr, a small duodecimo

volume, beginning with Ll^.t^^ ^ J^ j '^^.'^ *^^»=^

and ending with jyi: ^^ ^ •] c^y: J^d Ai^ \ ^^ d^

*« ^'J ^U jL *^ ^j^'i JsJ^I Axe L '° ^}^ \:^
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ascended the imperial throne until the thirtieth

year of his reign had closed. Of the year and

three months remaining (of his reign) after that

period, we have an account in the work called

" Aamel Saleh,"^^ composed by Muhammed
Saleh Kanbu/" but not on the same compre-

hensive plan as the *' Padshah Nameh." It must

however be acknowledged, that the '' Aamel

Saleh " is a very good composition, and furnishes

the history of Shah Jehan from his very birth to

the moment of his death.

On the subject of that distinguished personage

before he had assumed the imperial government,

various anecdotes have been recorded by Sherif

Muatamed Khan,^^ in a work which might with

propriety be entitled ** Mutekedmeh Padshah

Nameh." ^*

Likewise Aminai Kazvini Munshi^^ has writ-

ten an account of the first ten years of that empe-

ror's reign ; but this work only differs in style from

the ** Padshah Nameh" of Abd al Hamid, al-

ready mentioned.

On the history of that mighty conqueror of the

^* iUli 5$Ut3b JuAiilu or " A Prelude or Introduction to

the Padshah Nameh."

''J^ ^..^ji ^LXA^I
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world, Padshah Aalumgjr Jeuansitan/^ (who

now enjoys the delights of eternal felicity,) all

that relates to him before the commencement of

his reign maybe found in the ** Padshah Nameh/*

of which I have above spoken ; and whatever

occurred since the time when he placed himself

on the exalted throne of empire, until the tenth

year of his reign had ended, is related with

ample details in the *' Aalumgir Nameh,"^'' com-

posed by MuHAMMED Kazim, the son of Aminai

Kazvini ;^^ but of the remaining forty years, during

which that powerful sovereign reigned, I have

never seen a regular or continued history.

Likewise Muhammed Saki Mustaad Khan,^^

who composed the chronicle named '* Masir Aa-

lumgiri,"^^ has not by any means rendered his

work complete ; for he omitted to record several

matters of considerable importance. Thus he has

not mentioned the dignities and offices of honour

accorded to royal princes, and their successive

appointments to different situations, such as might

best qualify them for managing the affairs of go-

vernment : some he has noticed, but omitted

others. Neither has he informed us in what year
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the illustrious Sliaii Aalum Bahadur Shah ^^

(now gone to the abode of felicity) and Mu ham-

med Aazim Shah ^^ were invested with the high

rank of chehil hazdri :
^^ and of many other cir-

cumstances relating to those two princes, some

are mentioned, and many have been altogether

unnoticed. In the same manner also he has

treated of other royal princes.

Respecting likewise the chief nobles, and their

61 ..(.-. vf If. ..I... 62
i^i Jlc sLi j$Li, Jicl Jvs^

^3 ^^^jSb (Jwp- or Forty thousand. In the auto-biographi-

cal " Memoirs of the Emperor Jehangueir," a most curious

and entertaining work, translated from the Persian by Major

Price, we often read of the different ranks (from three hundred

to many thousands) conferred by that great monarch on his

favourites. " Next I promoted," says he," Feridoun, the

son of Mahommed Kuly Khan, from the order of one

thousand to that of two thousand horse." (P. 42.) Men-

tioning another person who had held the rank of one thousand,

the Emperor says, " I now raised him to that of twelve thou-

sand, a dignity never before conferred on any of the Ameirs

of my father's court or my own." (P. 60.) Lala Beg '* I

raised from the rank of one thousand to that of two thousand

horse." (P. 24.) But the rank, and no doubt the emolument,

of thirty thousand he conferred on his beautiful wife Nurje-

han, (or the light of the world,) " pre-eminent among the

four hundred ladies of his haram." (P. 27.) The ShahzI-

BAH (or royal prince) Khoorum he raised from the rank of

forty thousand to that of forty-five thousand. (P. 187.)
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removals from different offices, or appointments

and dignities, some are mentioned, but several

omitted ; thus he neglected to notice the dates

and various circumstances of the appointment of

Haft hazdri^"^ of Ghaziad'din Khan Bahadur

FiRuz Jang,^^ and the Shish hazdri^ of Zu'lfikar

Khan Bahadur Nasret Jang,^'^ two distinguished

generals.

On the other hand he relates v^ith minute pre^

cision some very trifling occurrences little worthy

of being recorded in history, and by no means

interesting ; such as particulars concerning cha-

pels or places of prayer, the merits of different

preachers, and similar topics, which had been

subjects of discussion among his intimate com-

panions. On this account his work (the " Masir

Aalumgiri " ^^) is not held in high estimation

among those learned men who know how to ap-

preciate historical compositions.

Besides this, I have heard of two other chroni-

cles, which comprehend the whole reign of that

glorious and now blessed monarch Aalumgir ;
^

64 - ]-a ci,^ or seven thousand. See the note imme-

diately preceding.

66
^_j Jjit) ,J^ ^^ V2ink of six thousand.
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but these works respecting him have not yet

fallen under my inspection.

One was written by a person named Abd al

Hadi/^ who had obtained the title of Kamur
Khan/^ and certainly was an author possessing

some talents and ingenuity. He says, on the

subject of his own work, ** I have composed this

book, which comprises a history of the Jaghatdi ^^

sovereigns, from his majesty the Sahib Keran

Taimur to that great monarch who has lately

seated himself in Paradise, and I have divided

this chronicle into two volumes ; one containing

records from the time of the first Sahib Keran

(Emir Taimur) until the reign of Shah Jehan,

entitled the second Sahib Keran :
" the other

volume of my chronicle relates to his majesty now

in heaven, the mighty Aalumgir."

Notwithstanding repeated inquiries, I have not

been able to procure more than the first portion

of Abd al Hadi's work ; nor have I yet seen the

^"
cJ'^^'^^T^ (V^^ ^^^ provinces of Turdn, or Transoxiana,

and . TwrAiisfaw, were bequeathed, as M. D'Herbelot informs

us, by the great ChangIz Khan to his second son Jagha-

tAi Khan, and from this prince the name of Jaghatdi was

given to those countries. See the '* Bibliot. Orient." in

Giagathai.
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second volume, which was the 6hief object of my
research.

The other book of which I have heard must

now be mentioned ; it was composed in the

province of Dekkan,'^^ by a person named Mir

Hashem,^* on the history of Aalumgir, and con-

tains a detailed and particular statement of various

transactions and occurrences, which the author

himself had actually witnessed; but this work

has never fallen into my hands.

Another writer may be here noticed, who under-

took to compose a history of AalumgIr by order of

that illustrious emperor now resident in Paradise.

This writer was Mirza Muhammed,^^ generally

called Neamet Khan Haji,'^ an eminent per-

sonage, who obtained the title of Danishmand

Khan;^'^ and he has recorded the events of that

monarch's reign as far as the third year. Al-

though his work is written in a very pleasing

style, yet it occasionally offends the reader's deli-

cacy by indecent jests and coarse witticisms, in

which the author was too much accustomed to

indulge.

And in the time of that emperor whom the

73 (^ or, as the name is sometimes written,
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Almighty has now taken into his merciful keeping,

MuHAMMED Farrakh Sir,"^^ an able and accom-

plished writer, named Akhlas Khan,^^ received

orders to compose a history of that monarch's

reign.

In the same manner a very ingenious Munshi,

one MiR Muhammed Ahasan,^^ who was sur-

named Maani Khan,^^ undertook a poetical ac-

count of that deceased emperor (Farrakh Sir),

and partly executed it ; but the works of those

two last-mentioned authors (Akhlas Khan and

Maani Khan) have not acquired much celebrity.

While that sovereign, who now reposes in the

bliss of Paradise, the great Muhammed Shah

Padshah,^^ held the reins of empire, a person

named Muhammed Muhasan,^^ a very able and

intelligent writer, composed, by the imperial com-

mand, an account of transactions that occurred

during a few years of that monarch's government,

and performed the task with considerable elegance

of language. In the year of the hejirah one

thousand one hundred and fifty-two,^* this excel-

lent person died ; and through the incapability or

8* Or, of the Christian era, 1739.
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negligence of his son, the commencement of this

work was destroyed or lost.

But respecting those sovereigns who governed

H'mdustan'^'^ before the Gurkanian princes (or

those of Taimur*s race) assumed the supreme

power over that country, some late writers have

composed historical works ; among which the chro-

nicle, or Tarikh," of Ferishtah ^^ is regarded as

the most comprehensive and excellent.

Next to that we may place the '* Tabkat Ak-

beri,"^'^ because little had been written before its

appearance respecting the history of those kings

who had formerly reigned in Dekkan ; and as

these two works comprise a general account of all

Indian dynasties, the particulars respecting some

families are written in a brief and comprehensive

manner ; such as the history of those kings who

ruled in Bengal,^ and of the Sind monarchs :
^^

there are however, besides these two chronicles

just quoted, several other books on this subject.

Among the works that relate to one particular

dynasty of the Hind sovereigns,^^ we must notice

86 See the note on Ferishtah, in p. 38.

87 ^^\ t ' ^['q t\o This work has been already mentioned in

p. 38.

88 Beng&lah ^(^b.
'^ 6X. ^^ ^' <^ CJ^
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the *' Tarikh Bedauni,"^^ which peculiarly cele-

brates the kings of Dehli ;^^ also the chronicle or

*' Tarikh" of Mulla Daud BiDERi,^^ containing a

history of the Bahmaniah princes of Dekkan,^*

and the ''Burhan al Masir,"^^ which gives an ac-

count of the Nizam al Mulkiah ^^ rulers of Ah-

MEDNAGAR ;
^ likcwisc the '* Tarikh Kuttub-

shahi,"^^ a chronicle of those chiefs who governed

9^ jC;Jaj J.lt) ho
'f.j^

This appears to be the work which

Major Stewart entitles the " Tarikh Bahmeny "
( i^ ^;^)?

" A minute History of the Bahmeny, or Muhammedan kings

of Kulberga, in the Dekhan : to which are added, the Memoirs

of the Bareed Shdhi dynasty of AhmedabM Beider ; viz. from

A. D. 1346 to 1595. The author is not known."—See " De-

scriptive Catalogue of Tippoo's Oriental Library," No. xxx.

p. 13.

95 ytj] -jla>j In the original Catalogue of MSS. compiled

by an English gentleman in India (and already quoted, p.

38), this work (the " Burhan Masir") is thus mentioned:

—

j^J ^jlalijb ^p JU> 4i;i=*-y ^^ or a " Chronicle

of the Kings of Dekhan, from the succession of the Bahmeny

dynasty (vide Scott's * History of Dekhan ') to the reign of

BorhIn Nizam Shah, the third Sultan of Ahmednagur,

By Ali bin Yeziz Ullah, Tubba Tuba."

^^ JbUii t^^U; v»
[i* In the Catalogue of Sir William

Ouseley's MSS. (No. 319) a large quarto volume is described as

D
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in Haiderabdd,^ and the work entitled ** Merat

Sekanderi,"^^^ which is a history of the Gujerdt

kings. ^ Regarding the same dynasty also there

is a chronicle written in the Arabic language, and

ealled ** Zaffer al Waleh be muzafFer wa aleh."^

We have, besides, many historical compositions

on the subject of Sind and of Kashmir,^ with

records of those sovereigns who in past ages have

governed India, such as the " Taj al Masir,"* and

the '* Tabkat Nasri;"' also the '' Khazain al Fa-

the " Tarikh Kuttub Shahi," or " History of Golconda ;" and

in the same Catalogue (No. 287) we find mention of a folio MS.

volume, beautifully written, and ornamented with gold lines,

entitled the *' Tarikh Sulatin," or ** Chronicle of Kings,"

containing anecdotes of the Kuttub Shah dynasty. This is

said to be a rare and curious work. In another Catalogue of

Eastern MSS., compiled in Bengal, the editor has seen

described a volume entitled ** Towarikh Kottub Shahi "

i jal^ {, Ia5 fZjlJ). o*" " A History of the Kottub Shahi

dynasty, or Kings of Golconda (jsJiJUl^), called also Tillung

(lLJuOJ), and by European geographers Telingana." This

work begins with the history of Taimur, and is divided into

four chapters or sections, and an appendix.

5 ,cwoU CLjIiLxL
** Ce precieux ouvrage est de Tan 655

de rhegire ; de J. C. 1257,'' as we learn from Anquetil

du Perron (Mem. de I'Academie des Inscriptions, torn. xxxi.
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tuhh/'^ and the ''Muhamed Muhammedi;"^ like-

wise the *' Tarikh Firuz Shahi/'« and the *' Tagh-

alek (or Tughlik) Nameh/'^ composed in verse

by the celebrated Emir Khusrau of Dehli.^^

On this subject we have also the *' Tarikh

Mubarek Shahi,"^^ the *' Tabkat MahmM
Shahi,"^^ and the '^ Tabkdt Bahadur Shahi," ^^

besides many other chronicles of the same descrip-

p. 379), who describes it as an abridgment of Universal His-

tory to the middle of the thirteenth century— an admirable

work.

^ Jbli '^jJzifi Probably the same work that is described

in the Catalogue of Sir William Ouseley's MSS., as the

" Tarikh Firuz Shahi/' composed by Zeyd Berni ( '>^ Ixo),

being a history of the kings of Dehli.

^ JaJ ^li lUi See the note immediately following.

10 ^Aj&j .wjjo- jul This distinguished poet, as we learn

from Major Stewart in his Catalogue of Tippoo's Library,

(p. 63) " unfortunately lived at a period when vice was trium-

•' phant throughout Hindustan. He, however, had the hap-

** piness, during the few last years of his life, to see a just

*' prince on the throne, whose virtues he has commemorated

" in his ' History of Az Addeen Tughlic Shah.' The poet

*' survived his patron but a few months, and died A.D. 1325.

*' His tomb is still respected at Dhely."

" Jtti' ^j ifo
'f.j^

" ^^ <^y€=^ cljIaAs

13
jbU jd^^i \:lj^^
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tion, which however at present but rarely appear

in this country ; and when, from time to time, any

copies of the works above mentioned fall by

chance into our hands, they are found to be

imperfect and inaccurate.

But if the chief men of this age, the great pil-

lars of empire, relinquishing their indifference on

the subject of such matters, and entertaining a

laudable desire to know the history of all events

that have occurred from the commencement of

the eleventh year of his late Majesty's reign (that

monarch who now abides in Paradise, the constant

companion of felicity) to the present year, one

thousand one hundred and sixty-two of the hejrah,

(or of the Christian era 1748,) should cause those

transactions to be recorded faithfully in regular

order, they would confer an important favour on

all those attached to the illustrious race of our

Indian sovereigns.

^l;! d
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Page 12. The Spanish work of Clavigo, to which an

allusion is here made, was published " en Sevilla " (1582)

under the following title
—" Historia del gran Tamerlan, y

itinerario y enarracion del viage, y relacion de la embaxada

que Ruy Gonzalez de Clavijo le hizo per mandado del muy

poderoso Sennor rey don Henrique al tercero de Castilla," &c.

It has been already mentioned that Sir Gore Ouseley pos-

sesses a portrait of Taimur ; supposed to be original, evi-

dently old, and in style like those pictures executed two or

three hundred years ago by excellent artists of Samarkand,

Balkh, and other places in the north. There is, however, a

considerable difference between this drawing and the portrait

of TiMOUR, engraved after an Indian painting, and prefixed

by M. Langl^s to his translation of the " Instituts Politiques

et Militaires de Tamerlan," &c. : they scarcely correspond in

any circumstance either of face, dress, arms, or attitude. From

the Spanish traveller above named, (who had seen the Bar-

barian Conqueror,) we learn that Taimur wanted one finger

of each hand ; but neither does the drawing nor the engraved

portrait indicate any appearance of such a defect or mutilation.
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His nails are tinged with some red dye, (probably hinna,)

according to a custom of great antiquity in the East (see

Sir William Ouseley's ** Travels," vol. iii. p. 565); and the

drawing represents an extraordinary substitute for a sling,

by which is supported his left arm, which perhaps had been

wounded, or was diseased : this substitute is a branch of some

tree, split or forked, and thick, proportionably, as a man's

wrist; the forked part is rudely fastened round the neck of

Taimur, and the ends project behind in such a manner as

must have proved extremely inconvenient to the wearer, like

the iron collar and long projecting handle with which in some

countries the unfortunate African slaves are tormented. It

seems strange, that those who furnished the conqueror with

splendid dresses did not at the same time supply a more con-

tenient sling, which might have been easily made of silk or

linen ; but the editor, from circumstances which he himself

observed in Hyrcania, is inclined to believe that the branch

had been part of some tree superstitiously venerated for its

supposed medicinal virtues of preternatural efficacy.

P. 14. Here it seems necessary to correct a mistake which

the editor made respecting those portions of Tabri's Arabic

text now preserved in the Royal Library at Berlin : there

Dr. Rosen examined /oMr volumes; the other part which he

mentioned belongs to the University of Leyden. From a very

eminent Orientalist, Professor Kosegarten, we learn that the

four Berlin volumes of Tabri's original work in Arabic axe

thejiftkf tenth, eleventh, and twelfth. The Leyden Manuscript

is the third volume. Professor Kosegarten does not know

that any of the other parts exist in the libraries of Europe, and

he is inclined to believe (like the author of this Essay, p. 14)

that the whole work must have occupied about twenty vo-

lumes. *' Integrum hoc opus, Arabica lingua conscriptum,
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** Tabaristanensis viginti circiter partibus complexus esse vi-

'* detur ; quarum, quantum scio, noniiisi quinque in Bib-

** liothecis Occidentalibus adhuc repertae sunt,—tertia, quinta,

" decima, undecima, duodecima
; pars tertia, quae Lugduni

** Batavorum in Bibliotheca Acaderaica asservatur," &c. (See

p. iv. of the Preface to Kosegarten's " Tabaristanensis An-

nales," published in Arabic, with a Latin translation (from the

fifth volume) at Gryphswald, 1831, quarto.) It has been

already mentioned (in a note to this Essay, p. 15) that Ockley

found some portion of the Arabic Tabri among Archbishop

Laud's MSS. ; but of what volume this fragment was a part,

has not been ascertained. That the second volume is pre-

served in the British Museum appears from the " Oriental

Collections," before quoted (p. 14), and the Bibliotheque du

Roi in Paris likewise possesses a portion ; but thjs, however

useful in collation, adds little to our stock of Tabri 's Arabic

text, since it is, unfortunately, the third volume, like the MS.

of Leyden—" Codex Bombycinus, quo continetur pars tertia

** Chronici quod Tabari sive Tabariense appellatur, idque ab

'* auctoris nomine," &c. (See Catal. Libr. MSS. Bibl. Reg.

Galliae, vol. i. p. 161.) Tabri must have been a volu-

minous author, if, as report says, he covered with writing every

day, during forty years, almost eighty pages. " Mox etiam in

'• libros componendos tantum laboris impendit, ut per qua-

" draginta annos quotidie quadraginta fere folia scribendo

*' implevisse dicatur." (See Kosegarten's Preface, as above

quoted, p. i.)

P. 24. Concerning the " Kitab Fatuhh " {^3S L-jliii'), or

" Book of Victories," composed by Ibn AaSIM of Kufali

J^ Ac] ^1), it may be remarked, (as of Tabri's " Great

Chronicle " already noticed,) that the original work is chiefly
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known through the medium of a very old Persian translation.

The editor endeavoured, but without success, to procure a copy

of the Arabic text at Shirdz, Isfahdny Tehrdn, and other cities

in Persia, and subsequently at Constantinople. Aasim al

KiJFi, whom he regards as the father of him who composed the

*' Kitab Fatuhh," died, according to Casiri, in the year 117

of the Muhammedan era (or of Christ 735), and was eminent

as one among the seven earliest readers of the Koran :
— '* Ase-

mus Cuphiensis, unus e septem insignibus Alcorani lectoribus,

cujus obitus in an. Eg. 117 incidit." (See the " Biblioth.

Arabico-Hispan. Escurialensis," vol. ii., Index referring to

vol. I. p. 504.) That this venerable personage (AaSIM of

Kufah) might, in early youth, have personally conversed with

veteran warriors whose valour had contributed towards the

conquest of Persia, was mentioned as the editor's opinion, in a

letter quoted by the Rev. Mr. Walpole (see his " Collection

of Travels," &c. vol. ii. p. 428) : and Aasim, we may rea-

sonably suppose, would have communicated the information

obtained from those veterans to his son, whose Chronicle, in

fact, abounds with minute details, such as indicate very strongly

the genuine authority of ocular witnesses. By so powerful a

recommendation, the editor of this Essay was induced, many

years ago, to translate all those passages of Ibn Aasim's work

which illustrate Persian history, the wars and negotiations

between Muselman chiefs and the Sassanian princes and their

generals, with a variety of curious and interesting anecdotes,

which he has not hitherto found in any other Arabic or Persian

record. These will, perhaps, be soon offered to the public.

P. 26. A history of the Ghaznevide dynasty has been

undertaken by that able Orientalist, Professor Wilken of Ber-

lin, and will be dedicated to the Royal Asiatic Society of

Great Britain and Ireland.
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P. 30. Rum, It appears from D'Herbelot, (" Bibl. Orient.''

in Roum,) that the Arabian geographer Ebn al Vardi, in his

*' Kheridat al Ajaieb," gives a very extensive signification to

this name, comprehending under it the regions beginning at

the Atlantic Ocean, Spain, France, England, Germany, Po-

land, Italy, Hungary, &c., as far as Constantinople and the

Euxine Sea, where it joins Sclavonia and the borders of Russia;

but the name, he adds, is more properly given to Romaniah and

Romiliah, Thrace, Greece, &c. Another geographer, in his

" Massahat al Ardh," or *' Extent of the Earth," restricts Rum
to a part of Asia Minor. Hamdallah KazvIni, in his

** Nuzahat al Kulub," (chap, vii.) mentions as the countries by

which Rum is bounded, ^rmew or Armenia, Gurjestdn or Geor-

gia, SiSf Misr or Egypt, Sham or Syria, and the Bahr-i-Rumy

the Sea of Rum or Mediterranean :

—

f}j^ J (* J /^^^ J \^J*^ 3 vJ '"^***T^^J c/^J r^j
'•^^^""^^ i^jA*-

P. 32. Tarikh Jehan Kushdi (or Kushd). Of this title

is the more modern work translated into French (and English)

by Sir William Jones, who thus notices it in the ** Catalogue

of Persian Books," annexed to his " Persian Grammar,"

*' The history of the life of Nadir Shah, king of Persia,

written by Mirza Mahadi," as Sir William Jones explains

it. This title might be more literally translated " The Ta-

rikh (or Chronicle) Jehdn Kushd, or the Tdrikh Ndderi,

from the pen of MIrza Mahadi." The full name of this

author was Mirza Muhammed Mahadi Khan MAzin-

DERANi—^l^^jLo ^[=^ ^"^ ^*==^ bj^
There are many

other instances of Persian works bearing the same titles.

P. 36. Wdkiat Bdheri. Of this valuable work a highly in-
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teresting translation has lately appeared under the following

title :
" Memoirs of Zehered-din Baber, emperor of Hindus-

tan ; written by himself in the Jaghatai Turki, and translated

partly by the late John Leyden, Esq. M. D., partly by

William Erskine, Esq. ; with Notes and a Geographical and

Historical Introduction ; together with a Map of the countries

between the Oxus and Jaxartes, and a Memoir regarding its

construction ; by Charles Waddington, Esq., of the East India

Company's Engineers." (London, 1826. Quarto.) In the

Preface to this excellent work (Baber's Memoirs, page 1) the

tract of country called Jaghatai is described as extending ** from

the Ulugh Tagh mountains on the north, to the Hindu Kush

mountains on the south; and from the Caspian Sea on the

west, to the deserts of Cobi, beyond Terfan, Kashghar, and

Yarkend on the east."

Pp. 38—48. The work of " Ferishtah," mentioned in these

pages, was first published in English, several years ago, under

the following title :
" The History of Hindostan, translated

from the Persian by Alexander Dow, Esq., Lieutenant-Colo-

nel in the Company's service." A new edition of this work ap-

peared in the year 1803. (London, 3 vols, octavo.) But a most

excellent translation, made by Lieutenant-Colonel Briggs, was

published in 1829, entitled ** The History of the Rise of the

Mahomedan Power in India till the year 1612; translated

from the original Persian of Mahomed Kasim Ferishta." (Lon-

don, 4 vols, octavo.)

P. 51. Hesht Behisht. It has been already observed

(p. 57) that Persian works totally different sometimes bear the

same titles. A beautiful poem by EmIr Khusrau of Dehli

is called the Hesht Behisht, ox " Eight Paradises." Thus we

find under the title of Negdristdn (^\j^XS) three works com-
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posed by different authors (Ahmed al Ghafari, Ali

Ben Taifur BustImi, and Kemal Pasha) mentioned in

the Catalogue of Sir W. Ouseley's Oriental MSS. Nos. 462,

454, 455; and in the Bodleian Library at Oxford there is a

fourth work, entitled " Negdristdn, or the Gallery of Pic-

tures," by JuIni ^.^





FIRST INDEX.

TITLES OF BOOKS

MENTIONED IN THE " CRITICAL ESSAY," AND IN THE

NOTES WITH WHICH IT IS ILLUSTRATED.

Admel Salehli, page 41

Akber Ndmeh, 12, 36, 37

Aalumgir Naraeh 42

Abdallah Nameh 10

Al Seluk fi didel al Moliik

20

Alf i (Tdrlkh) 22, 23, 25, 26

Ahassan al Tuarikh 27

Aalum Ara 28

Al aktid al miiet fi Tarlkh

ad'dowlet al res61ut 29

Al aalam hy aalam beled

Allah el haram 31

All Ben Yeziz 49

Beghiet al mustafid fi akhbar

medinah Zabid 29

Beddiet wa al Nehaiet 18

Burhan Mdsir 49

Baberi (Waki^t) 36

Ebn Khalkan's'* HistoriaSa-

racenica" 13

Ferishtah 38,48,58

Pir6z Shahi (Tarikh) 51

Fatuhh of A^sim al Kufi 24

Hafiz Abr6 (Tarikh) 34

Habib al Siyar (or al Sir) 2,

4, 26, 35

Hesht Behisht 30, 51, 58

Ikb^l Ndmeh 37, 39, 40

Jamia Rashidi 33

Jehan Kushai 32

J aaferi (Tarikh) 13

Jehanglr Ndmeh 12, 39

Juini 32, 59

Kamel (Tarikh) 16, 18, 26

Khitdt 20

Kitab al Beddiet wa al Ne-

haiet 18

Kitab Nafahh al Tayib 20
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Kitab al mukaffi al Makrizi

29

Khaldun, Ibn (Tarikh) 20

Khazain al Fatuhh 50

Kuttub Shahi (Tarikh) 49

Kar Nameh Jehangiri 40

Kitab al Fatuhh 50, 55

Kheridat al Ajaieb 57

Matlia al S^dein 34, 35

Merat al Zeman 19

Merat Sekanderi 50

Muntezm 19

Mustekesi 24

Mutekedmeh P^dsh^h N^-

meh 41

Mukessed al Aksi fi Tarju-

mah al Mustekesi 25

Meid^n 24

Masir Adlumgiri 42, 44

Mukaffi 29

Masir Jehangiri 39, 40

Muh^med Muhammedi 51

Massahat al Ardh 57

Nafahh al Tayib 20

Naderi (Tarikh) 57

Nasri (Tabkat) 50

Nuzahat al Kulfib 57

Nagaristan 58

Padshah Nameh 12, 40, 41

Rauzet al Safa 4, 22, 25, 26,

35

Rauzet al Ahbab 25

Rashidi 9, 33

Sehifeh Shahi 9, 10, 34

Sur al buldan 3

Seluk fi didel al moluk 20

Tdrikh Rashidi 9, 33

Tabri 13, 24

Kebir (of Tabri) 13,

24

of Zahabi 19, 24

Jaaferi 13

al Islam 24

• Kamel 16, 18, 26

Hafiz Abrii 34

Andalus 21, 22

Jehan Kushai 32, 57

Alf i 22, 23, 25, 26,

38

Ibn Kethir 18, 24

Naderi 57

Fatuhh AasimKufi 24

Aalum Ara 28

Shah Abbas Thani 28

Wessaf 32

Mustafa Efendi 29

Hesht Behisht 30

Ferishtah 38, 48, 58

Mubarek Shahi 51

Firuz Shahi 51

Mulla Bideri 49

Jauher Aftdbchi 36

Bedauni 38, 49

Mulla Abd al Kader

49
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Tarikh ^Kuttub Shahi 49

Ibn Khaldun 20

• Bahmeny 49

Taghalek Nameh 51

Tarjumah Fatuhh Ibn Aasira

25

Takmileh Akber Nameh 37

Taj al Masir 50

Tezkerreh el Vakiat 36

Tabkat Akberi 38, 48

Bahadur Shahi 51

Tabkat Mahmdd Shahi 51

Nasri 50

Wakia Baberi 36, 57

Wessaf (Tarikh) 32

Zaffer Nameh 35, 57

Zaffer al Waleh be muzafFer

wa aleh 50

Zahabi (Tarikh) 19, 24
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NAMES OF AUTHORS, EMINENT PERSONAGES,

KINGS, DYNASTIES, &c.

MENTIONED IN THE " CRITICAL ESSAY," AND IN THE
NOTES WITH WHICH IT IS ILLUSTRATED.

Abbds (Beni) page 5, 6, 25

Abbas (Shah) 28

Abd al Hamid 40

Abd al Shams 5

Abd ar'rahman ben Moaviah 5

Abd al Hadi 45

Abd al Kader Bediiiini 38,49

Assiuti 5

Amindi Kazvini 41, 42

Akber 10, 12, 37, 38

Akhlas Khan 47

AlTabari 13

Abu Jaafer Muhammed Ebn

Jarir al Tabari 13

Abul Fazl 37

Al i Buiah 17, 18

Athlr 17, 18

Ali ebn al Athir 7

Aktedi 29

Ali ben Yeziz UUah, Tubba

Tuba 49

Abul Hasan Ali ebn Abil

Carm Muhammed Ebn Ab-

dil Carm al Shaibani 17

Abdullah Khan Firuz Jang

39

Abdullah Khan Uzbek 34

Aalumgir 42, 44, 45, 46

Almakin (or Elmakin) 15

Al Makrizi 20, 29

Azzedin 18

Abd al Hamld Lahuri 40, 41

Almob^rek 18

Abd al Rezak 34

Abd al Malek 2J

Abru (Hafiz) 34

Ahmed ben Muhammed Ali

Mastowfi 24

A^sim al Kdfi 24, 55

Ahmed ben A^sim al Kiifi 24

Ahmed al Ghafari 59

Abu Muhammed Ahmed ben

Aasim al Kufi 24, 55, 66

Az addin Tughlick Shah 51
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Andalisi 30

Abdullah Shirazi 32

Aasim 24, 55, 56

Ali ben Taifur Bustami 59

Baber Padshah 36

Burhan Nizam Shah 49

Barid Shahi dynasty 49

Bahmaniah dynasty 49

Bideri (Mulla) 49

Beni Abbas 5, 6, 25

Beni Ommiah 5, 21, 25

Bedauni 49

Bedlisi 30

Buiah 17, 18

Changiz Khan 9, 32, 33, 34

Changizian dynasty 32, 33

Dughlat 9

Daud Bideri 49

Danishmand Khan 46

Dhul'karnein 11

Dialemeh 26

Dilemian (or Dilemites) 26

Emir Khiivend Shah 4

Emir Sultan Riimlu 27

Emir Taimur Gurkan 11, 12

Elmakin 15

Ebn Haukal 16

Ebn Khalkan 17, 18

Emir Khusrau Dehlevi 51, 58

Ezzodin 18

Ebn ol Athir ben al Jazeri 18

Ebn al Vardi 57

Ebn ol Athir ben al Jiuzi

19, 26

Edris Andalisi 30

Edris Bedlisi 30

Ella ad'din otta mulk Juini

32

Feridun 43

Farrakh Sir 47

Ferishtah 38, 40, 58

Gurkan 11, 12

Gurkanian dynasty 10, 32, 48

Ghairet Khan 39

Ghaznavian or Ghaznevide

dynasty 26, 56

Ghazi 31

Ghazi ad'din Khan Bahadur

Firuz Jang 44, 45

Habib Allah 3

Hamdallah Kazvini 57

Haider Dughlat 9, 33

Haukal 16

Haji Khalifah, Introd. vi,

vii. 24

Hasan Beig Rumlu 27

Hanefi 31

Hashem 46

Hulaku Khan 32, 33

Humaiun Padshah 36, 37

Husein (Sultan) 35

Ibn Aasim al Kufi 24, 55, 56

Ibn Athir 17

Ibn al Athir ben al Juzi 19, 26
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Ibn Kathir Shami 18

Ibn Juzi 19

Ibn Khaldun 20

Ibn Kathir 24

Ibn al Vardi 57.

Ilderim Baiazid 31

IsmMl (Shah) 27

Jaghatai Sovereigns 45

Jehangir Padshah 39, 40, 43

Jelal ad'din Muhammed Ak-

ber Padshah 12

Jauher Aftabchi 36

Juini (Ottamulk) 32

Juini 59

Kashf al zunun, Inti\ vi, 24.

Kazim 42

Khondemir 2, 4

Khavend Emir 2, 4

Khavend Shah 4

Kathir Shami 18

Khuajeh Kamkar 39

Khalifah(Haji) 24. Introd. vi.

Khusrau (Emir) 51, 58

Khuarezm Sh^hian dynasty

26

Khoorum 43

Kuttub ad'din Hanefi 31

Kuttub ad'din Mekki 31

Kuttub Shah dynasty 49, 50

Khuajeh Ella ad'din otta mulk

Juini 32

Kanbu 41

Khuajeh Shams ad'din Mu-
hammed 32

Khaldun (Ibn) 20

Kemal P^shl 59

Kamkar (Khuajeh)

Kamur Khan 45

Lala Beg 43

Maani Khan 47

Mul^na Sherif ad'din Ali

Yazdi 35

Mirkhond 2, 4

Mir Muhammed Muhasan 47

Mahadi 57

Mir Khavend Shah 4

Mirza Muhammed Neamut

Khan Haji 46

Mamun 6

Mirza Muhammed 46

Muatemed Khan 37, 39

Moghul 9, 32

Muhammed Shah Padshah 47

Mirza Haider Dughlat Gur-

kan 9, 33

Mulla Abd al Hamid 40

MuUaTanish Bokhari 9,10,34

Muhammed Ben Tanish al

Bokhary 10

Muhammed Saleh Kanbu 41

Muhammed ebn Jarir Tabri

13

Muhammed Kazim 42

Makri 21

Mulla Diiud Bideri 49

Makrizi 20

Moez ad'dift 38

Mir Hashem 46
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Mullit Edris Andalisi 30

Muhammed A^zim Shah 43

Mulla Kuttub ad'din Hanefi

31

Mustafa Efendi 29

Muhammed Saki Mustaad

Khan 42

Muhammed Wareth 40

Muhammed Farrakh Sir 47

Muhammed Kuli Khan 43

Mirza Mahadi 57

Muhammed Kasim Ferishtah

58

Nadir Shah 27

Nur Jehan 43

Nazarenes 22

Neamut Khan Haji 46

Nizam al mulkiah dynasty

49

Nizam ad'din Ahmed 38

Ommiah 5, 21, 25

Othman or Osman 30

Othman Beig Ghazi 30

Othmdn dynasty 30, 31

Rashidi (Khalifahs) 23, 25

Rumlu 26, 27

said Abu SMed Mirza 36

Saki Mustaad Khan 42

Salehh Kanbu 41

Siiiti 5

Sahib Keran 11

Shaieb 15

Sheikh AbiJl Fazl 37

Shaibani 18

Sabt Ibn Juzi 19

Sadik Isfahani, Introd. iii, ix.

21, 23, 33

Sassanian dynasty 23

Selajekah(Seljukians) 26

Samanian dynasty 26

Safevi, or Sefevy 27, 28

Sofy, or Sophy 27

Shah Jehan Padshah 40, 41,

45

Shah Ismail 27

ShahTahmasp 27,28

Shah Abbas 28

Shah Abbas Thani 28

Shah Aalum Behadur Shah

43

Sherif Muatemed Khan 37,

40

Sheikh Enaiet Ullah 37

Shams ad'din Muhammed 32

Subuctagi 38

Tabri, or Tabari 13, 14, 15,

24, 54

Tanish,or Tunish Bokhari 9,

10

Tezkerreh al Vaki^t 36, 57

Taimur, Timour, Timoor, &c.

10, 11, 34, 35, 45, 50, 53,

54, 55

Tamerlane 11

Taimurian dynasty 32

Takioddin Ahmed Ebn Ali

20
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Tahmasp (Sh^h) 27, 28

Tiiher Wahid 28

Tughlick Shah 51

Tubba Tub^ 49

Taifur Bustami 59

Uzbek 10, 28, 32

Vardi (Ibn al) 57

Wahid (Taher) 28

W^reth 40

Zahabi 19, 24

Zu'Ifikiir Khan Bahadur Nas-

ret-Jang 44

Zeya Berni 51

Zehereddin Baber 58
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COUNTRIES, CITIES, RIVERS, &c.

MENTIONED IN THE " CRITICAL ESSAY," AND IN THE

NOTES WITH WHICH IT IS ILLUSTRATED.

Andalusia, page 8

Andalus (or Undulus) 7, 8,

18, 20

Arab (Arabia) 7, 8, 18, et

passim

Arabia Petraea 8

Deserta 8

Felix 8

Armen (Armenia) 57

Africa 3, 29, &c.

Ahmedabad 49

Ahmednagar 49

Aniran 7

Aighur (or Oighur) 9

Amu (River) 7, 9

Balkh 53

Barbary 3

Bahr-i-Rum 57

Belad al Maghreb

Belad al Sudan, or Country

of the Blacks in Africa 3

Bengalah 38, 48

Caspian Sea 26, 33, 58

Cobi (or Kobi) 58

Chaldea 23

Candia 3

Dasht-i-Kibchak 33

Damascus 19

Dehli 38, 39, 51

Dilem 26

Dekkan 38, 46, 48, 49

Egypt 7, 8, 18, 20, 29, &c.

Euphrates 6

Gurjistan (Georgia) 57

Gujerat 38, 50
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Golconda 50

Gibraltar 3

Gulf of Persia 6

Hej^z, in Arabia 8

Herat 35, 38

Hind6 Kush Mountains 58

Hind, Hindustan 3, 10, et

Haiderabad 50 .

Hyrcania 54

laman (or Yemen) 8, 29

Trak(Arabi) 23

Iran (Persia) 6, 7, 18, 33, 34,

et passim

Isfahan 56

India 3, 10, et passim

Indus (River) 6

Mausul 18

M^wer al nahr 7,9, 10, 33,34

Maghreb 3, 7, 18, 20

Mauritania, see Maghreb

Medinah 8, 29

Mediterranean Sea 57

Mekkah 8, 29, 31

Multan 38

Misr (Egypt) 7,8,18,20,29,

57

Naserah 22

Nejed (or Najd) 8

Oighur (or Aighur) 9

Oxus (River) 6, 7, 9, 58

Persia, see Irdn

Persian Gulf 6

Jaxartes (River) 58

Javanpur 38

Jaghatai 28, 45, 58

Jaihun (or Oxus) 6, 7, 9

Romaniah 57

Romiliah 57

Rum 26, 30, 57

Rumieh 28

Kashghar 9, 34, 58

Kobi (desert) 58

Kirman 26

Khurasan 35

Kufah 23, 24, 55, 56

Kashmir 38, 50

Lahur (Lahore) 40

Malwah 38

Samarkand 53

Sis 57

Scythia 6

Sham (Syria) 7, 8, 20, 57

Spain 3, 5, 7, 18, 20, 21

Susa 25

Sind 38, 48. 50

Shiraz 56

Tabaristan 13, 14
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Telingana 50

71

Tayf 8

Tehamah 8

Tehran 56

Tatar Country (Tartary) 6

Turan 6, 7, 18, 22, 33, 34

Turkomania 7, 18, 34

Terfan 58

Turkistan 9

Transoxiana 6, 9, 10, 20, 33 Yarkend 58

Tillung 50

Tartary, see Tatar Zabid 29

Undulus (Andalus) 7, 8, 18,

20

Ulugh Tagh mountains 58

Yemen 8, 29

Yemama 8

CORRIGENDA.

P. 10. I. 2. for Usbek read Uzbek.

— 48. — 5. — Taimur — Taimur.
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The Athenaeum, London 10 10

The Oriental Club, London 10 10

The Library of Cathairue Hall, Cambridge 10 10

The Library of Exeter College, Oxford 10 10

The Library of Jesus College, Cambridge 10 10

The President and Fellows of Magdalen College, Oxford . . 10 10

The Library of Trinity College, Cambridge 10 10

The Dean and Chapter of Ely 10 10

The Provost of Trinity College, Dublin 10 10

H. Alexander, Esq., M.P 10 10

R. S. Berry, Esq 10 10

Colonel William Blackburne 10 10

The Rev. E. Burton, D.D 10 10

Lieut.-Col. Jdmes Caulfield 10 10

John Lewis Cox, Esq 10 10

Richard Waite Cox, Esq 10 10

John Francis Davis, Esq 10 10

R. Gregory, Esq 10 10

John Guillemard, Esq 10 10

Hudson Gurney, Esq., M.P 10 10

A. Hamilton, Esq 10 10

Major-General Thomas Hardwicke 10 10

Godfrey Higgins, Esq 10 10

R. Jenkins, Esq., M.P 10 10

Peter Johnston, of Carnsalloch, Esq 10 10

Lieutenant-Colonel Vans Kennedy 10 10

The Rev. Wyndham Knatchbull, D.D 10 10

John Lee, Esq., D.C.L 10 10

Major-General Macauley, M.P 10 10

Dr. J. Macbride 10 10

W. H. Macnaghten, Esq 10 10

J. B. S. Morritt, Esq 10 10

The Rev. Dr. Nott 10 10

Colonel H. S. Osborne 10 10

Captain J. W. J. Ouseley 10 10

Louis Hayes Petit, Esq., M.P 10 10

David Pollock, Esq 10 10

The Rev. E. B. Pueey, A.M 10 10

R. Simmons, Esq 10 10

William Sotheby, Esq 10 10

A. Spottiswoode, Esq., M.P 10 10

A. StirUng, Esq., Calcutta 10 10

Major-General G. H. Symons 10 10

G. Watson Taylor, Esq., M.P 10 10

Lieutenant-Colonel James Tod 10 10

Dr. John Tytler, Calcutta 10 10 O

George Vivian, Esq 10 10

Captain J. Woolmore 10 10
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H. H. Wilson, Esq., Calcutta 10 10

The Imperial University, Dorpat 5 5

Graves C. Hau{?liton, Esq., M. A., F.R.S., &c 5 5

Philip Pusey, Esq., M.P 5 5

The Rev. G. C. Renonard, A.r*I 5 5

Dr. Rosen 5 5

R. J. Thomson, Esq , 5 6

The Rev. Archdeacon Wran^ham 5 5

It is requested that those Individuals or Institutions who are

willing to subscribe to the Oriental Translation Fund, will send

their names, addressed to '' the Secretary, Royal Asiatic Society's

House, No. 14, Grafton-street, Bond-street^ London ;
" and inform

him where their subscriptions will be paid. Subscriptions will also

be received by the Branch Committees at Calcutta, Madras, and

Rome.
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LIST OF WORKS
PRINTED FOR

THE ORIENTAL TRANSLATION FUND.

AND SOLD BY

Mr. Murray, and Messrs. Pakbury, Allen, and Co., London; Messrs,

Thacker and Co., Calcutta ; Messrs. Treuttel and Wurtz, Paris j

and Mr. Ermest Fleiscuer, Leipsig.

I.

THE TRAVELS OF IBN BATUTA,
Translated fiom the abridged Arabic Manuscript Copies preserved in the Public
Library of Cambridge, with NOTES, illustrative of the History, Geography^

Botany, Antiquities, &c. occurring throughout the Work.

By the Kev. S. LEE, B.D., Professor of Hebrew in the University

of Cambridge, de. dc.

In Demy Quarto; price £l.

2.

MEMOIRS OF THE EMPEROR JAHANGUEIR,
Written by Himself, and translated from a Persian Manuscript,

By MAJOR DAVID PRICE, of the Bombay Army, &c. <fec.

In Demy Quarto ; 12s.

3.

THE TRAVELS OF MACARIUS, PATRIARCH OF ANTIOCH,
Written by his attendant Archdeacon, Paul of Aleppo, in Arabic.

Part the First.—Anatolia, Romelia, and Moldavia.

Translated by F. C. BELFOUR, A.M. Oxon. ^c. Sfc.

In Demy Quarto; 10s.

For Part II. of this Work—see No. 14.

4.

HAN KOONG TSEW, or THE SORROWS OF HAN,
A Chinese Tragedy, translated from the Original, with Notes, and a Specimen

of the Chinese Text. By JOHN FRANCIS DAVIS, F.R.S., Sfc.

In Demy Quarto. 5$.
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5.

HISTORY OF THE AFGHANS,
Translated from the Persian of Neamet Allah. Part I.

By BERNHARD DORN. Ph. D., ^c.

In Demy Quarto ; 14s.

6.

THE FORTUNATE UNION,
A Romance, translated from the Chinese Original, with Notes and Illustrations ;

to which is added, a Chinese Tragedy.

By JOHN FRA.NCIS DAVIS, F.R.S., Sfc.

Two Vols. Demy 8vo. ; IGs.

7,

YAKKUN NATTANNAWA,
A Cingalese Poem, descriptive of the Ceylon System of Demonology; to which

is appended, the Practices of a Capua or Devil Priest, as described
by a Budhist: and KOLAN NATTANNAWA, a Cingalese

Poem, descriptive of the Characters assumed by
Natives of Ceylon in a Masquerade.

Ilhbtntted with Plates from Cingalese Designs.

Translated by JOHN CALLAWAY, late Missionary in Ceyloiu

In Demy Octavo; 8s.

8.

THE ADVENTURES OF HATIM TAf,
A Romance, translated from the Persian. By DUNCAN FORBES, A.M.

In Demy Quarto ; IGs.

9.

THE LIFE OF SHEIKH MOHAMMED ALi HAZIN,
Written by Himself: translated from two Persian Manu5Cii[)ts, and illustrated

with Notes explanatory of the History, Poetry, Geography, ^'c, which
therein occur.

By F. C. BELFOUR, M.A. Oxon. Sfc, ^c.

In Demy Octavo; 10s. 6rf.

For the Persian Text of this Work—see No, 16.

10.

MEMOIRS OF A MALAYAN FAMILY,
Written by themselves ; and translated from the Original,

By W. MARSDEN, F.R.S. ^c. ^c.

In Demy Octavo ; 2s. 6d.

11.

HISTORY OF THE WAR IN BOSNIA.
During the Years 1737-8 and 9.

Translated from the Turkish by C. ERASER, Professor of German in the

Naval and Military Academy, Edinburgh. In Demy Octavo ; 4s.
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12.

THE MULIUZAT TIMURY ; or AUTOBIOGilAlMlICAL
MEMOIRS OF THE MOGHUL EMPEROR TIMUR,

Wiitton in the Jagtay Turky language, turned into Persian by Abu Talib
Hussaini, and tran lated into Enji;lish

Uy MAJOR CHARLES STEWART, lafe Professor of Oriental Languages in

the Honourable East India Company's College.

With a Map of Transoxania. In Deniv Quarto; 12s,

13.

THE HISTORY OF VARTAN AND OF THE BATTLE OF
THE ARMENIANS.

Containing an Account of the Religious Wars between the Persians and
Armenians, by Elisaeus Bishop of the Aniadunians.

Translated from the Araienian, by C. F. NEUMANN,
Member of the Armenian Academy of the Mechitaristes at St. Lazaro, ^c. ^c.

In Demy Quarto ; lO*.

14.

THE TRAVELS OF MACARIUS, PATRIARCH OF
ANTiOCH,

Written by his Attendant Archdeacon Paul, of Aleppo, in Arabic.

Part the Second.—Wallachia, iNiOldavia, and the Cossack Country.

Translated by F. C. BELFOUR, A.M. Oxon, ^c. ^c.

In Demy Quarto ; 10s.

For the First Part of this Work— see No. 3.

15.

THE LIFE OF HAFIZ UL MULK, HAFIZ REHMUT
KHAN,

Written by his Son Nuwab Must'ujab Khan Bahadur, and entitled

Gulistan-i-Rehmut.

Abridged and translated from the lersian, by CHARLES ELLIOTT, Tsq.
Of the Bengal Civil Service.

In Demv 8vo. 5s.

16.

THE LIFE OF SHEIKH MOHAMMED Ali HAZIn,
Written by Himself; edited from two Persian ?ilanuscripts, and notrd with

their various Headings by F. C. BELFOUR, M.A. Oxon. ^c. Sfc.

In Demy 8vo. 10s. Gil.

For the English Translation of this Work— see No. ?).

17.

MISCELLANEOUS TRANSLATIONS FROM ORIENTAL
LANGUAGES,

Volume the First. In Demy 8vo.

conti:m's :

I. Notes of a Journey into the Interior oi Northern Africa.—
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r>y liaji Ibn-iul dill Al-Agiuvaati. Translated tVoiu ths Arabic by W, B,
Ijodgsoii, Es(j., late American Consul at Alji;lei>-, F.M.R.A.S.

II. Extracts from tfie Sakaa Thevan Saasteram, or Book of Fate.
—Translated from the Tamnl Language, by the Rev. Joseph Roberts,
Cor.M.R.A.S.

III. The Last Days of Krishna and the Sons of Pandu, from the
concluding Section of the Mahabharat. Translated from the Persian version, made
by Nekkeib Khan, in the time of the Emperor Akbar. By Major David Price,
of the Bombay Army, M.R.A.S., of the Oriental Translation Committee, and of
the Royal Society of Literature.

IV. The Vedala Cad at, being the Tamvil Version of a Collection of
Ancient Tales in the Sanscrit Language; popularly known throughout India,

and entitled the Vetala Panchavinsati. Translated by B. G. Babington, M.D.,
F.R.S., M.R.A.S. M. Madras Lit. Soc, ^c.

V. Indian Cookery, as practised and described by the Natives of the

East. Translated by Sandford Arnot.

18.

THE ALGEBRA OF MOHAMMED BEN MUSA,
ARABIC AND ENGLISH.

Edited and translated by FREDERIC ROSEN.
In Demy Octavo. 8s.

19.

THE HISTORY OF THE MARITIME WARS
OF THE TURKS,

Translated from the Turkish of Haji Khalifeh, by James Mitchell. Part I.

In Demy Quarto. 7s.

20.

TRANSLATIONS FROM THE CHINESE AND ARMENIAN,
By CHARLES F. NEUMANN.

In Demy 8vo.

contents :

T. History of the Pirates who infested the China Sea, from 180T to 1810.

Translated from the Chinese Original, with Notes and Illustrations.

H. The Catechism of the Shamans; or, the Laws and Regulatious of the

Priesthood of Buddha, in China. Translated from the Chinese Original, with

Notes and Illustrations.

HI. Vahram's Chronicle of the Armenian Kingdom in Cilicia, durmg the

time of the Crusades. Translated fiom the Original Armenian, with Notes and

Illustrations.
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LIST OF WORKS IN THE PRESS.

The ShAhnamah ; translated by James Atkinson, Esq.

This celebrated Persian Poem comprises tlie History of Persia, from its first sovereign to A. D.
636, and is replete with chivalrous adventures, and descriptions of ancient manners.

The Travels of Evliya Eifendi ; translated by M. de Hammer.
This work contains an account, in Turkish, of the travels of Evliya in all parts of the Turkish

empire, and in Turkestan, &c., in the middle of the seventeenth century.

Nipon u dai itsi ran ; translated by M. Jules de Klaproth.

This Japanese work contains the History of the Dairis, or Ecclesiastical Emperors of Japan,
from the year 6C0 Ante Christum.

The San kokf tsu ran ; translated by M. Jules de Klaproth.

This Japanese Work is a description of Loo-choo, Corea, and Jesso, with maps and plates ; it

was written in 1785.

A History of Morocco ; translated by Walter Price, Esq.

An Arabic work, containing a history of the establishment of the Muhammedan power in the
Barbary States, and in Spain, from the eighth to the fourteenth century.

The Great Geographical Work of Idrisi ; translated by the Rev. G. C.Renouard, B.D.

This Arabic work was written A. D. 1153, to illustrate a large silver globe made for Roger,
King of Sicily, and is divided into the seven climates described by the Greek Geographers.

The Raghu-Vansa ; translated by Dr. Stenzler.

This is a highly celebrated Epic Poem by Kdlidasa. It will be accompanied by the Sanscrit
text.

The Tahkik al Ir4b and Takwim al BuldAn: the Geographical Works of Sddik

Isfahdni; translated by J. C. from the original Persian Manuscripts in the col-

lection of Sir William Ouseley, the editor.

The Hoei Ian ki, or I'Histoire du Cercle de craie ; translated by M. Stanislas

Julien.

An interesting Chinese drama, founded upon a story similar to that of the judgment of Salomon.

The Fo koue ke; translated by M. AbelR^musat.

This very curious Chinese work contains an account of the travels of some Buddhist Priests,

during the years 399—411, A. D., from the city of Si ngan fu, in China, through Tartary, Hin-
dustan, Ceylon, &c., and will greatly elucidate the ancient geography and religion of Central Asia
and India. It will likewise be illustrated by the learned translator from many original Chinese
writers.

LIST OF TRANSLATIONS PREPARING
FOR PUBLICATION.

Class 1st.

—

Theology, Ethics, and Metaphysics.

The Sdnkhya Cdricd ; translated by Henry Thomas Colebrooke, Esq.

This Sanscrit work contains, in seventy-two stanzas, the principles of the Sdnkhya System of

Metaphysical Philosophy.

The Li ki ; translated by M. Stanislas Julien.

This ancient Chinese work, which is attributed to Confucius, was the original moral and cere-

monial code of China, and is still the principal authority on those subjects in that empire.
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A Collation of the Syriac MSS. of the New Testament, both Nestorian and Jacobite,
that are accessible in England ; by the Rev. Professor Lee.

This Collation will include the various readings of the Syriac MSS. of the New Testament in
the British Museum, and the Libraries at Oxford, Cambridge, &c.

The Didascalia, or Apostolical Constitutions of the Abyssinian Church: translated
by T. P. Piatt, Esq., A. M.
This ancient Ethiopia work is unknown in Europe, and contains many very curious opinions.

The Vrihad Aranyaka ; translated by Dr. Stenzler.

This ancient Sanscrit Upanishad is reckoned part of the Yajur-Veda. It consists of reflections
and dialogues on the origin and nature of the gods, men, fire, &c. ; and is one of the principal

^authorities in the Vedanta system of philosophy.

The AkhlAk-i-Msiri, of Nasir-ud-din of Tds in Eokharia ; translated by the Rev.
H. G. Keene, M.A.

This Persian system of Ethics is an elaborate composition, formed on Greek Models, and is
very highly esteemed in Persia.

Class 2d.

—

History, Geography, and Travels.

The Travels of Macarius, Patriarch of Antioch. Written by his Attendant, Arch-
deacon Paul of Aleppo ; translated by F. C. Belfour, Esq., LL. D. Part III.

This Arabic manuscript, which is of great variety, describes the Patriarch's journey through
Syria, Anatolia, Rumelia, Walachia, Moldavia and Russia, between the years 1653 and 1660 of
the Christian ^ra.

The Seir-i-Mutakherin, or the Manners of the Moderns of Seyyid Ghol^m
Husein Kh^n ; translated by i,ieut.- Colonel John Briggs.

This celebrated Persian work comprises the annals of Hindustan, from the time of the Emperor
Aurung-zebe, to the administration of Warren Hastings in Bengal.

The Sharaf Niimah ; translated by Professor Charmoy.

This is a Persian History of the Dynasties which have governed in Kurdistan, written by
Sharaf Ibn Sliams-ud-din, at the close of the sixteenth century.

The History of Mcizindarcln and Tabaristdn ; translated by Professor Charmoy.

This is a Persian History of a part of the Persian empire, written by Zahir-ud-din, and comes
down to A. D. 1475.

The Tdrikh-i-Afghdn ; translated by Professor Bernhard Dorn. Part II.

This is a Persian History of the Afghans, who claim to be descended from the Jews. It will be
accompanied by an account of the Afghan tribes.

TheAnnalsof Elias, Metropolitan of Nisibis ; translatedby theRev. Josiah Forshall, A.M.

This Syriac chronicle contains chronological tables of the principal dynasties of the world, brief

memoirs of the Patriarchs of the Nestorian church, and notices of the most remarkable events

in the East, from the birth of our Saviour to the beginning of the eleventh century.

Naima's Annals ; translated by Charles Eraser, Esq.

This Turkish History comprises the period between 1622 and 1692, and includes accounts of

the Turkish invasion of Germany, the sieges of Buda, Vienna, ^c.

Ibn Haukal's Geography ; translated by Professor Hamaker.

This Arabic work was compiled in the 10th century by a celebrated Mohammedan Traveller,

and is not the same as the Oriental Geography of Ebn Haukal that was translated by Sir William
Ouseley.

The History of Raja Krishan Chandra: translated by Graves C. Haughton, Esq.,

M.A. F.R.S., &c. &c.

This Bengali work includes an account of the rise of the Raja's family, of the events that led to

the fatal catastrophe of the Black-hole at Calcutta, and of the triumphant establishment of the

English under Lord Clive in Bengal.
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The Clironicle of Abulfat'h Ihn Abnlha^an Alsamdn; translated by the llev. T.

Jarrett, M.A.

This rare Arabic -work, of -which only one pcrftct copy is known to be in Europe, is a History

of tlio Samaritaris, from tlie Creation to liic middh' ol tlie lourleentli century.

Ibn Khaldun's History of the Berbers; translated by the Rev. rrol"(ssor Lee.

Tliis is a most rare and valuable work, containing an accouat of the origin, progress and decline

of the dynasties which governed the northern coast of Africa.

Ibn Kotaiba's History of the Arabians ; translated ly Dr. J. H. Moeller.

Tliis celebrated work contains the History of th.e Arabians, from the time of Ishmael, the son

of Abraham, to near the end of tlie tliird century of the Muhammedan, or the ninth of the

Christian aera.

Makrizi's Khitat, or History and Statistics of Egypt ; translated by Abraham
Salame, Esq.

This Arabic work includes accounts of the conquest of Egypt by the Khalifs, A. D. 640, and of

the cities, rivers, ancient and modern inhabitants of Egypt, SfC.

A History of the Birman Empire, translated by Father Sangermano.

This work, which contains the political and religious History of Birmah, was translated by
Father Sangermano, who was a Missionary in Ava twenty-six years. It also furnishes accounts

of the natural productions, laws, and metaphysics of that country.

Part of Mirkhond's Rauzat-us-saffa ; translated by David Shea, Esq.

The part of this Persian work selected for publication, is that winch contains the History of

Persia, from Kaiumurs to the death of Alexander the Greats

The Tuhfat-al Kibar of HAji Khalifah ; translated by Mr. James Mitchell. Part II.

This Turkish History contains an account of the maritime wars of the Turks in the Mediter-

ranean and Black Seas, and on the Danube, SfC, principally in the time of the Cnisades.

Class 3d.

—

Bibliography, Belles-Lettres, and Biography.

The San kwo che ; translated by John Francis Davis, Esq.

This very popular historical romance is founded on the civil wars that raged in China in the

third century, and is reckoned quite a model of Chinese style.

Haji Khalifah's Bibliographical Dictionary ; translated by Monsieur Gustave Flugel.

This valuable Arabic work, whicli formed the ground w^ork of D'Herbelot's " Bibliotheque

Oriental," contains accounts of upwards of 13,000 Arabic, Persian, and Turkish works, arranged

alphabetically.

Haft Paikir, an historical Romance of Bahram Gur ; translated by^^the Right Hon.
Sir Gore Ouseley, Bart.

This Persian Poem of Nazami of Ganjah, contains the romantic history of Bahram, tlie Vth of

the Sassanian dynasty of Persian Kings.

Mihr Mushteri ; translated by the Right Hon. Sir Gore Ouseley, Bart.

This Persian Poem, of which an abridgment will be published, was composed by Muhammed
Assar, and celebrates the friendship and adventures of Mihr and Mushteri, the sons of King
Shapiir and his grand Vizier.

Ibn Khallikan's Lives of Illustrious Men : translated by Dr. F. A. Rosen.

This is an Arabic Biographical Dictionary, arranged alphabetically, of the most celebrated

Arabian historians, poets, warriors, §-c. who lived in the seven first centuries of the era of

Mahommed, A.D. 600 to A.D. 1300.

The Bustan of Sadi ; translated by James Ross, Esq., M.A.

This is a much-admired Persian Poem, consisting of Tales, §-c. illustrative of moral duties.

Oar«linrr& Sob, Printers, Prinrcs-street, Caven'lish-square.
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